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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this secondary analysis was to identify 

and describe the nursing diagnoses and associated defining 

characteristics for outpatient radiation therapy clients 

with either head and neck cancer (n=15) or digestive organs 

cancer (n=15). Based on patients' self-reported symptoms, a 

series of three panels clustered defining characteristics 

with adaptive modes, next formulated nursing diagnoses based 

on those characteristics, and lastly validated the compiled 

list of nursing diagnoses, defining characteristics, and 

adaptive modes. The findings of 28 nursing diagnoses 

generated for head and neck cancer and 25 diagnoses for 

digestive organs cancer indicated that radiation clients 

experience a gamut of patient care needs which require 

nursing management. Results of the comparison between the 

original study using Gordon's Functional Health Patterns and 

this one using Roy's Adaptation Model as the conceptual 

framework suggest that a universal set of nursing diagnoses 

exist for the cancer client experiencing external beam 

radiation therapy. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Cancer will strike 1,800,000 Americans this year 

(Boring, Squires, & Tong, 1991). It is the second leading 

cause of mortality and accounts for 22.5% of all deaths in 

the United States (Boring et al., 1991). Fortunately, 

individuals newly diagnosed with cancer can benefit from 

recent advances in cancer detection and treatment. Progress 

in therapeutic modalities for cancer has substantially 

improved the likelihood of surviving the disease and its 

treatment. For example, approximately 49% of persons who 

develop cancer this year will be alive five years after 

diagnosis (Meissner, Anderson, & Odenkircher, 199 0). 

Currently, there are over five million Americans who are 

cancer survivors; three million of whom were diagnosed over 

five years ago (Ziegfeld, 1987). These persons have 

received care from nurses during their experience with 

diagnosis and treatment of cancer and will continue to 

require varying levels of nursing service throughout the 

trajectory of their illness. Knowledge of the health care 

needs of persons with cancer is essential to oncology nurses 

to provide optimal patient management and care during cancer 

treatment. 
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Radiation therapy is one of four treatment modalities 

currently used to treat the disease process of cancer. The 

goals of radiation therapy focus on cure, control, 

prophylaxis, and palliation (Ziegfeld, 1987) . As a result 

of radiation therapy, the disease itself may be eradicated 

or its growth and spread controlled so that the individual 

may enjoy an improved quality of life. Radiation therapy is 

a hallmark of treatment for cancer. An estimated 50% of 

persons diagnosed with cancer will receive radiation therapy 

at some point during the course of their disease (Strohl, 

1988; Ziegfeld, 1987). Therefore, the focus of this study 

was to examine through secondary analysis the nursing care 

needs of cancer clients receiving radiation therapy. 

Radiation therapy is frequently used to treat cancers 

of the head, neck, and digestive organs. Treatment of these 

tumor sites generally consists of surgical removal followed 

by radiation therapy. Cancers of the head and neck will be 

diagnosed in an estimated 30,800 individuals this year 

(Boring et al., 1991). The incidence of head and neck 

cancer is increasing among women. Beginning with the 194 0s 

and through the 1960s, the male-to-female ratio r a new 

diagnosis of cancers of the mouth and pharynx consistently 

remained at 4:1 (Reese, 1991). This ratio decreased to 3:1 

in the period of 1964 to 1975 (McGuirt, 1983). Over the 

next five years, 1975 to 1980, the male-to-female ratio 
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continued the trend of equalizing and settled at 2:1. Head 

and neck malignancies are closely associated with certain 

environmental factors (Carter, 1982; Decker & Goldstein, 

1982) . Tobacco and alcohol use, especially when combined, 

are major risk factors for cancers of the head and neck. 

Approximately 90% of persons with oral cancer have a history 

of smoking (Carter, 1982). Given the social trends of 

tobacco use and alcohol consumption in women, the forecasts 

indicate a greater incidence of diagnosis of this cancer 

type in women (Reese, 1991). Therefore, more women than 

previously seen will be seeking health care for cancers of 

the head and neck. 

Cancers of the digestive organs account for the largest 

number of cancers attributed to one body system (Ehlke, 

1991). They represent 25% of all malignant diseases, with 

an estimated 240,800 new cases to be diagnosed in 1991 

(Boring et al., 1991). Cancer of the digestive organs is 

the most common type of cancer among males and females in 

the United States (Boring et al., 1991; Lind, 1987). 

Radiation therapy is used in the treatment of cancers of the 

digestive organs, either to promote a cure or to aid in the 

palliation of the disease. Radiation therapy may be used in 

conjunction with surgery, performed preoperatively and/or 

postoperatively to enhance cancer cell kill. 
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For persons with cancer, two radiation techniques are 

available to deliver radiation therapy: teletherapy and 

brachytherapy. Teletherapy or external beam radiation 

therapy employs a linear accelerator machine to deliver 

ionizing radiation from outside the body (Hilderly & Dow, 

1991). Brachytherapy, in contrast, involves placement of a 

radioactive source within a targeted cancer site (Hilderly & 

Dow, 1991). The majority of persons with cancer, 

particularly those diagnosed with solid tumors, receive 

external beam radiation therapy. Furthermore, external beam 

radiation therapy may be administered in order to enhance 

chemotherapy or surgical treatment. For example, external 

beam radiation therapy given as an adjuvant measure may be 

used to treat sanctuary sites, reduce tumor bulk, or treat 

microscopic disease beyond the surgical margins (Hilderly & 

Dow, 1991). 

The efficacy of external beam radiation therapy, while 

demonstrated in tumor response rates, is a difficult 

modality for most clients to comprehend. Being alone in a 

room and exposed to an invisible force that can destroy 

cells is a personal experience (Strohl, 1988). The aspects 

of therapy identified by Peck and Boland (1977) as most 

frightening to persons with cancer were the term cobalt, 

being alone in the room, and length of exposure to 

radiation. Briscourt and McKenzie (1984) identified the 
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following client concerns: being alone in the treatment 

room, being crushed by the machine, receiving too much 

radiation, being burned, hair loss, nausea, sterility, and 

cancer induction. The need for treatment information of 

persons receiving external beam radiation therapy was 

investigated by Lauer, Murphy, and Powers (1982). Using the 

technique of rank order, 3 3 nurses and 27 oncology patients 

rated the importance of 36 informational items. Both groups 

identified purpose of treatment as primary information being 

needed. Next in importance were treatment schedule, 

duration of treatment, side effects, and ways of minimizing 

side effects. These important needs were followed by skin 

care, action of radiation, and name of type of radiation 

received (Lauer et al., 1982). 

Given the myriad needs of those receiving external beam 

radiation therapy, providing care to persons with cancer 

presents a multifaceted challenge for nurses. Moreover, 

cancers of the head and neck and their treatment can affect 

speech, appearance, eating, and breathing (Baker & Feldman, 

1987). These sequelae, combined with smoking, alcohol 

abuse, and aging which are often associated with cancers of 

the head and neck (Reese, 1991), predispose the client to 

multiple physical and psychosocial threats to well-being. 

For those diagnosed with cancers of the digestive organs, 

body image and nutrition represent major nursing concerns in 
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the care of these clients (Ehlke, 1991). In order to 

comprehensively care for these individuals, nurses require a 

system by which they can describe and classify the phenomena 

of nursing care required by these clients. Nursing 

diagnoses provide a classification system nurses can use to 

identify, describe, and document nursing care needs of 

cancer clients (Gordon, 1987a; Halloran & Kiley, 1984; 

Woodtli & Van Ort, 1991). Nursing diagnoses represent 

clinical judgements about an individual or family response 

to actual or potential health problems (Carpenito, 1991) . 

They describe the human response of an individual or group 

which the nurse can legally identify and for which the nurse 

can order the definitive interventions (Carpenito, 1987, 

1991). 

In 1982, Gordon developed a system for organizing a 

nursing assessment based on functional health patterns 

(Gordon, 1982). The purpose of this organizing framework 

was to direct the nurse in collecting data to determine an 

individual's or group's health status and level of 

functioning. By using the functional health pattern format 

to guide data collection, the nursing assessment is 

completed in a systematic and comprehensive fashion. An 

outcome of the nursing assessment is the identification of 

defining characteristics. These are diagnostic cues that 

cluster as manifestations of a nursing diagnosis (Carroll-
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Johnson, 1991). Diagnostic cues are clinical evidence of a 

cluster of behaviors or signs and symptoms that represent a 

diagnostic label (Carroll-Johnson, 1991). Nursing 

diagnoses, therefore, are derived from the identified 

defining characteristics and categorized within specific 

functional health patterns. Thus, the nursing diagnostic 

process culminates in the identification of a nursing 

diagnosis associated with one of nine categories of 

functional health patterns: nutritional/metabolic; 

elimination; activity/exercise; sleep/rest; 

cognitive/perceptual; self-perception/self-concept; role 

relationship; sex/reproductive; and coping/stress (Gordon, 

1982, 1985, 1987a, 1987b). 

Woodtli and Van Ort (1989, 1991) identified and 

described the nursing diagnoses and associated defining 

characteristics within functional health patterns of persons 

with cancer who were receiving external beam radiation 

therapy. The investigators demonstrated the necessity for 

this study based on a paucity in the literature of research-

based validation of nursing diagnoses in persons with cancer 

who were being treated with external beam radiation therapy 

(Woodtli & Van Ort, 1989, 1991). The aim of their study was 

to identify the nursing care needs of a specific patient 

population as well as contribute to the development of 

knowledge on nursing diagnoses and functional health 
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patterns. 

The nursing care needs of the cancer client undergoing 

radiation therapy have not been examined using a conceptual 

perspective other than functional health patterns. The next 

step in the development of knowledge related to nursing 

diagnoses for patients receiving external beam radiation 

therapy is to conduct secondary analysis by using a 

different organizing framework on the same data set 

collected and analyzed by Woodtli and Van Ort (1991). This 

step is essential in order to delineate and extend the link 

of theory to practice knowledge. The use of a second 

organizing framework provides comparative data and thus, may 

generate knowledge additional to, or different from the 

original study. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this descriptive study was to identify 

and describe nursing diagnoses and associated defining 

characteristics within Roy's adaptation framework for 

persons receiving outpatient external beam radiation therapy 

for cancers of the head and neck or cancers of the digestive 

organs. 

Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework for this descriptive study was 

based on Roy's Adaptation Model and Gordon's Functional 

Health Patterns. Figure 1. depicts the model undergirding 
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Roy's Adaptation Model 

4 Adaptive 
Modes 
(head/neck) 

Nursing 
Diagnosis 
(head/neck) 

4 Adaptive 
Modes — 
(digestive organs) 

Nursing 
Diagnosis 
(digestive organs) 

Gordon's Health Patterns 

9 Functional 
Health Patterns 
(digestive organs) 

9 Functional 
Health Patterns 
(head/neck) 

Nursing 
Diagnosis 
(digestive organs) 

Nursing 
Diagnosis 
(head/neck) 

Defining Defining Defining Defining 
Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics 
(head/neck) (digestive organs) (digestive organs) (head/neck) 

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework for Study: 
Roy's Adaptation Model and Gordon's Health Patterns 
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this investigation. As a nursing model, Roy's Adaptation 

Model focuses on nursing's concern with both the pattern of 

human behavior interacting with the environment and the 

processes affecting adaptation (Roy, 1987). Roy (1987) 

asserted that the generation of nursing knowledge should be 

focused on the processes by which persons affect their 

health status and on the nursing actions to enhance these 

processes. The process of health Roy (1984, 1987) refers to 

is the process of adaptation. Developing nursing diagnoses 

through the use of the four adaptive modes provides the 

basis for identifying those nursing actions designed to 

enhance adaptation. Nursing diagnoses are generated from 

the identified defining characteristics, which are the signs 

and symptoms reported by patients experiencing external beam 

radiation therapy. 

The nursing process based on functional health 

patterns, in contrast, examines human behavior from a 

perspective of nine health patterns (Gordon, 1982). Each 

pattern is an expression of biopsychosocial integration and 

evolves from client-environment interaction (Gordon, 1987b). 

Functional health patterns provide a format for assessing 

the client and organizing the data to generate a nursing 

diagnosis. Based on the use of functional health patterns 

as an organizing framework, the nurse and client may 

determine the presence of positive functioning, altered 
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functioning, or at risk status for altered functioning. 

Altered functioning is defined as functioning perceived by 

the client to be a negative change or a undesirable change 

(Carpenito, 1991). Therefore, nursing diagnoses in this 

framework represent clinical judgements about dysfunction in 

each of the health patterns and are derived from the 

defining characteristics. 

The Roy Adaptation Model conceptualizes person as an 

adaptive system in constant interaction with the changing 

environment (Roy, 1984). Within this model, persons respond 

to the changing environment by means of adaptive or coping 

mechanisms. These adaptive mechanisms, according to Roy 

(1970, 1976, 1984; Roy & Roberts, 1981), are either innate 

or acquired. The inborn mechanisms, that Roy labels as 

regulator, refer primarily to coping mechanisms of a 

physiological nature. For example, the reflex response of 

an individual who touches a hot object is considered to be 

an innate mechanism and thus, an exemplar of the regulator. 

In contrast to innate mechanisms, the acquired mechanisms, 

that Roy categorizes as cognator, require learning and 

involve cognitive and emotional processes (Isenberg, 1991). 

For example, situations that involve consciously modifying 

dietary or exercise programs are illustrative of cognator 

activity. Thus, the process of adaptation to the changing 

environment occurs through the functioning of both regulator 
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and cognator mechanisms. 

The responses evoked by the cognator and regulator 

mechanisms are manifested by the person in the form of four 

adaptive modes (Roy, 1970, 1976; Roy & Roberts, 1981). 

These adaptive modes (Roy, 1970, 1976; Roy & Roberts, 1981) 

are categorized as: physiological mode, self-concept mode, 

role function mode, and interdependence mode. These modes 

are based on the person's need for physiological integrity, 

psychic integrity, and social integrity (Roy, 1976). 

The physiological mode consists of those responses that 

are associated with physiological functioning. The 

physiological responses, hierarchically arranged, are 

oxygenation, nutrition, elimination, activity and rest, and 

protection (Andrews & Roy, 1986). This mode is associated 

with the way the person responds physically to stimuli from 

the environment, such as physiological activity of cells, 

tissues, organs, and body systems (Andrews & Roy, 1986). 

The self-concept mode focuses on responses of a 

psychological or spiritual nature. Adaptation in this mode 

is directed towards attaining and maintaining psychic 

integrity. Self-concept, according to Andrews and Roy 

(1986), is the composite of beliefs and feelings that a 

person possesses. The self-concept mode consists of two 

subareas: physical self and personal self. The physical 

self entails an appraisal of the person's physical 
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attributes, such as appearance, functioning, and sexuality, 

and focuses on body sensation and body image. Body 

sensation relates to the feelings and experiences of oneself 

as a physical being; whereas, body image refers to the 

physical view and appearance of oneself (Andrews & Roy, 

1986). The personal self, the second subarea of the self-

concept mode, is represented by self-consistency, self-

ideal, and the moral-ethical-spiritual self (Andrews & Roy, 

1986). Self-consistency is characterized by the stability 

of self, despite changing environments (Andrews & Roy, 

1986). Self-ideal refers to expectations of the self and 

goal accomplishment. Lastly, the moral-ethical self 

portrays spiritual values of the self (Roy, 1987). These 

three aspects of the self — self-consistency, self-ideal, 

and the moral-ethical-spiritual self — comprise the 

personal self. 

The role function mode reflects the need for social 

integrity. This mode focuses on the roles an individual 

assumes in society and the ways these roles are fulfilled 

(Andrews & Roy, 1986). Andrews and Roy (1986) defined role 

as a set of expectations about how a person in a specific 

position behaves toward another person/s who also occupies a 

certain position. Adaptation in this mode is aimed at 

meeting individuals' needs for knowing who they are in 

relation to others (Andrews & Roy, 1986). 



The interdependence mode also emphasizes the necessity 

of social integrity. The primary focus of the 

interdependence mode, according to Andrews and Roy (1986), 

is affectional adequacy. This mode consists of a person's 

interactions related to the giving and receiving of love, 

respect, and value (Andrews & Roy, 1986). Adaptation in 

this mode entails meeting the needs of an individual through 

secure and nurturing relationships with others. There are 

two specific relationships within the interdependence mode: 

significant others, people who are important to the 

individual, and support systems, other people who contribute 

to meet interdependence needs (Andrews & Roy, 1986). 

Within Roy's Adaptation Model, individuals are viewed 

as adaptive systems coping with the changing environment by 

means of innate and acquired mechanisms. These adaptive 

mechanisms, regulator and cognator, function to attain and 

maintain adaptation in each of the four modes. This concept 

of person as an adaptive system is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Input Control Effectors. Output 
Processes (Modes) 

Stimuli, Coping Physiological Adaptive and 
Adapt- Mechanisms Function Ineffective 
ation (Regulator, Self Concept Responses 

Cognator) Role Function 
Interdependence 

I Feedback I 

Figure 2. Person as an Adaptive System (Roy, 1984). 
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The objective of adaptation is fostered by nursing 

activities, that is, the use of the nursing process -

assessment, nursing diagnosis, goal setting, intervention, 

and evaluation (Andrews & Roy, 1985; Roy, 1976, 1984). The 

Roy Adaptation Model determines "what data to collect, how 

to identify the problem and essential goals, what approach 

to use, and how to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

approach" (Roy, 1984, p. 44). The nursing process, as 

viewed by Roy (1984), encompasses six steps: 

1. Assess behaviors in each of the adaptive modes and 
determine whether they are adaptive or ineffective; 

2. Assess the stimuli that influence those behaviors 
and classify them as focal, contextual, or 
residual; 

3. Identify and state the adaptation problem(s); 
4. Establish goals in terms of adaptive behaviors; 
5. Select intervention strategies to promote 

adaptation; 
6. Evaluate the person's response in terms of meeting 

the established goals. 

Given the scope of this study, the use of Roy's Adaptation 

Model is limited to the first three steps - assessment of 

behaviors, assessment of influencing stimuli, and nursing 

diagnosis - of the nursing process (Figure 3.). 

According to Roy (1984), nursing assessment involves a 

two-level process of initially assessing behaviors and 

secondly, assessing influencing stimuli from the 

environment. First-level assessment consists of the 

identification of client responses in each of the four 

adaptive modes: physiological, self-concept, role function, 
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Step 1. > 

Assessment of 
Behavior in 
Adaptive Modes 

Step 2.< > 

Assessment of 
Stimuli 
(Contextual, 
focal, and 
residual stimuli) 

Step 3 . > 

Nursing Diagnosis 
(Statement of 
adaptive and 
ineffective 
behaviors) 

Step 4 . > 

Goal Setting 
(Behavioral 
Outcomes) 

Step 5 > 

Intervention 
(Approach to 
promote 
adaptation) 

Step 6. 

Evaluation 
(Judgement of 
of effectiveness 
of interventions) 

Figure 3. Flow chart illustrating the nursing process (Roy, 
1984). 
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and interdependence. The client responses are categorized 

as adaptive or ineffective in this level of assessment 

(Figure 2.). Behaviors are judged to be adaptive responses 

when they promote the physiological, psychological, and 

social integrity of the person. In contrast, ineffective 

responses are viewed to be those behaviors which do not 

foster integrity of the person. This process of judging 

human behaviors and categorizing them as adaptive or 

ineffective responses is the primary role of the nurse in 

the nursing assessment. Thus, for nurses using Roy's 

Adaptation Model, the major outcomes of the nursing 

assessment are identifying those behaviors disruptive of the 

person's integrity and facilitating those indicative of 

adaptation. 

In the second-level assessment, the nurse examines 

stimuli within the environment that influence the client's 

responses. According to Roy (1984), the environment is 

composed of three types of stimuli: focal, contextual, and 

residual. 

The focal stimulus is input from the environment that 

is immediately confronting the individual (Roy & Roberts, 

1981). This stimulus triggers a change in the person which 

may result in an adaptive or ineffective response. For 

example, when a person experiences a headache, it becomes 

his/her focal stimulus until some action is taken to 
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alleviate the discomfort (Isenberg, 1991) . 

Contextual stimuli encompass all other stimuli present 

in the environment that contribute to influence the focal 

stimulus (Roy & Roberts, 1981). In contrast to the focal 

stimulus, these stimuli are not the main concern of the 

person. There are other influencing factors in the 

situation that may alter the response. For instance, a 

person with a headache who is driving on a congested highway 

has the influence of the traffic jam, the contextual stimuli 

(Isenberg, 1991). Contextual stimuli may be classified as 

external or internal to the person (Roy & Roberts, 1981). 

The traffic congestion is illustrative of external 

contextual stimuli. If, however, the person with a headache 

is worried about a business deadline, this concern 

represents the influence of internal contextual stimuli 

(Isenberg, 1991). 

Residual stimuli are viewed as environmental factors 

whose effects in the situation are unclear (Roy & Roberts, 

1981). In addition, residual stimuli are beliefs and past 

experiences of the person which help to shape the response. 

For example, a person with a headache may not remember a 

previous injury which also resulted in pain to the head but 

nevertheless, the experience may affect the person's 

response (Isenberg, 1991). Thus, residual stimuli are 

potential factors in the situation that may influence the 
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confronting focal stimulus. In the second-level assessment, 

therefore, the nurse considers these three types of stimuli 

from the environment and their influence on the adaptive 

modes. 

Consequently, ineffective behaviors and the relevant 

influencing stimuli provide the basis for a nursing 

diagnosis within the Roy Adaptation Model. A nursing 

diagnosis is the third step of the nursing process within 

Roy's framework. A nursing diagnosis, according to Roy 

(1984), is the nurse's interpretation of the assessment data 

in regard to responses in the adaptive modes and influencing 

stimuli from the environment. 

"Nursing process is the methodology of nursing 

practice" (Oermann, 1991, p. 131). Nursing process is the 

means through which the nurse delivers care to the 

individual client, family, groups, and community. Using 

Gordon's Health Patterns as the conceptual framework, the 

steps in this methodology include assessment, diagnosis, 

planning, intervention, and evaluation. Assessment, the 

first phase of the nursing process, is the planned and 

systematic collection of data to determine the client's 

health status. Functional health patterns represent a 

system for organizing a nursing assessment based on 

function. The purpose of the nursing assessment is to 

identify the client's present and past health status, 
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present and past coping patterns, response to present 

alterations, response to both nursing and medical therapy, 

and risk for potential problems (Carpenito, 1987). 

Diagnosis, the second component of the nursing process, 

(Carpenito, 1991; Gordon, 1982) incorporates clustering of 

data, validating findings, and generating a statement about 

the health status of an individual. After gathering the 

necessary data using the functional health patterns 

framework, the nurse then clusters or organizes the 

information to determine the presence of defining 

characteristics. Defining characteristics are a cluster of 

signs and symptoms observed in the client. The presence of 

defining characteristics signifies an actual or potential 

nursing diagnosis. Nursing diagnoses, in this framework, 

represent clinical judgements about an individual or family 

to actual or potential health problems (American Nurses' 

Association, 1980; Carpenito, 1991). Given the scope of 

this study, the use of the nursing process is limited to the 

first two steps of assessment and diagnosis. 

In summary, the process of collecting and organizing 

assessment data into nursing diagnoses may vary with the 

selected conceptual framework, such as''the Roy Adaptation 

Model. Therefore, it is clinically relevant to examine 

nursing diagnoses associated with the four adaptive modes in 

the Roy Adaptation Model and those associated with 
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functional health patterns for two specific cancer groups. 

In addition, a nursing model that is used as a framework for 

the nursing process provides a perspective on the meaning of 

the resulting nursing diagnoses and guidelines for planning, 

intervening, and evaluating care. Furthermore, Roy (1984) 

has supported the use of nursing diagnoses, as approved by 

the North American Nursing Diagnoses Association, for 

classification within the adaptation framework. Therefore, 

the use of Roy's Adaptation Model is germane for research on 

the validation of nursing diagnoses for a specific patient 

population. 

Problem Statement 

Currently there are only a few studies in the 

literature which describe the nursing needs of cancer 

clients receiving outpatient external beam radiation 

therapy. Although Dodd (1984) examined self care behaviors 

resulting from the side effects of radiation therapy in a 

longitudinal descriptive study of 3 0 patients, the study was 

not conceptualized from a conceptual framework of nursing 

diagnoses or functional health patterns. In 1978, Mundinger 

was one of the first oncology nurses to emphasize the 

importance of using nursing diagnoses for the cancer client 

and family. Since then, Fridette and Gloriant (1981) 

identified 35 specific nursing diagnoses for clients 

receiving chemotherapy. Similar work has not been 
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documented, however, for clients experiencing external beam 

radiation therapy. Only one study (Woodtli & Van Ort, 1991) 

has examined the needs of the outpatient client experiencing 

external beam radiation therapy from a nursing diagnosis 

framework. 

Roy's Adaptation Model provided the conceptual 

framework to identify and describe problems with the 

application process to a nursing home for elderly persons 

and their significant others (Farkas, 1981). Although this 

study based its conceptual perspective on Roy (1976), it 

addressed the needs of all elderly in the process of 

relocating to a nursing home as compared to only those with 

a medical diagnosis of cancer. A study by Smith, Garvis, 

and Martinson (1983) specifically examined a cancer 

population using Roy's Adaptation Model. However, they 

investigated the parents' adaptation to the impact of 

childhood cancer. Only two studies were found which 

described the nursing care needs of cancer patients from a 

conceptual perspective using Roy. Bean (1988) in a doctoral 

dissertation, delineated first-level and second-level 

assessment data on adult cancer patients. Also, Lewis, 

Firsich, and Parsell (1979) identified assessment data 

germane to Roy's model to document chemotherapy 

administration. While these studies advanced the 

understanding of Roy's Adaptation Model for selected patient 
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populations, they did not delineate the nursing diagnoses 

and associated defining characteristics derived from the 

assessment data. 

After an exhaustive review of the literature, no 

published studies were found which investigated the 

relationship of functional health patterns and associated 

nursing diagnoses to adaptive modes and associated nursing 

diagnoses for persons receiving external beam radiation 

therapy. Therefore, the present study was proposed to 

further validate the needs of a specific cancer population 

as well as to advance scientific knowledge on the use of 

nursing diagnoses within the Roy Adaptation Model. 

Research Questions 

The research questions addressed for clients who were 

receiving external beam radiation therapy for either cancers 

of the head and neck or cancers of the digestive organs 

were: 

1. What are the nursing diagnoses using the Roy 

Adaptation Model for clients receiving outpatient external 

beam radiation therapy for treatment of a) cancers of the 

head and neck and b) cancers of the digestive organs? 

2. What are the defining characteristics associated 

with the adaptive modes identified for clients receiving 

outpatient external beam radiation therapy for treatment of 

a) cancers of the head and neck and b) cancers of the 
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digestive organs? 

3. What are the adaptive modes, nursing diagnoses, and 

associated defining characteristics identified for clients 

receiving outpatient external beam radiation therapy for 

treatment of a) cancers of the head and neck and b) cancers 

of the digestive organs? 

4. What is the relationship of functional health 

patterns and associated nursing diagnoses to adaptive modes 

and associated nursing diagnoses identified for clients 

receiving outpatient external beam radiation therapy for 

treatment of a) cancers of the head and neck and b) cancers 

of the digestive organs? 

Operational Definition of Terms 

For the purposes of this study, the definitions of 

terms were as follows: 

1. Client symptoms: signs and symptoms identified and 

reported by the client experiencing external beam radiation 

therapy as reported on the Radiation Symptom Scales (RSS) 

(Woodtli & Van Ort, 1989, 1991), 

2. Defining characteristics; signs and symptoms with 

a mean occurrence greater than or equal to 2.0 on the RSS 

(Woodtli & Van Ort, 1989, 1991). 

3. Nursing diagnosis: the clinical judgement about 

individual, family, or community responses to actual or 

potential health problems/life processes. Nursing diagnosis 
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provides the basis for selection of nursing intervention to 

achieve outcome for which the nurse is accountable (North 

American Nursing Diagnosis Association, 1990). 

Significance of the Study 

Nursing diagnosis provides a useful mechanism for 

structuring nursing knowledge to define the domain of 

nursing and to identify the required nursing care. 

Currently, the nursing literature on external beam radiation 

therapy is replete with anecdotal reports of typical side 

effects of treatment and suggested ways of handling these 

problems. Unfortunately, little empirical evidence exists 

which documents symptoms based on clients' experiences. Few 

clinical descriptions of patients' reactions are available 

(Peck & Boland, 1977; Rotman, Rogow, DeLeon, & Heskel, 1977; 

Smith & McNamara, 1977; Welch, 1980). These investigators 

have reported fears of treatment (e.g., being burned or 

causing sickness, sterility) and vast individual 

differences among patients in their psychological responses 

(Andersen & Twefik, 1985). Although these studies examined 

patients' responses to radiation therapy treatment, none of 

them investigated the patients' signs and symptoms in 

relation to nursing diagnoses. In order to fulfill The 

Standards of Oncology Nursing Practice (1987), the oncology 

nurse needs a systematically built data base from which to 

identify the health concerns of these clients and. 
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therefore, develop interventions specific to this 

population. 

Despite empirical evidence of the presence of four 

adaptive modes in studies using Roy as a conceptual 

perspective (Bean, 1988; Beckerman, 1984; Farkas, 1981; 

Galligan, 1979; Leuze & McKenzie, 1987; Nash, 1987; Rambo, 

1984; Randall, Poush Tedrow, & Van Landingham, 1982), there 

is a dearth of evidence regarding the relationship of these 

adaptive modes to nursing diagnoses for clients receiving 

external beam radiation therapy. Therefore, findings from 

the present study will broaden nursing knowledge about the 

health needs of a cancer population with significant 

incidence. Moreover, these health needs will be identified 

within the context of the nursing process. The use of 

nursing diagnoses and associated defining characteristics is 

fundamental to the role of oncology nurses in clinical 

practice. By comparing defining characteristics and thereby 

deriving valid and reliable nursing diagnoses through 

research, the discipline advances its knowledge on the 

methodology of nursing practice. 

Summary 

In this chapter, the problem of identifying clinically 

valid and reliable nursing diagnoses and associated defining 

characteristics for cancer clients experiencing external 

beam radiation therapy was introduced. Woodtli and Van Ort 



(1991) investigated the signs and symptoms of these clients 

to cluster their behaviors into diagnostic labels using 

Gordon's functional health patterns as the organizing 

framework. To extend the knowledge base on the nursing care 

needs of these clients as well as to provide comparative 

data for the previously identified diagnostic categories, 

the need to perform secondary data analysis using a 

different conceptual framework was posed. Therefore, the 

primary purpose of this descriptive study was to identify 

and describe nursing diagnoses and associated defining 

characteristics based on Roy's Adaptation Model for persons 

receiving outpatient external beam radiation therapy for 

cancers of the head and neck or cancers of the digestive 

organs. Four research questions emanating from the problem 

statement were presented. The significance of addressing 

these research questions was presented in terms of extending 

the knowledge base on nursing diagnosis and the testing the 

usefulness of the Roy Adaptation Model for making nursing 

diagnoses. 



Chapter 2 

Review of the Literature 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of 

the literature on nursing care of persons with a medical 

diagnosis of cancer. It begins with the nursing care needs 

of the cancer client, in general, and then examines a 

treatment specific population. The use of nursing diagnoses 

as pertinent to the identification and classification of 

nursing care needs is presented next. Functional health 

patterns, as a typology for nursing diagnoses, is reviewed 

in terms of its empirical base. This chapter concludes with 

a perusal of findings related to the use of Roy's Adaptation 

Model as a framework for delineating nursing care needs. 

Nursing Care Needs of Persons with a Medical Diagnosis of 

Cancer 

Many of the studies reported in the literature have 

focused on the psychosocial nursing needs of the person 

diagnosed with cancer (Freidenbergs, Gordon, Hubbard, 

Levine, Wolf, & Diller, 1982; Freidenbergs, Gordon, Hubbard, 

& Diller, 1980; Ganz, Schag, & Heinrich, 1985; Heinrich & 

Schag, 1984; Wellisch, Fawzy, Landsverk, Pasnau, & Wolcott, 

1983a; Wellisch, Landsverk, Guidera, Pasnau, & Fawzy, 1983b; 

Young-Brockopp, 1982). The review of the literature 

conducted by Freidenbergs and colleagues (1982) illustrated 

a wide range of findings, often conflicting ones, related to 
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psychosocial concerns of those individuals diagnosed with 

cancer. Freidenbergs et al. (1980) assessed 122 potential 

cancer-related problems using structured problem-oriented 

interviews in a case study format; in addition, 

interventions related to these problems were examined 

longitudinally in one case study. Findings indicated that 

the two most frequently reported problems were worry 

regarding the disease itself and its impact, and concern 

about mood, such as anxiety, depression, and concentration. 

The results of this study contributed to the identification 

of nursing care needs by formulating a pool of possible 

cancer-related problems based on clients' experiences and 

the state of the literature then. However, definitions were 

not provided for the identified problems. For example, 

worry about the disease was listed as a frequently occurring 

psychosocial concern; yet, because its definition is 

lacking, there may be significant variability in the 

meaningfulness and magnitude of this problem. 

Two studies by Wellisch and colleagues (1983a, 1983b) 

tapped patient records (N=570 and N=477) of two visiting 

nurse agencies in order to extract categories of 

psychosocial nursing needs of home-bound cancer patients and 

their families. Results showed that families of older male 

patients with lung cancer felt more overwhelmed and 

depressed than other families (Wellisch et al., 1983a). 
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Furthermore, families of younger female patients with 

cervical cancer were more likely to experience interpersonal 

difficulties, attributed by the authors (1983a) to role 

changes demanded by the illness situation. A disconcerting 

limitation of these two studies is the methodology of 

obtaining the categories of psychosocial problems. By 

identifying the problems based on documentation in the 

patient records, the findings may more accurately reflect 

the nurses' perceptions and charting practices than the 

actual experience of the patient and family. 

Ganz et al. (1985) investigated the psychosocial impact 

of cancer on two comparison groups: elderly, defined as 65 

years or older, and younger persons, defined as less than 65 

years of age. Of the 240 subjects, 34% were older than 65 

years and the remaining 66% were younger than 65 years. 

Despite the differences in the groups, there were no 

significant differences between the two age groups on any of 

the demographic variables. The authors concluded that 

elderly cancer patients experienced less psychosocial 

disruption from cancer than did younger persons (Ganz et 

al., 1985). However, the sample consisted of male subjects 

only and preliminary analysis of other data, in contrast to 

this data set, suggested that the psychological impact of 

cancer may be more profound in younger women (Ganz et al., 

1985). 
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Using a sample of 61 cancer patients (both outpatients 

and inpatients), Young-Brockopp (1982) investigated the 

importance to this group of five specific psychosocial 

needs: hope, honesty, information, emotional expression, 

and discussion of issues related to death and dying. The 

items relating to the need for hope, honesty, and 

information were weighted by the subjects as being most 

important. While this study provided useful information on 

the ranking of psychosocial needs, it does not discern the 

existence of those needs or other ones in the person with 

cancer. 

Although data from these studies are informative, they 

are limited by their design and sample characteristics. 

Furthermore, while these studies addressed the psychosocial 

issues of living with cancer, the needs identified were not 

structured within a nursing diagnosis perspective. 

Therefore, the scientific application of these findings to 

the nursing process is questionable. Moreover, to exclude 

the study of physical changes and bodily needs associated 

with a diagnosis of cancer, negates the importance of 

physical problems and diminishes their significance in 

living with cancer. 

Frank-Stromborg and Wright (1984) examined patients' 

perceptions of both the physical and psychosocial changes 

that resulted in their lives since the diagnosis of cancer. 
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They studied the life style changes due to cancer in a group 

of ambulatory care cancer patients. Results were obtained 

with the use of a health survey questionnaire which 

consisted of four sections: demographic data, physical 

impact data, psychosocial impact data, and patient/health 

professional relationship data. This measurement tool was 

constructed deductively using the medical and nursing 

science literature. It was then pretested on 10 cancer 

patients of varying ages, socioeconomic status, and stage of 

disease to account for content validity. Findings did not 

support the assumption often stated, that broad and profound 

changes evolve from a diagnosis of cancer. The majority 

(50% or greater, N=323) of ambulatory cancer patients in 

this study indicated that the diagnosis of cancer did not 

affect alterations in diet, sense, thinking, respiration, 

aches and pains, or frequency of infections (Frank-Stromborg 

& Wright, 1984). In contrast, the physical parameters in 

their lives which changed with the diagnosis of cancer were: 

1. physical activity was restricted by physical limitation, 

pain, weakness, and/or inability to control movement; 2. 

sleeping patterns were erratic and duration of sleep was 

less than their usual amount; and 3. their weight had 

changed. The majority (59%) indicated that their weight had 

either increased (27%) or decreased (37%); however, a 

substantial percentage (41%) reported that their weight 
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remained the same. In contrast to Freidenbergs et al. 

(1982, 1984) and Ganz et al. (1985) findings, Frank-

Stromborg and Wright (1984) reported that there were no 

psychosocial areas which the majority (50% or more) of 

ambulatory cancer patients indicated had changed since 

having a diagnosis of cancer. 

Findings from this study (Frank-Stromborg & Wright, 

1984) made significant contributions in understanding 

ambulatory patients' perceptions of changes in their lives 

since a diagnosis of cancer. Unfortunately, the authors did 

not report on the psychometric properties of the Health 

Survey instrument, other than to mention content validity. 

Additionally, the response rate was 30%. Although the 

authors concluded that their sample was representative in 

age, sex, and major cancer sites when compared to available 

national figures (except lower sampling of cancers of the 

digestive organs - American Cancer Society estimates=24%, 

sample=ll% and higher sampling of breast cancers - American 

Cancer Society=14%, sample= 23%), the findings may be biased 

toward a responding cancer group that is healthier and more 

educated. An analysis of the non-responders was not 

provided. Therefore, the generalizability of these results 

to the typical outpatient oncology population is tempered by 

the design and instrument limitations. More importantly, 

the identification of perceived changes since the diagnosis 
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of cancer does not necessarily confer a patient care need 

and consequently, a nursing diagnosis. 

Using the Cancer Inventory of Problem Situations 

(CIPS), Heinrich et al. (1984) described both the physical 

and psychosocial problems of 84 patients (87% of the sample 

were male). Although the 131 items comprised 27 categories, 

the findings were grouped under headings of personal care, 

medical situations, interpersonal interaction, and 

miscellaneous. This clustering of the data without 

theoretical or design justification detracts from the 

credibility of the data. However, findings supported the 

belief that cancer does severely disrupt physical and 

psychosocial functioning. More recently, Schag and 

colleagues (1990) evaluated the psychometric properties of 

the CIPS on a heterogeneous group of 479 cancer patients. 

Using factor-analytic techniques, the CIPS was factored into 

31 clinically useful subscales. The instrument's 

theoretical underpinnings were derived from a competency-

based model of coping with cancer (Meyerowitz, Heinrich, & 

Schag, 1983). This instrument was intended to provide a 

data collection method that would lead to a comprehensive 

data base of the problems with which cancer patients must 

deal. It represented an attempt to dislodge from the 

standard of assessing the impact in terms of emotional 

distress and to move toward assessing specific aspects of 
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behavior affected by cancer and its treatment. Further 

analyses of this scale led to five higher order factors 

representing the physical, psychosocial, medical 

interaction, marital, and sexual problem areas 

characteristic of cancer and its treatment. Internal 

consistency of all scales was acceptable (mean alpha=.81). 

While this instrument may be a useful measuring device to 

assess problems of cancer patients, no further work on it 

has been reported in the literature. Additionally, the 

relationship of problems identified through this tool to 

nursing diagnoses is unknown. 

Other studies have reported on specific types of 

patients' needs, such as informational needs (Derdiarian, 

1986; Lauer et al., 1982; Meissner et al., 1990; Taylor, 

Falke, Shoptaw, & Lichtman, 1986). For example, phone calls 

to the Cancer Information Service (CIS) indicated that 

diagnosed patients (N=89,876) usually inquired about site 

information (25%) and treatment (13%). The most frequent 

subjects of inquiry to the CIS by significant others 

(N=189,755) were also site information (26%) and treatment 

(13%) . Clearly, spouses, relatives, and significant others 

of cancer patients have substantial information needs 

throughout the trajectory of the patient's disease, and 

meeting these needs can benefit both the patient and family 

members (Lewandowski & Jones, 1988; Meissner et al., 1990; 
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Taylor et al., 1986). 

Derdiarian (1986) examined the informational needs of 

60 recently diagnosed cancer patients. The Derdiarian 

Informational Needs Assessment, a semi-structured interview 

instrument containing 144 items, was used to gather data. 

Content validity of the tool was established by review from 

three experts. Reliability of the scale was determined from 

the McNemar test of agreement which ranged from 80% to 100%, 

Patient responses were categorized according to harms, 

threats, and resources related to subcategories of disease, 

personal, family and social aspects. Comparison of the 

findings among patients stratified by person or situation 

related variables indicated few differences by gender, age, 

or social aspects. The findings implied, according to the 

researchers, that informational needs of cancer patients may 

be universal. Yet the study of Lauer and colleagues (1982) 

on both patients' and nurses' perceptions of learning needs 

reported substantial discrepancies between the two groups. 

Based on this body of conflicting evidence, various 

researchers have attempted to describe the needs or problems 

of persons with cancer and their significant others 

(Freidenbergs et al., 1984; Frank-Stromborg & Wright, 1984; 

Ganz et al., 1985; Heinrich et al., 1984; Wellisch et al., 

1983a, 1983b; Wingate & lackey, 1989; Young-Brockopp, 1982). 

Other than the CIPS instrument, which has preliminary 
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validity and reliability, the majority of instruments used 

were considered immature. Items for the instruments 

generally were derived from a review of the medical and 

nursing science literature, yet rarely were the procedures 

to determine and quantify content validity presented (Lynn, 

1986; Schag et al., 1990). Clearly, the need categories 

described in the previous studies were based on 

predetermined theoretical categories. Consequently, Wingate 

and Lackey (1989) investigated the needs of cancer patients 

from a qualitative approach. Content analysis was performed 

to analyze the Objects Content Test, an open-ended 

questionnaire on which informants listed their needs. 

Validity of the established categories was tested by q-sort 

by two successive groups of nurse experts. For both 

patients and their caregivers, the largest number of needs 

were in the psychological needs category. For patients, 

physical needs and information needs were the next largest 

categories; for caregivers, however, household management 

needs were identified as second. 

In summary, these studies suggest an array of physical 

and psychological needs for individuals diagnosed with 

cancer. Yet these investigations examined patients' needs 

given a variety of cell type diagnoses and treatment 

options. 
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Nursing Care Needs of Persons with a Medical Diagnosis of 

Cancer Being Treated with External Beam Radiation Therapy 

Despite the widespread use of external beam radiation 

therapy as a treatment modality, there is limited evidence 

of the nursing care needs of this population. Most studies 

examining this treatment modality have focused on the effect 

of preparation in order for the patient to cope with 

treatment (Forester, Kornfeld, & Fleiss, 1985; Rainey, 1985; 

Weintraub & Hagopian, 1990)• For example. Forester, 

Kornfeld, and Fleiss (1985) determined the effects of 

ongoing weekly individual psychotherapy on symptoms of 

patients receiving a 6-week course of radiotherapy. Forty-

eight patients participated in 10 weeks of psychotherapy 

while 52 patients served as control subjects. Using the 

Schedule of Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (SADS) to 

measure change in specific symptoms, the 100 subjects were 

evaluated on anorexia, depression, pessimism and 

hopelessness, somatic preoccupation and worry, social 

isolation and withdrawal, fatigue, insomnia, anxiety and 

agitation, and nausea and vomiting. Each of these items was 

scored on a quantitative scale of increasing severity. A 

statistically significant reduction through repeated 

analyses of variance measures was found in both emotional 

and physical manifestations for the psychotherapy group. 

Other symptoms which might tap the experience of radiation 
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therapy, such as skin irritation or difficulty swallowing, 

were not examined. 

Three other studies reported on the effects of an 

informational intervention upon patients' coping to 

radiation therapy (Johnson, Nail, Lauver, King, & Keys, 

1988; Rainey, 1985; Weintraub & Hagopian, 1990). Rainey 

(1985) examined 60 patients undergoing their first course of 

radiotherapy. Subjects were assigned at the start of 

therapy to one of two patient education conditions: a high-

information condition which entailed an audiovisual program 

explaining procedural and sensory information about 

radiotherapy; and, a low-information condition which 

consisted of standard care. The outcome variables of 

treatment-related knowledge, state anxiety, and total mood 

disturbance were measured during the first and last weeks of 

treatment. A statistically significant main effect was 

found for the intervention group on state anxiety and total 

mood disturbance. The authors concluded that a meaningful 

way for health professionals to help patients cope with 

radiation therapy was through meeting informational needs. 

Patients in Rainey's study (1985), however, were not 

randomly assigned to groups, and the sample varied on tumor 

site and stage of disease. How these issues affected the 

outcome variable of coping with the side effects of 

radiation therapy is unknown. 
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Using Orem's self care model, Weintraub and Hagopian 

(1990) hypothesized that subjects (N=56) assigned to a 

nursing consultation group would engage in self-care 

strategies, experience fewer and less severe side effects, 

and be less anxious than subjects assigned to control or 

health education groups. Side effects were measured weekly 

using the Side Effects Profile (SEP). The SEP is a self-

report index listing 11 common side effects of radiation 

therapy in a Likert type format with anchors from none to 

very bad. Content validity was determined by: review of 

the tool by a radiation oncologist and clinical oncology 

nurse, and by calculation of the Index of Context Validity 

(ICV=.84) performed according to the procedures specified by 

Waltz, Strickland, and Lentz (1984). Test-retest 

reliability between weeks 4 and 5 was 0.83 (p=0.001) for the 

severity scale. Weeks 4 and 5 were selected because the 

side effects would be at the peak of the radiation therapy 

course (Weintraub & Hagopian, 1990). No significant 

differences among severity scores by group were found. Yet 

the researchers did not stratify by diagnosis prior to 

random assignment to the groups. Other studies (Johnson, 

Nail, Lauver, King, & Keys, 1988; King, Nail, Kraemer, 

Strohl, & Johnson, 1985) have documented the impact of 

pathology on symptom expression. Therefore, the finding 

that severity of scores were not statistically significant 
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among groups needs to be interpreted with caution. 

As a result of these methodological limitations, 

Johnson, Nail, Lauver, King, and Keys (1988) proposed a 

random clinical trial for patients with stage A, B, or C 

prostatic cancer. The informational intervention group 

(n=42) received four informational sessions during the 

course of radiation therapy. The control group (n=42) 

received information which was routinely provided to all 

radiation therapy patients. The Sickness Impact Profile 

(SIP) and the Profile of Mood States (POMS) were used to 

measure the outcomes of coping. No disruption in function 

was reported in 70% or more of the sample for six categories 

of the SIP (communication, work, ambulation, intellectual 

function, emotional balance, and body care and movement). 

Disruption scores were analyzed using repeated measures 

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Time of measurement was 

the repeated variable and study group assignment was the 

between-subjects variable. The covariate was the number of 

side effects reported by patients. They were asked during 

the last week of treatment if they had experienced diarrhea, 

urinary problems, fatigue, or skin reactions. The number of 

side effects reported by these patients accounted for a 

significant source of variance (F=25.85, p<0.0000) in the 

disruption scores. Johnson and colleagues (1988) concluded 

that investigating the frequency, amount, and type of side 
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effects is acutely important when instituting an 

informational intervention program for radiation therapy 

patients. 

Although patients' psychological needs and the ability 

to cope during external beam radiation therapy have been 

recognized, only four studies were found that documented the 

nature of the side effects of treatment. Haylock and Hart 

(1979) described the experience of fatigue in 3 0 cancer 

patients receiving localized external radiation therapy. 

The mean fatigue score increased significantly from the 

first to last treatment day (Haylock & Hart, 1979). Dodd 

(1984) documented the occurrence of multiple symptoms 

experienced by 3 0 patients receiving radiation therapy, 

although the main focus of this study was to identify self-

care behaviors rather than the symptoms and their nursing 

diagnosis classification. Peck and Boland (1977) 

concentrated on the emotional reactions of 50 patients 

undergoing radiation therapy and found the most common 

affective responses were anxiety (80%) and depression (75%). 

The samples in all three studies (Dodd, 1984; Haylock & 

Hart, 1979; Peck & Boland, 1977) were comprised of patients 

with various cancer sites; therefore, the side effects 

universal to radiation therapy were not differentiated from 

those specific to anatoinic site. 
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Consequently, King and others (1985) proposed to 

specifically describe the side effects of external beam 

radiation therapy to various anatomic sites. They obtained 

through interviews specific information on the time of 

onset, frequency, duration, and severity of side effects of 

treatment. The sample consisted of 96 subjects who were 

receiving radiation treatment to the chest (n=15), head and 

neck (n=25), male pelvis (n=26), and female pelvis (n=30). 

For those subjects with radiation to the head and neck, 

approximately 50% reported experiencing fatigue, skin 

irritation, anorexia, sore throat, cough, changes in saliva, 

and difficulty swallowing. The authors (King, Nail, 

Kraemer, Strohl, & Johnson, 1985) suggested that this 

information could be used to guide nursing assessment of 

patients undergoing radiation therapy and to formulate 

nursing interventions both during and after treatment. 

While the results of this study contributed immensely to the 

identification and descriptions of symptoms experienced 

during external beam radiation therapy, the side effects 

were not clustered into defining characteristics and nursing 

diagnoses. Even though the researchers suggested that these 

data could be used as a guide for assessment and patient 

preparation, unfortunately, they did not link the diagnostic 

evidence to the nursing process. 
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Nursing Diagnosis 

Although McManus first coined the term nursing 

diagnosis in 1950, 23 years passed before it began to be 

systematically investigated. In 1973, the First National 

Conference on Classification of Nursing Diagnoses convened 

and launched the beginning and continuing efforts to 

identify, validate, and classify nursing diagnoses. At this 

pioneering conference the participants used their clinical 

experiences to generate retrospectively 3 3 labels that they 

termed nursing diagnoses. These labels encompassed a 

variety of clinical nursing problems. More importantly, 

from this conference and subsequent ones emerged the notion 

that a distinct group of health conditions were the domain 

of nursing, and as such, amenable to nursing intervention 

(Kim, McFarland, & McLane, 1984). 

Out of these conferences evolved the North American 

Nursing Diagnosis Association (NANDA). The mission of NANDA 

is to: 1. promote the development, standardization, and 

classification of nursing diagnoses; 2. stimulate the use of 

nursing diagnoses in the clinical setting; and 3. encourage 

research for validating the existence of nursing diagnoses 

in clinical practice (England, 1989). In concert with these 

goals of NANDA, nurse researchers have examined the presence 

of nursing diagnoses, their etiologies, and defining 

characteristics (Carroll-Johnson, 1989, 1991). For example, 
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investigators have concentrated on validation of the 

diagnosis, alteration in comfort (Gyldenvand & Tunick, 1989; 

Radwin, 1989). Few studies, however, have focused on the 

nursing needs of a specific population (Kerr, Rudy, & Daly, 

1991; Kleinbeck 1991; Woodtli & Van Ort, 1991). 

For the oncology population, in particular, only two 

studies (besides Woodtli & Van Ort, 1991) were found which 

investigated the needs of the cancer client and formulated 

those needs into nursing diagnoses. Miaskowski and 

Garofallou (1986) retrospectively reviewed 282 patient 

records to ascertain the most common nursing diagnoses used 

for an oncology population in a tertiary care facility. 

There were 709 diagnoses documented in the records: actual 

nursing diagnoses (n=560, 78.9%) and potential nursing 

diagnoses (n=149, 21.1%). Of interest, the most common 

nursing diagnosis was alteration in comfort followed by 

anxiety. While these results evidenced the range and 

magnitude of nursing care needs in the cancer client, the 

results represented nursing diagnoses in clients with a 

variety of cancer sites. Furthermore, the treatment 

modality was not documented other than 85% were admitted for 

initial treatment or follow-up treatment; only 12% of the 

patients were admitted for supportive care. This study 

documented the nursing diagnoses typically used for the 

cancer client in a tertiary care setting. Yet the validity 
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of these nursing diagnoses and their association with the 

patient signs and symptoms was not reported. Therefore, the 

results of this study demonstrated the various types of 

nursing diagnoses used for cancer clients, but did not 

substantiate the validity and reliability of the derived 

diagnoses. 

Antall (1989) used functional health patterns as the 

organizing framework to identify the most frequently 

occurring nursing diagnoses and their associated defining 

characteristics in oncology clients pending discharge from a 

hospital setting. Data were collected from 14 hospitalized 

oncology patients using the Modified Functional Health 

Pattern Assessment tool (Gordon, 1987b) . Nursing diagnoses 

were formulated based on the presence of at least two 

defining characteristics. Sources for these defining 

characteristics were the 1986 list of accepted NANDA 

diagnoses. A total of 98 diagnoses were identified in 14 

subjects. The most frequently occurring nursing diagnosis 

was activity intolerance. Nursing diagnoses were classified 

in all categories of functional health patterns except the 

value-belief pattern. The pattern, nutritional-metabolic, 

accounted for the greatest number of nursing diagnoses (22 

nursing diagnoses, 22% of the total nursing diagnoses). 

A striking result of this study (Antall, 1989) is the 

mean number of seven nursing diagnoses per patient at the 
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time of discharge. This finding suggests that many patients 

have nursing care needs unresolved at the time of discharge. 

This, combined with outpatient radiation therapy, 

underscores the importance of investigating the nursing care 

needs and diagnoses of those receiving outpatient external 

beam radiation therapy. 

Antall (1989) recommended the use of functional health 

patterns to assess the client and organize the data. 

Herberth and Gosnell (1987) echoed support for functional 

health patterns by structuring an oncology literature review 

of nursing diagnoses within this framework. Titles of 

articles meeting the criteria from a nursing diagnosis 

emphasis were classified according to functional health 

patterns developed by Gordon (1982). This literature 

analysis yielded 140 (63%) articles relating to nursing 

diagnoses from the 224 surveyed. Ten of Gordon's 11 

functional health patterns were represented; elimination was 

the only category in which no publications were found. Of 

the 140 articles classified, 29% focused on the coping 

pattern, 16% dealt with the nutritional-metabolic pattern, 

and 16% related to knowledge deficit. 

Herberth and Gosnell's (1987) recommendations for the 

future of oncology nursing diagnoses included: 1. analysis 

and evaluation of diagnoses to determine if they are 

relevant and appropriate; 2. consistent use of nursing 
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diagnoses tailored to the oncology patient; and 3. 

validation of existing nursing diagnoses for the oncology 

population. 

In summary, the systematic investigation of nursing 

diagnoses for an oncology population, and in particular, 

those receiving external beam radiation therapy, is lacking. 

The studies which are available employed retrospective 

analysis or small sample sizes which limit their scientific 

merit and thus, clinical application. Nursing diagnoses are 

a professional practice standard (III) for oncology nurses 

(The Standards of Oncology Nursing Practice. 1987). As 

such, the dearth of studies on nursing diagnoses punctuates 

the need for research in this important area of nursing 

practice. 

Rov^s Adaptation Model 

Given this body of knowledge and the work of Woodtli 

and Van Ort (1991), the next step in developing a 

comprehensive data base on nursing diagnoses in persons 

receiving external beam radiation therapy is to examine 

research related to the Roy Adaptation Model. Farkas (1981) 

reported on adaptation problems associated with nursing home 

application for elderly persons. The Roy Adaptation Model 

guided this study. Data were collected through interviews 

for the study group (n=22) and a control group of elderly 

persons living in Canada. The findings suggested that 
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adaptation problems were found in the self-concept, role 

function, and interdependence modes. The author did not 

offer an operational definition of adaptation problems and 

did not specify how these problems were classified in the 

adaptive modes. Nevertheless, Farkas (1981) concluded that 

the Roy Adaptation Model was a useful tool for 

systematically gathering patient responses. 

Beckerman (1984) framed the study of nursing students' 

generation of data using the Roy Adaptation Model. The 

study compared 78 nursing students familiar with the Roy 

Adaptation Model and those not familiar with Roy's model on 

their identification of a patient data base. Findings 

indicated no differences between groups in the 

identification of relevant and inappropriate assessment 

data. However, the demographic characteristic of previous 

college education for students was significant with the 

identification of relevant assessment data, regardless of 

group assignment. 

Two studies have focused on the cancer population using 

the Roy model as an organizing framework. Smith and 

colleagues (1983) examined parents' adaptation to childhood 

cancer (N=20). Bean (1987) explored the needs of 30 newly 

diagnosed cancer patients and the stimuli influencing those 

needs. Needs were identified through a semi-structured 

interview and then content-analyzed. The adaptive modes of 
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self-concept and interdependence showed the highest 

frequency of needs for newly diagnosed patients and those 

with recurrent disease. The physiological and role function 

needs were third and fourth in frequency of needs for both 

groups. The disease process and its treatment were 

identified as the focal stimulus. Contextual stimuli were 

related also to the disease and its treatment. Religious 

experiences were viewed as residual stimuli. Bean (1987) 

concluded that the Roy Adaptation Model provided a useful 

framework for classifying the needs of adult cancer 

patients. 

Summary 

This literature review commenced with an examination of 

the nursing care needs of the cancer client in general and 

then progressed to the client experiencing external beam 

radiation therapy. A variety of physical and psychosocial 

needs were identified from the current knowledge base but 

were not linked to the nursing diagnostic process. Nursing 

diagnoses provide a systematic and comprehensive way to 

document and communicate nursing care needs. Several 

researchers have examined functional health patterns as an 

organizing framework for patient assessment data and the 

subsequent development of nursing diagnoses. Few studies 

have empirically tested the use of the Roy Adaptation Model 

and even fewer have focused on the oncology population. 
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Given the work by Woodtli and Van Ort (1991), the next step 

toward developing an understanding of the nursing care needs 

of radiation clients is to examine their signs and symptoms 

and classify them into nursing diagnoses using the Roy 

Adaptation Model. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the research 

approach and the methodology used in investigating nursing 

diagnoses using Roy's Adaptation Model for persons with 

cancers of the head and neck or cancers of the digestive 

organs. The research design is presented first followed by 

sample, setting, human subjects protection, and 

instrumentation. The chapter concludes with the data 

analysis plan and limitations of this study. 

Research Design 

A descriptive design using secondary data analysis 

guided the research approach of this study. A descriptive 

design is particularly relevant when little is known about 

the concepts and their relationships to other variables 

(Haberman & Lewis, 1990). Descriptive studies document the 

essential components of the concept being studied, such as 

frequency of occurrence, relationship to demographic 

characteristics, and critical attributes of the concept 

(Haberman & Lewis, 1990). 

Sample 

A convenience sample of 3 0 adults with a medical 

diagnosis of cancer of the head and neck (n=15) or cancer of 

the digestive organs (n=15) being treated on an outpatient 

basis with external beam radiation therapy were recruited 
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for the original study (Woodtli & Van Ort, 1991). Potential 

subjects were referred to the investigators during the 

clinic visit for radiation therapy. 

Sample criteria were a treatment schedule of external 

beam radiation therapy with at least four weeks of radiation 

appointments. Additional eligibility criteria were English 

reading fluency, age at least 18 years, and cancer sites of 

the head and neck or digestive organs. These sites were 

targeted because of the complexity of nursing care needs for 

individuals with these diagnoses (Woodtli & Van Ort, 1991) . 

Setting 

Referrals for potential subject recruitment were 

obtained from two sources in the Southwest region: the 

radiation oncology clinic of a university medical center and 

a private outpatient radiation facility. 

Human Subjects Protection 

Approval from the Human Subjects Committee of the 

University of Arizona was obtained prior to data collection 

and secondary data analysis (Appendix A.). In addition, 

access to the two agencies was approved for the original 

data collection. Informed consent was ensured by the 

original researchers through a consent form (Appendix B.) 

and confidentiality of the data for secondary analysis was 

maintained through aggregate analysis. 
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Study Instrument 

The Radiation Symptom Scale (RSS) (Appendix C.) was 

devised by Woodtli & Van Ort (1989) to identify and describe 

symptoms experienced by patients receiving external beam 

radiation therapy for either cancers of the head and neck or 

digestive organs. The RSS originated from the composite of 

an extensive literature review coupled with the expert 

knowledge base of oncology clinical nurse specialists. 

These sources evidenced the need to distinguish symptoms 

general to radiation therapy from those specific to 

treatment of the targeted site. Consequently, parallel 

forms of the instrument for each cancer site were developed. 

Each form (A=cancers of the head and neck, B=cancers of the 

digestive organs) included the core symptoms, representing 

the universal experiences of external beam radiation 

therapy, and the site specific symptoms, representing those 

experiences unique to either head and neck cancers or 

digestive organ cancers. 

Content validity for the scale is supported by the 

manner in which the scale was developed. First, items for 

the scale were derived from the literature base and clinical 

expertise of oncology nurse specialists. Second, 

determination of the content representativeness and 

relevance to radiation therapy clients was assessed by five 

expert judges according to the procedure specified by Lynn 
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(1986). Lastly, the panel judged and quantified the 

classification of items from the RSS (Forms A and B) within 

functional health patterns. Based on content validation and 

instrumentation findings of the original study, the final 

form of the RSS was comprised of 46 items: 32 core items 

and 14 site-specific items, on a 4-point Likert-type format 

with anchors of never to always. One open-ended item was 

included to elicit from subjects symptoms not annotated on 

the RSS (Forms A and B). 

Woodtli and Van Ort (1991) reported from their original 

study a reliability estimate using Cronbach's alpha of .94 

for the total scale (Form A=.91, Form B=.91). 

Data Collection Procedures 

Data for the primary study were collected at the two 

radiation-oncology clinics during the subjects' routinely 

scheduled treatments. The procedure ensured both informed 

consent and protection of human rights (Woodtli & Van Ort, 

1989). During the clinic visits, subjects completed the 

appropriate form (A or B) of the RSS along with seven 

questions concerning demographic characteristics. Subjects 

completed the instrument within 10-15 minutes. No 

additional data were collected for secondary analysis. 

Secondary Analvsis of the Data 

Secondary data analysis is defined as further analysis 

of existing data for the purpose of presenting 
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interpretations or knowledge additional to, or different 

from, those presented in the original study (Leske, 1990; 

McArt & McDougal, 1985). Secondary analysis provides an 

opportunity to support what is already known and to discover 

what remains to be learned (Leske, 1990). As such, the use 

of Roy's Adaptation Model as a different framework for 

secondary analysis in categorizing nursing diagnoses 

represents an opportunity to expand the knowledge base on 

Roy's model and nursing diagnoses for a specific cancer 

population receiving a specific treatment modality. 

The plan for secondary data analysis duplicated the 

process used by Woodtli and Van Ort (1991). Data analysis 

of the RSS occurred concurrently for both forms (A and B) in 

each step of the plan. First, this researcher classified 

each item on the RSS (Forms A and B) according to Roy's four 

adaptive modes. This classification scheme, one for Form A 

and one for Form B, was validated by a panel of five expert 

judges (Validation Panel 1.) (Appendix D.). These nurses 

were considered expert because of their knowledge of the Roy 

Adaptation Model and its relationship to the nursing 

process. Furthermore, the researcher presented the Roy 

Adaptation Model to the panel in order to ensure comparative 

baseline knowledge of the model prior to their 

categorization task. Second, all data were analyzed for the 

total instrument as well as data particular to the cancer 
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site (Forms A and B). Responses to all items were analyzed 

using frequencies, percents, means, and standard deviations 

(Woodtli & Van Ort, 1991). Each symptom with a minimum mean 

response of 2 (sometimes present) was considered to be a 

defining characteristic within the one adaptive mode within 

which it was previously categorized. Therefore, two 

complete lists of adaptive modes and defining 

characteristics were generated; one specific for patients 

with cancers of the head and neck, and a second for those 

with cancers of the digestive organs. Third, demographic 

characteristics were analyzed as influencing stimuli 

contributing to the nursing diagnosis. 

Fourth, these four lists (two for each cancer group) of 

demographic characteristics and defining characteristics 

classified within one adaptive mode were submitted to a 

consensus panel of three nurses (Consensus Panel) (Appendix 

E.). This number of nurses for the consensus panel was 

chosen because of the limited pool of nurses who met the 

criteria for expert. The expert criteria were knowledge of 

the Roy Adaptation Model, use of nursing diagnoses in the 

clinical setting, master's degree preparation, and oncology 

clinical nurse certification (O.C.N.). This consensus panel 

also were given instructions on nursing diagnoses and the 

Roy Adaptation Model to ensure comparable baseline knowledge 

prior to the clustering activities. None of these nurses 
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was a member of the first validation panel for classifying 

the symptoms within the four adaptive modes. 

The consensus panel members clustered defining 

characteristics within each adaptive mode in order to 

formulate nursing diagnoses, first for cancers of the head 

and neck group and secondly for cancers of the digestive 

organs. The panel members were required to meet inter-rater 

reliability measurements of 2 persons out of 3 agreeing. 

Consequently, the consensus panel generated two final lists 

(one for each cancer group) of adaptive modes, nursing 

diagnoses, and defining characteristics. 

These lists of adaptive modes, nursing diagnoses, and 

defining characteristics were next submitted to a second 

validation panel (Validation Panel 2.) of nurse experts for 

their content category validation (Appendix F.). They were 

given a review of nursing diagnosis and the Roy Adaptation 

Model prior to their work. The five validation panel 

members were instructed to independently judge the placement 

of the nursing diagnoses and associated defining 

characteristics within each adaptive mode for those with 

cancers of the head and neck and those with cancers of the 

digestive organs. They were required to meet inter-

reliability measurements at 100% level of agreement. Based 

on their work, lists of nursing diagnoses and associated 

defining characteristics within each adaptive mode for 
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radiation therapy patients experiencing either cancers of 

the head and neck or cancers of the digestive organs were 

derived. 

Lastly, these lists were compared to the ones generated 

in the original study (Woodtli & Van Ort, 1991) which used 

functional health patterns as the organizing framework. 

Data Analysis Plan for the Research Questions 

The research questions introduced in chapter one and 

plans for analysis are the following: 

1. What are the nursing diagnoses using the Roy 

Adaptation Model for clients receiving outpatient external 

beam radiation therapy for treatment of a) cancers of the 

head and neck and b) cancers of the digestive organs? The 

first research question was analyzed by submitting the two 

lists (subgroups A and B) of adaptive modes with their 

specific defining characteristics to the Consensus Panel of 

three nurses. Their work of generating two composite lists 

of adaptive modes, nursing diagnoses, and defining 

characteristics for persons with cancers of the head and 

neck or digestive organs provided the preliminary findings. 

Next, the two composite lists were validated by a second 

validation panel of five nurses. The validated lists served 

to answer this research question. 

2. What are the defining characteristics associated 

with the adaptive modes identified for clients receiving 
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outpatient external beam radiation therapy for treatment of 

a) cancers of the head and neck and b) cancers of the 

digestive organs? The defining characteristics were 

determined by each symptom receiving a minimum mean response 

of 2 (sometimes) within the one adaptive mode with which it 

is associated. Each symptom identified for persons with 

cancers of the head and neck or digestive organs was 

categorized in an adaptive mode and validated by Validation 

Panel 1. 

3. What are the adaptive modes, nursing diagnoses, and 

associated defining characteristics identified for clients 

receiving outpatient external beam radiation therapy for 

treatment of a) cancers of the head and neck and b) cancers 

of the digestive organs? This question was analyzed by 

submitting composite lists of adaptive modes, nursing 

diagnoses, and defining characteristics (generated by the 

Consensus Panel) to Validation Panel 2 for category content 

validation. This second panel validated the work of the 

Consensus Panel and therefore, were required to meet 100% 

inter-rater reliability agreement. Validation Panel 2 

produced a validated composite list of adaptive modes, 

nursing diagnoses, and defining characteristics for each 

cancer subgroup. 

4. What is the relationship of functional health 

patterns and associated nursing diagnoses to adaptive modes 
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and associated nursing diagnoses identified for clients 

receiving outpatient external beam radiation therapy for 

treatment of a) cancers of the head and neck and b) cancers 

of the digestive organs? The relationship was analyzed by 

comparing the frequency and type of nursing diagnoses 

derived from Roy's Adaptation Model to those derived from 

Gordon's functional health patterns for persons with cancers 

of the head and neck or digestive organs. 

Limitations of the Study 

The limitations of this study are related to research 

design and sampling. First, the research design employed 

secondary analysis. While secondary analysis may offer 

results new to and different from the original analysis, it 

is limited by the original data set and an inability to 

gather additional data concurrent to the original study. In 

the present study, therefore, nursing diagnoses were derived 

from the same data set analyzed by Woodtli and Van Ort 

(1989, 1991); no additional or new patient signs and 

symptoms were collected. The second limitation of this 

study centered on sampling issues. First, the sample was a 

convenience one based on 3 0 subjects. Also, the sample was 

obtained at two different sites whose treatment protocols 

might influence the patients' signs and symptoms. 

Therefore, the limitations to this study are the use of 

secondary analysis and sampling. 
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Summary 

In this chapter the methodology plan was presented. A 

descriptive research design was selected based on a paucity 

of knowledge regarding side effects of radiation therapy 

classified in the format of nursing diagnoses. Subjects 

receiving external beam radiation therapy were recruited by 

the original researchers in order to investigate signs and 

symptoms universal to radiation therapy patients and unique 

to those with two different anatomic sites of therapy. Each 

subject completed a site specific version of the RSS during 

regularly scheduled treatments. Data from the RSS were 

analyzed by three different panels. The first validation 

panel confirmed the placement of signs and symptoms 

identified by patients on the RSS within one adaptive mode. 

The consensus panel generated lists of adaptive modes, 

nursing diagnoses, and defining characteristics for each 

cancer group. The second validation panel validated the 

work of the consensus panel. Through this procedure, the 

four research questions were answered. The limitations of 

this study center on the use of secondary data analysis and 

sample size. 
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Chapter Four 

Results of the Data Analysis 

The purpose of this descriptive study was to identify 

and describe nursing diagnoses and associated defining 

characteristics within Roy's adaptation framework for 

persons receiving outpatient external beam radiation therapy 

for cancers of the head and neck or cancers of the digestive 

organs. The results of data analysis are presented in this 

chapter. Characteristics of the sample are described first, 

followed by the findings for each research question. 

Characteristics of the Sample 

Referral Sources 

The 3 0 subjects were referred from two sources: an 

outpatient radiation oncology clinic at a university medical 

center and a private outpatient radiation facility. 

Demographic Characteristics 

The sample consisted mostly of male subjects (n=23). 

The mean age of subjects was 66 years with a range of 50 to 

86 years (Table 1). The majority of the sample (n=19, 63%) 

were married; 6 (20%) were divorced; and, 5 (17%) were 

widowed (Table 2). 
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Table 1 
Demographic Data: Age of Subjects bv GrouT3 ('N=3 0) and bv 
Subgroups fn=15^ 

Age in Years Total Group 'Subgroup A 'Subgroup B 
n % n % n % 

41 - 50 1 3 0 0 1 7 
51 - 60 9 30 3 20 6 40 
61 - 70 11 37 8 53 4 27 
71 - 80 6 20 3 20 2 13 
81 - 90 3 10 1 7 2 13 

30 100 15 100 15 100 

'Subgroup A - Cancers of the Head and Neck 
'Subgroup B - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Table 2 
Demographic Data; Marital Status of Subjects bv Group 
(N=30) and bv Subgroups fn=15) 

Married Status Total Group 'Subgroup A 'Subgroup B 
n % n % n % 

Married 19 63 9 60 10 67 
Divorced 6 20 4 27 2 13 
Widowed 5 17 2 13 3 20 

30 100 15 100 15 100 

'Subgroup A - Cancers of the Head and Neck 
'Subgroup B - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

In terms of living status, 23 (77%) were living with a 

significant other: 19 (63%) with a spouse, 2 (7%) with a 

family member, and 2 (7%) with a friend (Table 3). Seven 

(23%) of the subjects, however, described their living 
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arrangements as alone. The range in education was high 

school to college degree (Table 4). Fifty percent had 

completed high school and the remaining 50 percent had 

pursued postsecondary education. 

Table 3 
Demographic Data: Living Status by Group fN=30^ and by 
Subgroups T n=l5) 

Living Total Group 'Subgroup A 'Subgroup B 
Status n % n % n % 

Spouse 19 63 9 60 10 67 
Alone 7 23 4 27 3 20 
Family 2 7 1 7 1 7 
Friend 2 7 1 7 1 7 

30 100 15 101* 15 101* 

'Subgroup A - Cancers of the Head and Neck 
'Subgroup B - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 
*Total greater than 100% due to rounding 

Table 4 
Demographic Data; Years of Education by Groups rN=3 0) and 
by Subgroups fn=15) 

Years of Total Group 'Subgroup A 'Subgroup B 
Education n % n % n % 

High School 15 50 8 53 7 47 
Some College 7 23 5 33 2 13 
Business School 1 3 0 0 1 7 
College Degree 7 23 2 13 5 33 

30 99* 15 99* 15 100 

'Subgroup A - Cancers of the Head and Neck 
'Subgroup B - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 
*Total less than 100% due to rounding 
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For those individuals diagnosed with cancers of the 

head and neck (Subgroup A), the subgroup (n=15) was 

comprised of 11 males and 4 females. The mean age was 68 

years with a range of 55 to 84 years. The majority (n=ll, 

74%) of subjects were living with a significant other; 

whereas, four (27%) of the subjects were living alone. 

Fifty-three percent had completed high school and 3 3 percent 

had achieved some college education. The remaining 13% had 

completed a college degree. 

For those individuals diagnosed with cancers of the 

digestive organs (Subgroup B), the subgroup (n=15) consisted 

of 12 males and 3 females. The mean age was 64 years with a 

range of 50 to 86 years. The majority (n=12, 81%) of 

subjects described their living arrangements with a 

significant other, such as a spouse, relative, or friend; 

however, three (20%) individuals described themselves as 

living alone. Forty-seven percent of this group had 

completed high school. Of the 53 percent who advanced their 

education, 13% completed some college, 7% accomplished 

business school, and 33% achieved a college degree. 

Therefore, the subgroup with a diagnosis of cancers of 

the head and neck were chronologically older and were less 

educated compared to the subgroup diagnosed with cancers of 

the digestive organs. In regards to other demographic 

characteristics, however, the subgroups were similar in 
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gender, marital status, and living arrangements. 

Treatment Characteristics 

External beam radiation therapy was defined as ionizing 

radiation delivered by a linear accelerator machine to a 

targeted site. The parameters of external beam radiation 

therapy include the total number of rads received, the 

number of treatments, and the number of full weeks of 

treatment. Rads is the radiation dosage prescribed for a 

targeted site. The dosage and treatment schedule depend 

upon the radiosensitivity of the tumor and surrounding 

normal cells, tumor location and extent, volume of 

tissues/normal cells to be treated, radiation dose/time 

relationship, and the goal of treatment (Bucholtz, 1987). 

In this sample, the total group received a mean of 24 

treatments occurring over a mean period of 4 weeks of 

treatment. The mean dosage was 4431 rads (Table 5). 

For those diagnosed with cancers of the head and neck, 

the mean number of treatments was 26 with a range of 17 to 

38 treatments. This subgroup was irradiated with a mean 

dose of 4938 rads and a range of 2972 to 7500 rads. These 

treatments spanned a mean of 5 full weeks of therapy (range 

of 3 to 7 weeks). 
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Table 5 
Demographic Data; Treatment Information by Group fN=3 0) and 
by Subgroups (n=15) 

Treatment Total Group 'Subgroup A 'Subgroup B 
Information Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range 

Treatments 24 15-38 26 17-38 21 15-29 

Rads 4431 2910- 4938 2972- 3924 2910-
7500 7500 5040 

Full Weeks 4 3-7 5 3-7 4 3-5 
of Treatment 

'subgroup A - Cancers of the Head and Neck 
'Subgroup B - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Treatment characteristics differed for those 

individuals diagnosed with cancers of the digestive organs. 

These subjects experienced a mean number of 21 treatments 

with a range of 15 to 29 treatments. The mean number of 

rads were 3924 rads (range of 2910 to 5040 rads) 

administered over a mean of 4 full weeks of treatment (range 

of 3 to 5 weeks). 

Therefore, subjects with head and neck cancer received 

a higher dosage of rads and more treatments than those with 

cancers of the digestive organs. 

Findings Related to the Research Questions 

Research Question 1 

What are the nursing diagnoses using the Roy Adaptation 

Model for clients receiving outpatient external beam 
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radiation therapy for treatment of a) cancers of the head 

and neck and b) cancers of the digestive organs? The 

nursing diagnoses derived for subjects with cancers of the 

head and neck are depicted in Table 6. 

Table 6 
Validated Nursing Diagnoses for Subgroup - Cancers of the 
Head and Neck 

Activity Intolerance 
Altered Comfort 
Altered Family Processes 
Altered Health Maintenance 
Altered Nutrition, Less than Body Requirements 
Altered Oral Mucous Membrane 
Altered Role Performance 
Altered Sexuality Pattern 
Altered Thought Processes 
Anticipatory Grieving 
Anxiety 
Diversional Activity Deficit 
Fatigue 
Fear 
Fluid Volume Deficit, Potential for 
High Risk for Infection 
Hopelessness 
Impaired Home Maintenance Management 
Impaired Skin Integrity 
Impaired Social Interactions 
Impaired Swallowing 
Impaired Verbal Communication 
Ineffective Breathing Pattern 
Ineffective Individual Coping 
Ineffective Thermoregulation 
Self Concept Disturbance 
Sensory Perceptual Alterations 
Sleep Pattern Disturbance 

The consensus panel identified 3 0 nursing diagnoses. The 

second validation panel (VP2) concurred with the 30 nursing 

diagnoses formulated by the consensus panel except in nine 
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cases. In six of the nine diagnoses questioned by the VP2 

members, they judged the nursing diagnoses to be relevant 

and the defining characteristics to be diagnostic evidence 

of the labels. Yet they viewed one or two additional 

defining characteristics as necessary to derive a particular 

diagnosis. For example, in regards to the diagnosis, 

potential for fluid volume deficit, the consensus panel 

classified nausea as its defining characteristic. The VP2 

members, however, viewed the defining characteristics of 

difficulty swallowing and sore throat as clinically relevant 

to the label. All of the validation panel members concurred 

with the recommended change. Another example illustrating 

the addition of defining characteristics to the work done by 

the consensus panel was the nursing diagnosis, diversional 

activity deficit. The VP2 members judged the defining 

characteristic, decreased energy to participate in usual 

exercise, to be representative of the diagnosis but not 

encompassing all of the essential characteristics. The VP2 

committee recommended including the defining characteristics 

of fatigue and shortness of breath as additional diagnostic 

cues for diversional activity deficit. Therefore, in six of 

the nine nursing diagnoses questioned by the VP2, they 

recommended including one or two additional defining 

characteristics to be more representative of the diagnostic 

label. 
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In the other three cases, the VP2 debated on the 

clinical accuracy of the respiratory system nursing 

diagnoses and their associated defining characteristics. 

Three nursing diagnoses focused on the respiratory system; 

impaired gas exchange, ineffective breathing patterns, and 

ineffective airway clearance. Impaired gas exchange was 

defined as "the state in which the individual experiences an 

actual or potential decreased passage of gases (oxygen and 

carbon dioxide) between the alveoli of the lungs and the 

vascular system" (Carpenito, 1991, p. 680). The VP2 

committee debated whether shortness of breath may result in 

decreased passage of gases between alveoli and the capillary 

bed. Since shortness of breath was derived from the 

patient's perception and not from other physiological 

parameters, such as arterial blood gases, the VP2 

recommended that this nursing diagnosis be deleted. 

In regards to the second nursing diagnosis of concern, 

ineffective breathing patterns, the VP2 committee discussed 

the appropriateness and clinical relevance of shortness of 

breath as a diagnostic manifestation of ineffective 

breathing patterns. This nursing diagnosis was defined as 

"the state in which the individual experiences an actual or 

potential loss of adequate ventilation related to an altered 

breathing pattern" (Carpenito, 1991, p. 678). The VP2 

members deliberated on shortness of breath as an altered 
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breathing pattern or an outcome of an abnormal pattern. 

They concluded with the need to retain this diagnosis and 

its associated defining characteristic because the patient 

may experience a loss of adequate ventilation. 

Ineffective airway clearance, the third and final 

nursing diagnosis debated by the VP2, was defined as "the 

state in which the individual experiences a threat to 

respiratory status related to inability to cough 

effectively" (Carpenito, 1991, p. 675). The committee did 

not view the defining characteristic, chronic cough since 

beginning radiation treatments, to be clinically indicative 

of an inability to cough effectively. Consequently, the VP2 

recommended deleting this diagnosis. Therefore, the second 

validation panel substantiated 28 nursing diagnoses. 

For those with a medical diagnosis of cancers of the 

digestive organs, the consensus panel generated 25 nursing 

diagnoses (Table 7). The VP2 committee discussed the 

content representativeness of six nursing diagnoses for this 

subgroup of subjects. They questioned the same diagnoses 

examined in the subgroup of cancers of the head and neck. 

For example, the defining characteristic fatigue which is a 

universal radiation symptom regardless of anatomic site was 

categorized as representing the diagnosis of fatigue. The 

VP2 recommended including the defining characteristics of 

decreased energy to participate in usual exercise, decreased 
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energy to carry out routine daily activities and chores, and 

sleeping more than usual for both subgroups. For those with 

cancers of the head and neck, however, the VP2 also added 

the defining characteristic of shortness of breath to the 

above list. Therefore, in the subgroup of subjects with 

cancers of the digestive organs, the VP2 conferred on all 25 

nursing diagnoses given the inclusion of additional defining 

characteristics. 

Table 7 
Validated Nursing Diagnoses for Subgroup - Cancers of the 
Digestive Organs 

Activity Intolerance 
Altered Comfort 
Altered Family Processes 
Altered Health Maintenance 
Altered Nutrition, Less than Body Requirements 
Altered Patterns of Urinary Elimination 
Altered Role Performance 
Altered Sexuality Pattern 
Anticipatory Grieving 
Anxiety 
Constipation 
Diarrhea 
Diversional Activity Deficit 
Fatigue 
Fear 
Fluid Volume Deficit, Potential for 
High Risk for Infection 
Hopelessness 
Impaired Home Maintenance Management 
Impaired Skin Integrity 
Impaired Social Interactions 
Ineffective Individual Coping 
Self Concept Disturbance 
Sensory Perceptual Alterations 
Sleep Pattern Disturbance 
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Research Question 2 

What are the defining characteristics associated with 

the adaptive modes identified for clients receiving 

outpatient external beam radiation therapy for treatment of 

a) cancers of the head and neck and b) cancers of the 

digestive organs? Each symptom with a minimum mean response 

of 2 (sometimes present) was considered to be a defining 

characteristic within the adaptive mode in which the symptom 

was associated for those diagnosed with head and neck 

cancer. Subjects identified 39 items from the RSS with a 

mean occurrence of 2.0 or greater. These 39 defining 

characteristics were clustered into one of four adaptive 

modes and then verified by the first validation panel (VPl) 

(Table 8). This VPl committee confirmed the placement of 28 

defining characteristics in the physiological mode. Three 

of the five VPl members judged the defining characteristics 

of decreased ability to remember and decreased ability to 

pay attention as associated with the physiological mode 

rather than the self-concept mode. Consequently, the self-

concept mode contained six defining characteristics. VPl 

members concurred with the placement of all six 

characteristics. VPl members also agreed with change in 

ability to carry out usual family role and change in ability 

to carry out usual work role as associated with the role 

function mode. VPl did not concur, however, with the 
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association of change in ability to carry out usual social 

role with the interdependence mode; instead, they classified 

this defining characteristic in the role function mode. 

Therefore, no defining characteristics were considered 

representative of the interdependence mode. 

Table 8 
Defining Characteristics and Associated Adaptive Modes for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Mode Defining Characteristic 

Physiological Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Changes in taste sensations 
Chronic cough since beginning 

radiation treatments 
Cracks in lining of mouth or cheek 
Decreased ability to pay attention 
Decreased ability to remember 
Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Decreased energy to participate 
in usual exercise 

Decreased food intake 
Dry mouth 
Dry skin 
Difficulty in swallowing 
Fatigue 
Hoarseness 
Interruption in sleep 
Itching skin 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of smell 
Loss of taste 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 
Red skin 
Reduced perspiration 
Sleeping fewer hours than usual 
Sleeping more hours than usual 
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Table 8 Continued. 
Definina Characteristics and Associated Adaptive Modes for 
SubaroutD - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Mode Defining Characteristic 

Physiological Shortness of breath 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 
Swollen or puffy skin 
White or yellow patches in mouth 

Self Concept Change in usual sexual activity 
pattern 

Change in way you feel about your 
body 

Decreased sexual desire 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Role Function Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Interdependence None 

For those diagnoses with cancers of the digestive 

organs, 34 defining characteristics were derived from 

patients' signs and symptoms (Table 9). VPl concurred with 

the 2 2 defining characteristics listed for the physiological 

mode. The defining characteristic, impotence, which was 

clustered originally in the self-concept mode along with 

decreased sexual desire and change in usual sexual activity, 

was realigned with the physiological mode for a total of 2 3 

defining characteristics. The self-concept mode contained 
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eight defining characteristics, and the role function mode 

originally had two defining characteristics. However, the 

VPl judged the defining characteristic, change in ability to 

carry out usual social role, as associated with the role 

function mode rather than the interdependence mode. 

Therefore, as in the subgroup of cancers of the head and 

neck, VPl did not identify any defining characteristics for 

the interdependence mode. 

Table 9 
Defining Characteristics and Associated AdaTJtive Modes for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Mode Defining Characteristic 

Physiological Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Changes in taste sensation 
Constipation 
Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Decreased energy to participate 
in usual exercise 

Decreased food intake 
Diarrhea 
Dry skin 
Fatigue 
Immediate burning feeling when 

passing urine 
Impotence 
Interruption in sleep 
Itching skin 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Low back pain 
Nausea 
Need or urge to pass urine often 
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Table 9 Continued. 
Defining Characteristics and Associated Adaotive Modes for 
SubarouD - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Mode Defining Characteristic 

Physiological Red skin 
Sleeping fewer hours than usual 
Sleeping more hours than usual 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Self Concept Change in way you feel about your 
body 

Change in usual sexual activity 
pattern 

Decreased sexual desire 
Feeling angry 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling sorry for yourself 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Role Function Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Interdependence None 

Research Question 3 

What are the adaptive modes, nursing diagnoses, and 

associated defining characteristics identified for clients 

receiving outpatient external beam radiation therapy for 

treatment of a) cancers of the head and neck and b) cancers 

of the digestive organs? For the adaptive mode, 

physiological, the consensus panel formulated 19 nursing 
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diagnoses from the defining characteristics for the 

subgroup, cancers of the head and neck (Table 10). The 

adaptive mode, self-concept, contained six nursing 

diagnoses. Within the role function mode, three diagnoses 

were classified. For the interdependence adaptive mode, 

however, VPl did not cluster any of the defining 

characteristics within this adaptive mode. Therefore, the 

consensus panel did not derive any nursing diagnoses for the 

interdependence mode. 

Table 10 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Generated by the Consensus Panel for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive Nursing 
Mode Diagnosis 

Physiological Activity 
Intolerance 

Altered 
Comfort 

Defining 
Characteristics 

Decreased energy to 
participate in usual 
exercise 

Decreased energy to carry 
out routine daily activities 
and chores 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 
Swollen or puffy skin 

Altered Health Decreased energy to 
Maintenance participate in usual 

exercise 
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Table 10 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Generated by the Consensus Panel for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological Altered 
Nutrition, 
Less than 
Body Require
ments 

Changes in taste sensation 
Decreased food intake 
Difficulty in swallowing 
Dry mouth 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of smell 
Loss of taste 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 

Altered Oral 
Mucous 
Membranes 

Cracks in lining of mouth or 
cheeks 

Dry mouth 
White or yellow patches in 

mouth 

Altered Decreased ability to remember 
Thought Decreased ability to pay 
Processes attention 

Diversional 
Activity 
Deficit 

Decreased energy to 
participate in usual 
exercise 

Fatigue 

Fluid Volume 
Deficit, 
Potential for 

Fatigue 

Nausea 
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Table 10 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diacrnoses. and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Generated by the Consensus Panel for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

High Risk Blisters or bubbles on skin 
for Infection Cracks in lining of mouth 

or cheek 
Dry mouth 
Dry skin 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 
Swollen or puffy skin 
White or yellow patches in 

mouth 

Impaired Gas 
Exchange 

Impaired Skin 
Integrity 

Impaired 
Swallowing 

Shortness of breath 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Reduced perspiration 
Swollen or puffy skin 

Difficulty swallowing 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 

Impaired 
Verbal 
Communication 

Hoarseness 
Shortness of breath 

Ineffective 
Airway 
Clearance 

Chronic cough since beginning 
radiation treatments 

Ineffective 
Breathing 
Patterns 

Shortness of breath 
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Table 10 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Definincf 
Characteristics Generated by the Consensus Panel for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological Ineffective Reduced perspiration 
Thermoregulation 

Sensory-
Perceptual 

Sleep Pattern 
Disturbance 

Changes in taste sensation 
Loss of smell 

Interruption in sleep 
Sleeping fewer hours than 

usual 
Sleeping more hours than 

usual 

Self Concept Altered Change in usual sexual 
Sexuality activity pattern 
Patterns Change in way you feel about 

your body 
Decreased sexual desire 

Anticipatory 
Grieving 

Anxiety 

Fear 

Feeling depressed 

Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Hopelessness Feeling depressed 

Ineffective 
Individual 
Coping 

Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling depressed 
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Table 10 Continued. 
Adar)tive Modes. Nursing Diacrnoses. and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Generated by the Consensus Panel for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive 
Mode 

Nursing 
Diagnosis 

Defining 
Characteristics 

Role Function Altered Family Change in ability to carry out 
Processes usual family role 

Altered Role 
Performance 

Impaired 
Social 
Interactions 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Physiological 
and Role 
Function 

Impaired Home 
Maintenance 
Management 

Physiological, Self Concept 
Self Concept, Disturbance 
and Role 
Function 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual family role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual social role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual work role 
Change in way you feel about 

your body 
Decreased sexual drive 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Swollen or puffy skin 

The consensus panel generated two nursing diagnoses 

with defining characteristics from more than one adaptive 

mode. The nursing diagnosis, impaired home maintenance 
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management, contained defining characteristics associated 

with both the physiological mode (decreased energy to carry 

out routine daily activities and chores) and role function 

mode (change in ability to carry out usual work role and 

change in ability to carry out usual family role). The 

other nursing diagnosis, self concept disturbance, tapped 

the domains of three adaptive modes. The physiological mode 

was represented by these defining characteristics: blisters 

or bubbles on skin and swollen or puffy skin. The self-

concept mode entailed the following defining 

characteristics; change in way you feel about your body, 

decreased sexual drive, feeling depressed, feeling tense or 

anxious, and feeling worried. Lastly, the role function 

mode encompassed three defining characteristics: change in 

ability to carry out usual family role, change in ability to 

carry out usual social role, and change in ability to carry 

out usual work role. 

The VP2 panel agreed with these results except for two 

nursing diagnoses: altered role performance and impaired 

social interactions. VP2 added the defining characteristic, 

decreased energy to carry out routine daily activities and 

chores, to the nursing diagnosis of altered role 

performance. Since this defining characteristic was 

associated with the physiological adaptive mode, this 

diagnosis then represented both the physiological and role 
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function modes. The second nursing diagnosis to acquire 

defining characteristics from more than one adaptive mode 

was impaired social interactions. VP2 considered the 

defining characteristic, change in way you feel about your 

body, as relevant to this diagnosis. With the inclusion of 

this defining characteristic, impaired social interactions 

was comprised of defining characteristics from the role 

function and self-concept modes. Therefore, after review by 

VP2, two nursing diagnoses were moved from the role function 

mode to a mixed status: physiological and role function 

modes (altered role performance) and self-concept and role 

function modes (impaired social interactions). Overall 

then, the final list of adaptive modes, nursing diagnoses 

and their associated defining characteristics contained the 

following (Table 11): 

Table 11 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Validated bv the VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological Activity Decreased energy to 
Intolerance participate in usual 

exercise 
Decreased energy to carry 

out routine daily activities 
and chores 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 
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Table 11 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Validated by the VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological Altered Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Comfort Dry skin 

Itching skin 
Red skin 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 
Swollen or puffy skin 

Altered Health Decreased energy to 
Maintenance carry out routine daily 

activities and chores 
Decreased energy to 

participate in usual 
exercise 

Altered 
Nutrition, 
Less than 
Body Require
ments 

Changes in taste sensation 
Cracks in lining of mouth or 

cheek 
Decreased food intake 
Difficulty in swallowing 
Dry mouth 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of smell 
Loss of taste 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 

Altered Oral 
Mucous 
Membranes 

Cracks in lining of mouth or 
cheeks 

Dry mouth 
Sore mouth 
White/yellow patches in mouth 

Altered Decreased ability to remember 
Thought Decreased ability to pay 
Processes attention 
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Table 11 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Validated by the VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological Diversional 
Activity 
Deficit 

Decreased energy to 
participate in usual 
exercise 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 

Fatigue Decreased energy to 
participate in usual 
exercise 

Decreased energy to 
carry out routine daily 
activities and chores 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 
Sleeping more hours than 

usual 

Fluid Volume Difficulty swallowing 
Deficit, Nausea 
Potential for Sore throat 

High Risk Blisters or bubbles on skin 
for Infection Cracks in lining of mouth 

or cheek 
Decreased food intake 
Dry mouth 
Dry skin 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 
Swollen or puffy skin 
White or yellow patches in 

mouth 
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Table 11 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Validated by the VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological Impaired Skin 
Integrity 

Impaired 
Swallowing 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Reduced perspiration 
Swollen or puffy skin 

Cracks in lining of mouth or 
cheek 

Difficulty swallowing 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 

Impaired 
Verbal 
Communication 

Hoarseness 
Shortness of breath 

Ineffective 
Breathing 
Patterns 

Shortness of breath 

Ineffective Reduced perspiration 
Thermoregulation 

Sensory-
Perceptual 
Alterations 

Changes in taste sensation 
Loss of smell 

Sleep Pattern 
Disturbance 

Interruption in sleep 
Sleeping fewer hours than 

usual 
Sleeping more hours than 

usual 
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Table 11 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Validated by the VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Self Concept Altered 
Sexuality 
Patterns 

Change in usual sexual 
activity pattern 

Change in way you feel about 
your body 

Decreased sexual desire 

Anticipatory 
Grieving 

Anxiety 

Hopelessness 

Fear 

Ineffective 
Individual 
Coping 

Feeling depressed 

Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Feeling depressed 

Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling depressed 

Role Function Altered Family Change in ability to carry out 
Processes usual family role 

Physiological 
and Role 
Function 

Altered Role 
Performance 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities 
and chores 
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Table 11 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Validated bv the VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Head and Neck 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological 
and Role 
Function 

Self Concept 
and Role 
Function 

Impaired Home 
Maintenance 
Management 

Impaired 
Social 
Interactions 

Physiological, Self Concept 
Self Concept, Disturbance 
and Role 
Function 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in way you feel about 
your body 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual family role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual social role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual work role 
Change in way you feel about 

your body 
Decreased sexual drive 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Swollen or puffy skin 

With regard to the subgroup, cancers of the digestive 

organs, the consensus panel generated 14 nursing diagnoses 

for the physiological mode, five for the self-concept mode, 

and three for the role function mode (Table 12)• 
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Table 12 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Generated by the Consensus Panel for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological Activity Decreased energy to 
Intolerance participate in usual 

exercise 
Decreased energy to carry 

out routine daily activities 
and chores 

Fatigue 

Altered Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Comfort Dry skin 

Itching skin 
Low back pain 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Altered Health Decreased energy to 
Maintenance participate in usual 

exercise 

Altered 
Nutrition, 
Less than 
Body Require
ments 

Altered 
Urinary 
Elimination 

Constipation 

Diarrhea 

Changes in taste sensation 
Decreased food intake 
Diarrhea 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 
Immediate burning feeling 

when passing urine 
Need or urge to pass urine 

often 
Constipation 

Diarrhea 

Diversional Decreased energy to 
Activity participate in usual 
Deficit exercise 
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Table 12 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursincf Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Generated by the Consensus Panel for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological Fatigue Fatigue 

Fluid Volume 
Deficit, 
Potential for 

Diarrhea 
Nausea 

High Risk 
for Infection 

Impaired Skin 
Integrity 

Sensory-
Perceptual 
Alterations 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Changes in taste sensation 

Sleep Pattern 
Disturbance 

Interruption in sleep 
Sleeping fewer hours than 

usual 
Sleeping more hours than 

usual 

Self Concept Anticipatory 
Grieving 

Anxiety 

Fear 

Feeling depressed 
Feeling sorry for self 

Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Feeling angry 
Feeling worried 
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Table 12 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Generated by the Consensus Panel for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Self Concept Hopelessness 

Ineffective 
Individual 
Coping 

Feeling sorry for self 
Feeling depressed 

Feeling angry 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 

Role Function Altered Family Change in ability to carry out 
Processes usual family role 

Altered Role 
Performance 

Physiological 
and Self 
Concept 

Physiological 
and Role 
Function 

Impaired 
Social 
Interactions 

Altered 
Sexuality 
Patterns 

Impaired Home 
Maintenance 
Management 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Feeling sorry for self 

Change in usual sexual 
activity pattern 

Change in way you feel about 
your body 

Decreased sexual desire 
Impotence 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities 
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Table 12 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Generated bv the Consensus Panel for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological, Self Concept 
Self Concept, Disturbance 
and Role 
Function 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual family role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual social role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual work role 
Change in way you feel about 

your body 
Decreased sexual drive 
Feeling angry 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling sorry for self 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Impotence 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

The consensus panel identified three nursing diagnoses 

with defining characteristics from more than one adaptive 

mode. The nursing diagnosis, altered sexuality patterns, 

tapped defining characteristics from both the physiological 

mode (impotence) and the self-concept mode (change in usual 

sexual activity pattern, change in way you feel about your 

body, and decreased sexual drive). The other two nursing 

diagnoses, impaired home maintenance and self concept 

disturbance, remained unchanged from the classification 

outlined for the subgroup, cancers of the head and neck. 
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VP2 recommended the addition of defining characteristics for 

the nursing diagnoses, altered role performance and impaired 

social interactions as in the case of those with cancers of 

the head and neck. Therefore, the final list of adaptive 

modes, nursing diagnoses and their associated defining 

characteristics for persons with cancers of the digestive 

organs were the following (Table 13): 

Table 13 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Validated by VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers of 
the Digestive Organs 

Adaptive Nursing 
Mode Diagnosis 

Physiological Activity 
Intolerance 

Altered 
Comfort 

Defining 
Characteristics 

Decreased energy to 
participate in usual 
exercise 

Decreased energy to carry 
out routine daily activities 
and chores 

Fatigue 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Low back pain 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Altered Health Decreased energy to 
Maintenance carry out routine daily 

activities and chores 
Decreased energy to 
participate in usual 
exercise 
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Table 13 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Validated by VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers of 
the Digestive Organs 

Adaptive 
Mode 

Nursing 
Diagnosis 

Defining 
Characteristics 

Physiological Altered 
Nutrition, 
Less than 
Body Require
ments 

Altered 
Urinary 
Elimination 

Changes in taste sensation 
Decreased food intake 
Diarrhea 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 

Immediate burning feeling 
when passing urine 

Need or urge to pass urine 
often 

Constipation 

Diarrhea 

Constipation 

Diarrhea 

Diversional 
Activity 
Deficit 

Fatigue 

Fluid Volume 
Deficit, 
Potential for 

Decreased energy to 
participate in usual 
exercise 

Fatigue 

Decreased energy to 
participate in usual 
exercise 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities 
and chores 

Fatigue 
Sleeping more hours than usual 

Diarrhea 
Nausea 
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Table 13 Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Validated by VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers of 
the Digestive Organs 

Adaptive 
Mode 

Nursing 
Diagnosis 

Defining 
Characteristics 

Physiological High Risk 
for Infection 

Impaired Skin 
Integrity 

Self Concept 

Sensory-
Perceptual 

Sleep Pattern 
Disturbance 

Anticipatory 
Grieving 

Anxiety 

Fear 

Hopelessness 

Ineffective 
Individual 
Coping 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Decreased food intake 
Dry skin 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Changes in taste sensation 

Interruption in sleep 
Sleeping fewer hours than 

usual 
Sleeping more hours than usual 

Feeling depressed 
Feeling sorry for self 

Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Feeling angry 
Feeling worried 

Feeling sorry for self 
Feeling depressed 

Feeling angry 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 
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Table 13. Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Definincr 
Characteristics Validated bv VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers of 
the Digestive Organs 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Role Function 

Physiological 
and Self 
Concept 

Physiological 
and Role 
Function 

Altered Family Change in ability to carry out 
Processes usual family role 

Altered 
Sexuality 
Patterns 

Altered Role 
Performance 

Change in usual sexual 
activity pattern 

Change in way you feel about 
your body 

Decreased sexual desire 
Impotence 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Physiological 
and Role 
Function 

Impaired Home 
Maintenance 
Management 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities 

Self Concept 
and Role 
Function 

Impaired 
Social 
Interactions 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Feeling sorry for self 
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Table 13. Continued. 
Adaptive Modes. Nursing Diagnoses, and Associated Defining 
Characteristics Validated by VP2 for Subgroup - Cancers of 
the Digestive Organs 

Adaptive Nursing Defining 
Mode Diagnosis Characteristics 

Physiological, Self Concept 
Self Concept, Disturbance 
and Role 
Function 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual family role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual social role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual work role 
Change in way you feel about 

your body 
Decreased sexual drive 
Feeling angry 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling sorry for self 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Impotence 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Research Question 4 

What is the relationship of functional health patterns 

and associated nursing diagnoses to adaptive modes and 

associated nursing diagnoses identified for clients 

receiving outpatient external beam radiation therapy for 

treatment of a) cancers of the head and neck and b) cancers 

of the digestive organs? Woodtli and Van Ort (1991) 

designed the original study using functional health patterns 

as the conceptual framework. Based on this perspective, the 

investigators reported a total of 18 nursing diagnoses 
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formulated within eight functional health patterns for 

persons with cancers of the head and neck (Table 14) 

(Woodtli & Van Ort, 1989, 1991). The nutritional/metabolic 

(n=5) and activity/exercise patterns (n=4) contained the 

highest number of nursing diagnoses. The number of defining 

characteristics for each nursing diagnosis ranged from one 

to seven characteristics. The nursing diagnosis, potential 

for infection, accounted for the most defining 

characteristics (n=7); whereas, the diagnosis, sleep pattern 

disturbance, was manifested by one characteristic, sleeping 

fewer hours as well as the diagnosis, body image 

disturbance, was represented by change in way you feel about 

your body (Woodtli & Van Ort, 1989, 1991). 

Table 14 
Functional Health Patterns. Nursing Diagnoses, and 
Associated Defining Characteristics for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Head and Neck (Woodtli & Van Ort. 1989> 

Functional Nursing Defining 
Health Patterns Diagnosis Characteristics 

Activity/ Activity Decreased energy to carry out 
Exercise Intolerance routine daily activities and 

chores 
Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 

Impaired Gas Chronic cough since beginning 
Exchange radiation treatments 
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Table 14 Continued. 
Functional Health Patterns. Nursing Diagnoses, and 
Associated Defining Characteristics for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Head and Neck CWoodtli & Van Ort. 1989) 

Functional Nursing Defining 
Health Patterns Diagnosis Characteristics 

Activity/ Impaired Home 
Exercise Maintenance 

Management 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 

Self Care Decreased energy to carry out 
Deficit routine daily activities and 

chores 
Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 

Coping/Stress Ineffective 
Intolerance Individual 

Coping 

Nutritional/ 
Metabolic 

Altered Oral 
Mucous 
Membranes 

Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Cracks in lining of mouth 
or cheek 

Dry mouth 
White or yellow patches in 
mouth 

Impaired Skin 
Integrity 

Impaired 
Swallowing 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 

Difficulty in swallowing 
Dry mouth 
White or yellow patches in 

mouth 
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Table 14 Continued. 
Functional Health Patterns. Nursing Diagnoses, and 
Associated Defining Characteristics for Subgrouta - Cancers 
of the Head and Neck fWoodtli & Van Ort. 1989^ 

Functional Nursing 
Health Patterns Diagnosis 

Defining 
Characteristics 

Nutritional/ 
Metabolic 

Nutrition, 
Less than 
Body Require
ments 

Cracks in lining of mouth or 
cheek 

Decreased food intake 
Difficulty in swallowing 
Loss of appetite 
Nausea 
White or yellow patches in 

mouth 

Potential for 
Infection 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Cracks in lining of mouth or 

cheek 
Decreased food intake 
Loss of weight 
Red skin 
Swollen and puffy skin 
White or yellow patches in 

mouth 

Role 
Relationships 

Altered Role 
Performance 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Social Change in ability to carry out 
Isolation usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Self 
Perception/ 
Self Concept 

Body Image 
Disturbance 

Change in the way you feel 
about your body 
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Table 14 Continued. 
Functional Health Patterns. Nursing Diagnoses, and 
Associated Defining Characteristics for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Head and Neck fWoodtli & Van Ort. 1989) 

Functional Nursing Defining 
Health Patterns Diagnosis Characteristics 

Sensory/ 
Cognition/ 
Perception 

Altered 
Sensory 
Perception 

Changes in taste sensation 
Loss of smell 
Loss of taste 

Altered 
Thought 
Processes 

Decreased ability to learn or 
understand 

Decreased ability to pay 
attention 

Decreased ability to remember 

Pain Sore mouth 
Sore throat 

Sex/ 
Reproduction 

Altered 
Sexual 
Pattern 

Change in usual sexual 
activity 

Decreased sexual desire 

Sleep/Rest Sleep Pattern 
Disturbance 

Sleeping fewer hours than 
usual 

In this study using Roy's adaptation model as the 

conceptual framework, a total of 2 8 nursing diagnoses were 

produced within three adaptive modes (Table 11). The 

physiological adaptive mode listed the most nursing 

diagnoses (n=17). The number of defining characteristics 

for each nursing diagnosis ranged from one to 12 

characteristics. The nursing diagnosis, altered nutrition, 

less than body requirements, contained the highest number 

(n=12) of defining characteristics followed by high risk for 
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infection (n=ll). Four nursing diagnoses were evidenced by 

one defining characteristic: anticipatory grieving, 

hopelessness, ineffective breathing patterns, and 

ineffective thermoregulation. 

In comparing the results of the original study to the 

secondary analysis, the use of different conceptual 

perspectives yielded 13 equivalent nursing diagnoses (Table 

15). These 13 nursing diagnoses, however, were not derived 

from the same clustering of defining characteristics. Yet 

overall the defining characteristics were similar in each 

group and differed by only a few characteristics. For 

example, Woodtli and Van Ort (1989, 1991) reported a nursing 

diagnosis of activity intolerance based on the defining 

characteristics of decreased energy to carry out routine 

daily activities and chores, fatigue, and shortness of 

breath. Using the Roy Adaptation Model, in contrast, the 

series of panels formulated a diagnosis of activity 

intolerance based on four defining characteristics; 

decreased energy to participate in usual exercise, decreased 

energy to carry out routine daily activities and chores, 

fatigue, and shortness of breath. Furthermore, the nursing 

diagnosis, altered nutrition, less than body requirements, 

in the original study was derived from six defining 

characteristics (Woodtli & Van Ort, 1989, 1991). In this 

study, however, the expert panel clustered 12 defining 
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characteristics to form the diagnostic label of altered 

nutrition, less than body requirements. The characteristics 

which differed were; changes in taste sensation, dry mouth, 

loss of smell, loss of taste, loss of weight, sore mouth, 

sore throat, and white or yellow patches in mouth. In 

summary, although the expert panels for each study clustered 

the defining characteristics differently to form the 

diagnoses, both studies contained 13 of the same nursing 

diagnoses. 

Table 15 
Comparison of 13 Similar Nursing Diagnoses Using Gordon^s 
Functional Health Patterns and Rov^s Adaptive Modes for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Nursing 
Diagnosis 

Functional Health 
Pattern 

Adaptive 
Mode 

Activity 
Intolerance 

Decreased energy to 
carry out routine 
daily activities 
and chores 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 

Decreased energy to 
carry out routine 
daily activities 
and chores 

Decreased energy to 
participate in 
usual exercise 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 
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Table 15 Continued. 
Comparison of 13 Similar Nursing Diagnoses Using Gordon^s 
Functional Health Patterns and Rov^s Adaptive Modes for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Nursing Functional Health Adaptive 
Diagnosis Pattern Mode 

Altered 
Nutrition, 
Less than 
Body Require-

Cracks in lining of 
mouth or cheek 

Decreased food intake 
Difficulty in swallowing 
Loss of appetite 
Nausea 
White or yellow patches 

in mouth 

Changes in taste 
sensation 

Cracks in lining of 
mouth or cheek 

Decreased food 
intake 

Difficulty in 
swallowing 

Dry mouth 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of smell 
Loss of taste 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 

Altered Oral 
Mucous 
Membrane 

Altered Role 
Performance 

Cracks in lining of 
mouth or cheek 

Dry mouth 
White or yellow patches 

in mouth 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
family role 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
social role 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
work role 

Cracks in lining of 
mouth or cheek 

Dry mouth 
Sore mouth 
White or yellow 

patches in mouth 
Change in ability to 

carry out usual 
family role 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
social role 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
work role 

Decreased energy to 
carry out routine 
daily activities 
and chores 
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Table 15 Continued. 
Comparison of 13 Similar Nursing Diagnoses Using Gordon's 
Functional Health Patterns and Roy's Adaptive Modes for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Nursing 
Diagnosis 

Functional Health 
Pattern 

Adaptive 
Mode 

Altered 
Sensory 
Perception 

Changes in taste 
sensation 

Loss of smell 
Loss of taste 

Changes in taste 
sensation 

Loss of smell 

Altered Change in usual sexual 
Sexuality activity pattern 
Pattern Decreased sexual desire 

Change in usual 
sexual activity 
pattern 

Change in way you 
feel about your 
body 

Decreased sexual 
desire 

Altered Decreased ability to 
Thought learn or understand 
Processes Decreased ability to 

pay attention 
Decreased ability to 
remember 

Decreased ability to 
pay attention 

Decreased ability to 
remember 

Impaired 
Home 
Maintenance 
Management 

Decreased energy for 
routine daily 
activities and chores 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 

Decreased energy for 
routine daily 
activities and 
chores 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
family role 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
work role 
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Table 15 Continued. 
Comparison of 13 Similar Nursing Diagnoses Using Gordon^s 
Functional Health Patterns and Rov^s Adaptive Modes for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Nursing 
Diagnosis 

Functional Health 
Pattern 

Adaptive 
Mode 

Impaired 
Skin Integrity 

Blisters and bubbles on 
skin 

Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Swollen and puffy skin 

Blisters and bubbles 
on skin 

Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Reduced perspiration 
Swollen and puffy 
skin 

Impaired 
Swallowing 

Difficulty in swallowing Cracks in lining of 
Dry mouth 
White or yellow patches 
in mouth 

mouth and cheek 
Difficulty in 

swallowing 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 

Individual 
Ineffective 
Coping 

Potential for 
Infection 

Feeling depressed Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious Feeling tense or 
Feeling worried anxious 

Blisters or bubbles 
on skin 

Cracks in lining of 
mouth or cheek 

Decreased food intake 
Loss of weight 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
White or yellow patches 

in mouth 

Blisters or bubbles 
on skin 

Cracks in lining of 
mouth or cheek 

Decreased food 
intake 

Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 
Swollen or puffy 

skin 
White or yellow 

patches in mouth 
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Table 15 Continued. 
Comparison of 13 Similar Nursing Diagnoses Using Gordon 
Functional Health Patterns and Rov^s Adaptive Modes for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Nursing Functional Health Adaptive 
Diagnosis Pattern Mode 

Sleep Pattern Sleeping fewer hours Interruption in 
Disturbance than usual sleep 

Sleeping fewer hours 
than usual 

Sleeping more hours 
than usual 

Woodtli and Van Ort (1989, 1991) reported five 

diagnoses not found in the present data analysis. The 

diagnoses were: body image disturbed, impaired gas 

exchange, pain, self care deficit, and social isolation. 

Although these exact diagnoses were not found in secondary 

analysis, they were similar to diagnoses in the present 

study but varied on magnitude, such as; social isolation 

compared to impaired social interactions and pain compared 

to altered comfort. Data analysis in this study yielded 15 

nursing diagnoses which differed from Woodtli and Van Ort's 

(1991) results. The diagnoses and their associated defining 

characteristics which differed were classified in the 

following modes: eight in the physiological mode, four in 

the self-concept mode, one in the role function mode, one in 

both self-concept and role function modes, and one in the 

combination of physiological, self-concept, and role 
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function modes (Table 16). 

Table 16 
Different Nursing Diagnoses Generated Using Rov^s Adaptive 
Modes for Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Physiological Mode; 

Altered Comfort 

Altered Health 
Maintenance 

Diversional Activity 
Deficit 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 
Swollen and puffy skin 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Decreased energy to participate 
in usual exercise 

Decreased energy to participate 
in usual exercise 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 

Fatigue Decreased energy to participate 
in usual exercise 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 
Sleeping more hours than usual 

Fluid Volume Deficit, 
Potential for 

Difficulty in swallowing 
Nausea 
Sore throat 

Impaired Verbal 
Communication 

Hoarseness 
Shortness of breath 
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Table 16 Continued. 
Different Nursing Diagnoses Generated Using Rov^s Adaptive 
Modes for Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Physiological Mode: 

Ineffective Breathing 
Patterns 

Ineffective Thermo
regulation 

Self Concept Mode: 

Anticipatory Grieving 

Anxiety 

Fear 

Hopelessness 

Role Function Mode: 

Shortness of breath 

Reduced perspiration 

Feeling depressed 

Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Feeling depressed 

Altered Family Processes Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Self Concept and Role Function Mode: 

Impaired Social 
Interaction 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in way you feel about 
our body 
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Table 16 Continued. 
Different Nursing Diagnoses Generated Using Rov^s Adaptive 
Modes for Subgroup - Cancers of the Head and Neck 

Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Physiological, Self Concept, and Role Function Mode; 

Self Concept Disturbance Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual family role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual social role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual work role 
Change in way you feel about 

your body 
Decreased sexual desire 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Swollen and puffy skin 

For those diagnoses with cancers of the digestive 

organs, Woodtli and Van Ort (1989, 1991) reported a total of 

17 nursing diagnoses identified within 8 functional health 

patterns (Table 17). The nutritional/metabolic (n=4) and 

the elimination (n=3) functional health patterns contained 

the greatest number of diagnoses (Woodtli & Van Ort, 1989, 

1991). The number of defining characteristics for each 

nursing diagnosis ranged from one to four characteristics 

(Woodtli & Van Ort, 1989, 1991). In both subgroups, the 

nursing diagnosis, potential for infection, accounted for 

the most defining characteristics (n=5). Also, the nursing 

diagnosis, impaired skin integrity, contained five defining 
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characteristics. Woodtli and Van Ort (1991) reported five 

nursing diagnoses formulated from one defining 

characteristic: altered urinary elimination, constipation, 

diarrhea, situational low self-esteem, and social isolation. 

Table 17 
Functional Health Patterns. Nursing Diagnoses, and 
Associated Defining Characteristics for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Digestive Organs (Woodtli & Van Ort. 1989) 

Functional Nursing 
Health Patterns Diagnosis 

Defining 
Characteristics 

Activity/ 
Exercise 

Activity 
Intolerance 

Impaired Home 
Maintenance 
Management 

Self Care 
Deficit 

Coping/Stress Ineffective 
Intolerance Individual 

Coping 

Elimination Altered 
Urinary 
Elimination 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Fatigue 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Fatigue 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Fatigue 

Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Burning feeling when passing 
urine 

Constipation Constipation 

Diarrhea Diarrhea 
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Table 17 Continued. 
Functional Health Patterns. Nursing Diagnoses, and 
Associated Defining Characteristics for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Digestive Organs fWoodtli & Van Ort. 1989^ 

Functional Nursing Defining 
Health Patterns Diagnosis Characteristics 

Nutritional/ 
Metabolic 

Nutritional/ 
Metabolic 

Impaired Skin 
Integrity 

Impaired 
Tissue 
Integrity 

Nutrition, 
Less than 
Body Require
ments 

Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Weeping skin 

Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 

Potential for 
Infection 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Decreased food intake 
Loss of weight 
Swollen and puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Role 
Relationships 

Altered Role 
Performance 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Social Change in ability to carry out 
Isolation usual social role 

Self 
Perception/ 
Self Concept 

Sex/ 
Reproduction 

Situational 
Low Self 
Esteem 

Altered 
Sexual 
Pattern 

Feeling sorry for your 
self 

Change in usual sexual 
activity 

Decreased sexual desire 
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Table 17 Continued. 
Functional Health Patterns. Nursing Diagnoses, and 
Associated Defining Characteristics for Subgroup - Cancers 
of the Digestive Organs fWoodtli & Van Ort. 1989^ 

Functional Nursing Defining 
Health Patterns Diagnosis Characteristics 

Sleep/Rest Sleep Pattern Interruptions in sleep 
Disturbance Sleeping fewer hours 

In contrast to these findings, the present study 

yielded 25 nursing diagnoses classified within three 

adaptive modes (Table 13). The physiological adaptive mode 

contained the most diagnoses (n=14). The number of defining 

characteristics for each nursing diagnosis ranged from one 

to 14 characteristics. The nursing diagnosis, self concept 

disturbance encompassed the most defining characteristics 

(n=14). Four diagnoses evidenced one defining 

characteristic: altered family processes, constipation, and 

diarrhea, sensory-perceptual alterations. 

In comparing the findings of the original study and the 

present one, 10 nursing diagnoses were the same (Table 18), 

four diagnoses were found only in the Woodtli and Van Ort 

(1989, 1991) study, and 15 diagnoses were particular to the 

present study. Only two of the 10 diagnoses found in both 

studies had the same defining characteristics (diagnosis -

diarrhea with a defining characteristic of diarrhea and 

diagnosis - constipation with a defining characteristic of 
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constipation). Although eight diagnostic labels were common 

to both studies, these diagnoses were composed of different 

defining characteristics. 

Table 18 
Comparison of 10 Similar Nursing Diagnoses Using Gordon^s 
Functional Health Patterns and Rov^s Adaptive Modes for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Nursing Functional Health Adaptive 
Diagnosis Pattern Mode 

Activity 
Intolerance 

Altered 
Nutrition, 
Less than 
Body Require-

Decreased energy to 
carry out routine 
daily activities 
and chores 

Fatigue 

Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 

Decreased energy to 
carry out routine 
daily activities 
and chores 

Decreased energy to 
participate in 
usual exercise 

Fatigue 

Changes in taste 
sensation 

Decreased food 
intake 

Diarrhea 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 

Altered Role 
Performance 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
family role 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
social role 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
work role 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
family role 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
social role 

Change in ability to 
carry out usual 
work role 

Decreased energy to 
carry out daily 
routine activities 
and chores 
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Table 18 Continued. 
Comparison of 10 Similar Nursing Diagnoses Using Gordon^s 
Functional Health Patterns and Rov^s Adaptive Modes for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Nursing Functional Health Adaptive 
Diagnosis Pattern Mode 

Altered Change in usual sexual Change in usual 
Sexuality activity pattern sexual activity 
Pattern Decreased sexual desire pattern 

Change in way you 
feel about your 
body 

Decreased sexual 
desire 

Impotence 

Altered 
Urinary 
Elimination 

Immediate burning 
feeling when passing 
urine 

Immediate burning 
feeling when 
passing urine 

Need or urge to pass 
urine often 

Constipation Constipation 

Diarrhea Diarrhea 

Impaired Dry skin 
Skin Integrity Itching skin 

Itching skin 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Potential for 
Infection 

Blisters or bubbles 
on skin 

Decreased food intake 
Loss of weight 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Constipation 

Diarrhea 

Blisters and bubbles 
on skin 

Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy 

skin 
Weeping skin 

Blisters or bubbles 
on skin 

Decreased food 
intake 

Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Swollen or puffy 
skin 

Weeping skin 
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Table 18 Continued. 
ComTParison of 10 Similar Nursing Diagnoses Using Gordon^s 
Functional Health Patterns and Rov^s Adaptive Modes for 
Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Nursing Functional Health Adaptive 
Diagnosis Pattern Mode 

Sleep Pattern Interruption in sleep Interruption in 
Disturbance Sleeping fewer hours sleep 

than usual Sleeping fewer hours 
than usual 

Sleeping more hours 
than usual 

The four nursing diagnoses found in the original study 

(Woodtli & Van Ort, 1989) but not in the present one were: 

impaired tissue integrity, self care deficit, situational 

low self esteem, and social isolation. Although these exact 

nursing diagnoses were not found in secondary analysis, the 

diagnoses were similar, such as: impaired tissue integrity 

in the original study and impaired skin integrity in the 

present one. Fifteen nursing diagnoses were formulated in 

the present study which previously had not been identified. 

The diagnoses and their associated defining characteristics 

which differed were classified in the following modes: 

physiological mode - six, self-concept mode - four, role 

function mode - one, self-concept and role function modes -

one, physiological and role function modes - one, and 

physiological, self-concept, and role function modes - one 

(Table 19). 
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Table 19 
Different Nursing Diagnoses Generated using Rov^s Adaptive 
Modes for Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Physiological Mode: 

Altered Comfort 

Altered Health 
Maintenance 

Diversional Activity 
Deficit 

Fatigue 

Fluid Volume Deficit, 
Potential for 

Sensory Perceptual 
Alterations 

Self Concept Mode: 

Anticipatory Grieving 

Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Low back pain 
Red skin 
Swollen and puffy skin 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Decreased energy to participate 
in usual exercise 

Decreased energy to participate 
in usual exercise 

Fatigue 

Decreased energy to participate 
in usual exercise 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Fatigue 
Sleeping more hours than usual 

Diarrhea 
Nausea 

Changes in taste sensation 

Feeling depressed 
Feeling sorry for self 

Anxiety Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
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Table 19 Continued. 
Different Nursing Diagnoses Generated using Rov^s Adaptive 
Modes for Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Self Concept Mode: 

Fear Feeling angry 
Feeling worried 

Hopelessness Feeling depressed 
Feeling sorry for self 

Individual Ineffective Feeling angry 
Coping Feeling depressed 

Feeling tense or anxious 

Role Function Mode: 

Altered Family Processes Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Physiological and Role Function Mode: 

Impaired Home Change in ability to carry out 
Maintenance Management usual family role 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities 
and chores 

Self Concept and Role Function Mode: 

Impaired Social Change in ability to carry out 
Interaction usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in way you feel about 
our body 
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Table 19 Continued. 
Different Nursing Diagnoses Generated using Rov^s Adaptive 
Modes for Subgroup - Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Physiological, Self Concept, and Role Function Mode: 

Self Concept Disturbance Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Change in way you feel about 
your body 

Decreased sexual desire 
Feeling angry 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Impotence 
Swollen and puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Summary 

This chapter contained the analysis of data from a 

sample of 3 0 outpatients diagnosed with cancer and treated 

with external beam radiation therapy. The demographic and 

treatment characteristics of the study sample were presented 

first. Data for each research question were analyzed 

separately. 

After review of the Roy Adaptation Model and nursing 

diagnoses, the first validation panel confirmed the 

categorization of 39 defining characteristics (subgroup -
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cancers of the head and neck) and 34 defining 

characteristics (subgroup - cancers of the digestive organs) 

with their associated adaptive modes. The consensus panel 

then clustered the defining characteristics and their 

associated adaptive modes for each cancer subgroup in order 

to formulate nursing diagnoses. These diagnoses, defining 

characteristics, and adaptive modes were validated by a 

second panel of experts (VP2). 

In summary, analysis of data by this procedure yielded 

28 nursing diagnoses for those with cancers of the head and 

neck and 25 nursing diagnoses for those with cancers of the 

digestive organs. The nursing diagnoses were classified in 

three adaptive modes or combination of modes. In each 

cancer subgroup, the physiological adaptive mode contained 

the most nursing diagnoses. In comparing the nursing 

diagnoses generated using Roy's Adaptation Model versus 

those using Gordon's Health Patterns, 13 nursing diagnoses 

for cancers of the head and neck and 10 diagnoses for 

cancers of the digestive organs were found in both studies. 

Although some of the same nursing diagnoses were found in 

the original and present study, the expert panels clustered 

the defining characteristics differently to formulate the 

same diagnoses. Lastly, each cancer subgroup had different 

nursing diagnoses listed in the present study which were not 

previously identified in the original study as well as 
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nursing diagnoses identified in the original study which 

were not found in the secondary analysis. 
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Chapter Five 

Discussion of the Findings 

The results of this study described the signs and 

symptoms of patients experiencing external beam radiation 

therapy. Based on the identified side effects of treatment, 

nursing diagnoses and associated defining characteristics 

were formulated and organized within Roy's Adaptation Model. 

A review of the literature indicated that persons with a 

medical diagnosis of cancer experience an array of 

psychological and physiological needs as a result of cancer 

and its treatment. Yet most of the empirical evidence on 

needs of the cancer patient were not examined from the 

perspective of nursing diagnoses. Despite this gap in the 

literature base, findings from several studies 

(Freidenbergs et al., 1980; Ganz et al., 1985; Heinrich & 

Schag, 1984; Heinrich et al., 1984; Wingate & Lackey, 1989) 

suggested that cancer patients face a myriad of needs. 

Furthermore, the cancer patient who is undergoing radiation 

treatments confronts additional concerns, such as 

information needs (Forester et al., 1985; King et al., 1985; 

Johnson et al., 1988; Rainey, 1985; Weintraub & Hagopian, 

1990) . Theoretical and empirical support was presented for 

examining side effects of treatment universal to radiation 

therapy as well as specific to an anatomic site. Therefore, 
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examining the patient care needs of radiation clients (with 

two specific cancer sites) and formulating those needs into 

nursing diagnoses was proposed to develop knowledge to aid 

in the nursing management of these clients. Moreover, the 

classification of nursing diagnoses using a nursing 

conceptual model, such as Roy's Adaptation Model, was 

adduced to support theory development in nursing. 

Results of the data analysis presented in Chapter Four 

are discussed in this chapter. First, interpretation of the 

results relative to the sample and then the four research 

questions are presented. Next, methodological issues 

related to the three panels are highlighted. Lastly, 

implications for theory development and the clinical arena 

are discussed, followed by recommendations for further 

study. 

Interpretation of the Results 

In regards to the demographic characteristics, the 

sample was comprised mostly of male subjects (n=2 3). The 

estimated incidence of new cancer cases for males in 545,000 

for all sites (Boring et al., 1991). For females, in 

contrast, the projected number of new cases is 555,000 

(Boring et al., 1991). Cancers of the head and neck, in 

particular, account for 20,6000 new cases in males and 

10,200 in females (Boring et al., 1991). This ratio of 2:1 

occurrence for cancers of the head and neck is not reflected 
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in the sample characteristics (11 males, 4 females). 

Cancers of the digestive organs occur in a 1:1 (12 5,4 00 

males;115,400 females) incidence rate of new cases. For 

this study sample, therefore, the overall ratio of males to 

females was 3:1 compared to the national figures of 1:1. 

For cancers of the head and neck, the national ratio is 2:1; 

in this sample, it was 3:1. Lastly, cancers of the 

digestive organs is listed as 1:1 compared to a 4:1 ratio in 

this study. 

The effect of gender on symptom expression and 

appraisal (Matthew, 1989) may influence the frequency of 

occurrence of the symptom, and thus labeling the symptom as 

a defining characteristic. For example, women tend to use 

the health care system more frequently than men do (Hing, 

Kovar, & Rice, 1984). This increased usage compared to men 

may be attributed, in part, to pregnancy. However, 

excluding visits associated with reproduction, women still 

can claim significantly greater use (Rice, Hing, Kovar, & 

Prager, 1984) . Rice and colleagues (1984) proposed that 

greater health care utilization may benefit women in terms 

of earlier diagnosis and treatment compared to men. 

Therefore, while the gender profile in this study sample was 

not representative of national incidence rates for these 

cancer sites, the sample was a convenience one. 

Furthermore, the number of males recruited for this study 
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may be explained by their requirement for radiation therapy 

based on extensiveness of disease. Females, in contrast, 

may be diagnosed with these cancers yet at earlier stages, 

and thus, not candidates presently for radiation therapy. 

Therefore, the results of the data analysis need to be 

interpreted in light of a sample with more male responders 

who may view their cancer symptoms differently from females. 

Research Question 1 

Research question 1 dealt with the nursing diagnoses 

identified for cancer clients receiving radiation therapy. 

The findings of this research question demonstrate a variety 

of patient care needs for the radiation client. The nursing 

diagnoses encompassed both physiological and psychological 

needs of the cancer client as supported in the literature 

base (Frank-Stromborg & Wright, 1984; Ganz et al., 1985; 

Haylock & Hart, 1979; Heinrich & Schag, 1984; Johnson et 

al., 1988; Rainey, 1985; Wingate & Lackey, 1989). 

Research Question 2 

This question focused on the categorization of defining 

characteristics within Roy's adaptive modes. The defining 

characteristics were clustered within three adaptive modes 

by the Validation Panel 1. No defining characteristics were 

aligned with the interdependence mode. The lack of defining 

characteristics within this mode indicates that this area of 

adaptation may not reflect patient care needs. However, the 
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Consensus Panel did not share this view. The oncology 

clinicians on this panel viewed patients as expressing and 

exhibiting needs in the interdependence mode. Therefore, 

needs may exist within the interdependence mode but were not 

interpreted to exist in this sample. 

Research Question 3 

Results of data analysis of question 3 indicate that 

radiation clients experience needs within the three adaptive 

modes plus in combinations of the modes. Several nursing 

diagnoses for each cancer subgroup crossed more than one 

adaptive mode. This suggests that the nursing diagnoses are 

not limited to one mode but rather represent the interactive 

aspects of adaptation. Since the adaptive modes are 

described as discrete units by Roy (1984), these findings 

question the adequacy of Roy's conceptualization in 

formulating nursing diagnoses. 

Research Question 4 

This final research question addressed the results 

obtained using Roy's Adaptation Model versus those with 

Gordon's Health Patterns. Overall, the diagnoses which were 

found using both frameworks were derived differently. No 

nursing diagnoses for cancers of the head and neck and only 

two diagnoses for cancers of the digestive organs had 

similar defining characteristics for both frameworks. This 

finding suggests that a conceptual framework may 
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substantially influence clinical judgement and inferential 

decisions about formulating a nursing diagnosis from patient 

data. 

Yet more importantly, the diagnoses found in both 

studies (13 diagnoses - cancers of the head and neck and 10 

diagnoses - cancers of the digestive organs) suggest that 

these diagnoses may represent a core of patient care needs 

for the radiation client. Thus, these findings further 

support the notion of signs and symptoms universal to 

radiation therapy, regardless of the conceptual framework. 

The signs and symptoms may be clustered differently 

depending upon the nurse's conceptual view; however, the 

resulting diagnosis remains the same. As a result of 

identifying these essential patient care needs in the format 

of nursing diagnoses, clinical studies now may target 

specific areas for which the radiation client may require 

nursing management. 

Methodological Issues 

Methodolocfical Issues Related to Validation Panel 1 

The Validation Panel 1 (VPl) was composed of five 

doctoral students. While these panel members were drawn 

from clinical specialties besides oncology, they had 

received similar educational experiences on nursing 

diagnoses and conceptual models. Furthermore, the panel 

members were instructed as a group on the Roy Adaptation 
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Model and the nursing diagnosis process. Despite their 

preparation, the VPl members voiced various concerns about 

their task. Their requirement, as VPl members, was to 

validate independently the placement of each defining 

characteristic in an adaptive mode according to the Roy 

Adaptation Model. Their concerns in fulfilling this task 

centered on the use of the Roy Adaptation Model and the 

wording of the defining characteristics. 

In terms of using Roy's model one issue, according to 

the VPl members, was the placement of two defining 

characteristics: decreased ability to remember and 

decreased ability to pay attention. Originally, these two 

defining characteristics were associated with the self 

concept mode. Three of the five panel members chose to 

realign these defining characteristics with the 

physiological mode. Those three panel members offered their 

rationales based on the physiological effects of cranial 

irradiation for patients with head and neck cancer. 

However, since Roy (1984; Andrews & Roy, 1986) specified the 

physiological responses as hierarchically arranged in the 

order of oxygenation, nutrition, elimination, activity and 

rest, and protection, the other two members did not conclude 

that these two defining characteristics were representative 

of the physiological mode. Despite these different views of 

the Roy Adaptation Model, the defining characteristics. 
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decreased ability to remember and decreased ability to pay 

attention, were placed within the physiological mode since 

the majority agreed. 

Another issue of the VPl centered on the interpretation 

of Roy's model versus their own world view. For example, 

the defining characteristic change in usual sexuality 

activity patterns was clustered originally in the self 

concept mode. Roy (1984) described this mode as a composite 

of the physical self and personal self. The physical self 

entailed sexuality, body image, and physical appearance 

(Andrews & Roy, 1986). Despite this description, two panel 

members judged this defining characteristic to be in the 

role function mode. According to these two panel members, a 

change in usual sexual activity affected, more importantly, 

the relationship with a significant other. Thus, this 

defining characteristic appropriately belonged to the role 

function mode. Although the description of the self concept 

mode encompassed sexuality, the impact of the behavioral 

change was the focus of their decision to align this 

defining characteristic with the role function mode. 

However, since three panel members agreed with classifying 

this defining characteristic in the self concept mode, its 

categorization remained unchanged. 

An example of issues with wording was the 

classification of the defining characteristic, change in 
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ability to carry out usual social role. Initially, this 

defining characteristic was associated with the 

interdependence mode. This mode deals with relationships 

entailing significant others and support systems (Roy, 

1984) . Although four of the five panel members concurred 

with this explanation, nevertheless, they realigned the 

defining characteristic with the role function mode because 

of the use of the word "role". Therefore, no defining 

characteristics were classified within the interdependence 

mode. 

Overall then, the VPl agreed 100% on placement of 3 0 of 

the 39 defining characteristics for cancers of the head and 

neck. Of the nine remaining cases, in five of them one 

person disagreed with their placement and in the other four 

cases, two members did not concur. In the five cases where 

one individual disagreed with the placement of a defining 

characteristic in an adaptive mode, it was the same 

individual in four out of five cases. For cancers of the 

digestive organs, the VPl agreed 100% on placement of 2 6 of 

the 34 defining characteristics. In seven of the eight 

cases, there was disagreement by only one panel member. The 

same member, in particular, dissented on five of the seven 

cases. Three individuals judged the defining 

characteristic, impotence, to be aligned with the 

physiological mode as opposed to the self concept mode or 
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interdependence mode. This defining characteristic was 

moved to the physiological mode since the majority 

concurred. Furthermore, one individual was inconsistent in 

categorizing the universal defining characteristics for both 

cancer types. For example, one symptom which is universal 

to radiation therapy regardless of site is decreased energy 

to carry out routine daily activities and chores. For 

cancers of the head and neck, this panel member associated 

it with the role function mode but for cancers of the 

digestive organs, aligned this characteristic with the 

physiological mode. In summary, the methodological issues 

related to VPl centered on the panel member's use of the Roy 

Adaptation Model, wording of the defining characteristics, 

and intra-rater reliability. 

Methodological Issues Related to the Consensus Panel 

The Consensus Panel (CP) consisted of three oncology-

certified nurses with master's degree preparation. Two of 

the panel members functioned as oncology clinical nurse 

specialists; the other member served as a nurse manager for 

an inpatient oncology and bone marrow transplant unit. The 

members on this committee were responsible for formulating 

the nursing diagnoses for each cancer group by clustering 

the various defining characteristics and then reaching 

consensus on the generated lists of diagnoses. The issues 

for the CP in performing this task were definitions of the 
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defining characteristics and the nursing diagnoses. For 

example, they debated on the meaning and magnitude of the 

defining characteristic, feeling depressed. Following their 

discussions, they determined this defining characteristic 

was diagnostic evidence of ineffective coping. On the other 

hand, feeling depressed may be a reasonable and appropriate 

response to anticipatory grieving given the patient's life 

situation. Therefore, the CP verbalized difficulties in 

clustering this defining characteristic without additional 

knowledge on the definition of feeling depressed and the 

behaviors which expressed those feelings. 

In terms of issues regarding the nursing diagnoses, the 

CP questioned definitions for altered comfort, anxiety, and 

self concept disturbance (Carpenito, 1991). The nursing 

diagnosis altered comfort was defined as the "state in which 

an individual experiences an uncomfortable sensation in 

response to a noxious stimulus" (Carpenito, 1991, p. 211). 

This committee discussed whether the defining 

characteristics for altered comfort were responses to a 

noxious stimulus. While the committee viewed the defining 

characteristics as outcomes of cancer and radiation 

treatment, the panel did not define radiotherapy as a 

noxious stimulus but rather as a technique to enhance tumor 

lysis and perhaps survival. In spite of this area of 

disagreement, the CP still concurred that these defining 
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characteristics (blisters or bubbles on skin, dry skin, 

itching skin, red skin, sore mouth, sore throat, and swollen 

or puffy skin) best represented the nursing diagnosis, 

altered comfort, given the current list of approved 

diagnoses and their definitions. 

The nursing diagnosis, anxiety, was defined as "a state 

in which the individual/group experiences feelings of 

uneasiness (apprehension) and activation of the autonomic 

nervous system in response to a vague, nonspecific threat" 

(Carpenito, 1991, p. 140). The CP viewed anxiety as an 

appropriate and necessary diagnosis for the radiation client 

but disagreed on whether the anxiety was in response to a 

vague, nonspecific threat. The panel members proposed the 

diagnosis and its defining characteristics, feeling tense or 

anxious, and feeling worried to be realistic for the client 

as a result of cancer and its treatment. Yet they admitted 

a vague, nonspecific threat may contribute to the anxious 

state; however, they viewed this as less likely. Despite 

the disagreement on the definition of anxiety, the panel 

members concurred with the need for this diagnosis based on 

the two defining characteristics. 

The CP encountered similar disagreement and discussions 

with the nursing diagnosis, self concept disturbance. This 

nursing diagnosis was defined by a negative state of change 

in the way a person feels, thinks, or views oneself 
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(Carpenito, 1991). The panel members centered on the use of 

the word, negative, in the definition. While changes in the 

self concept of oneself may occur, they did not characterize 

these changes as necessarily negative. The panel members 

discussed how a period of transition in who I am and the 

meaning of my life may occur as a result of cancer. Yet the 

process may not result in a negative state of change. The 

CP concluded that the nursing diagnosis, self concept 

disturbance, captured a portion of this process and applied 

to the radiation client; however, they did not endorse all 

aspects of the definition of self concept disturbance. 

Overall then, the CP reached consensus on all of the 

nursing diagnoses formulated. All three panel members 

agreed with the generated lists. Their difficulties and 

ensuing discussions centered on the specificity of the 

defining characteristics and the definitions of the nursing 

diagnosis. Lastly, they did not concur with the absence of 

defining characteristics for the interdependence mode. They 

voiced how this mode represented vital support systems 

needed by the cancer patient in order to endure the side 

effects and complications of cancer treatment. 

Methodological Issues Related to Validation Panel 2 

Validation Panel 2 (VP2) was charged with validating 

the work of the Consensus Panel. This panel was given a 

list for each cancer group of nursing diagnoses. 
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definitions, adaptive modes, and defining characteristics. 

If the panel member marked concur for the nursing diagnosis, 

this indicated that the member judged the defining 

characteristics to be subjective and objective signs and 

symptoms that, in a cluster, point to the nursing diagnosis. 

If the panel member marked did not concur, an explanation 

was requested. 

This panel consisted of five doctoral students, 

different from those which served on the VPl. This panel 

also was given instructions on the Roy Adaptation Model and 

the nursing diagnosis system. The concerns of this panel 

were the defining characteristics identified for several 

nursing diagnoses. Although the VP2 viewed these defining 

characteristics to be diagnostic evidence of a nursing 

diagnosis, they did not concur in 6 cases for cancers of the 

head and neck, and in 6 cases for cancers of the digestive 

organs because of need for additional defining 

characteristics. They preferred a more comprehensive list 

of defining characteristics in order to derive a nursing 

diagnosis. The CP of oncology specialists, in contrast, 

were more tolerant of deriving diagnoses without all 

possible diagnostic cues being listed. This differing 

perspective may stem from the participants themselves. The 

CP consisted of clinicians employed in an oncology setting; 

whereas, the VP2 were nursing doctoral students who 
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functioned primarily in an academic setting. The two panels 

were required to make clinical judgements about patient 

data. According to Spross and Baggerly (1989), clinical 

judgement earmarks a model of advanced nursing practice. 

Although clinical judgement is exercised by all nurses, 

clinical nurse specialists and managers differ in their 

knowledge and skills, as well as their application of the 

knowledge and skills. Clinical judgement is a complex 

intellectual process of decision-making which typically 

involves: 1) decisions regarding what to observe in a 

patient situation (assessment); 2) inferential decisions, 

deriving meaning from data observed (diagnosis); and 3) 

decisions regarding actions which result in benefit to the 

patient (intervention) (Spross & Baggerly, 1989; Tanner, 

1983). Therefore, the CP consisted of individuals who must 

exercise their clinical judgement on a daily basis. During 

full time graduate school, however, there is less clinical 

opportunity to implement the domains of advanced nursing 

practice (Benner, 1984). This may account for the differing 

views offered by the CP versus the VP2. 

In summary, the methodological issues for the data 

analysis plan related to the use of the three panels, their 

membership, and interpretation of the Roy Adaptation Model. 

While each panel was necessary for data analysis, the VPl 

and VP2 were graduate students who were not employed as 
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clinical nurses. This, in conjunction with clinicians on 

the CP, may explain the differing views between the panels. 

Lastly, the committees differed on their interpretation of 

the Roy Adaptation Model and therefore, how to cluster the 

defining characteristics with the adaptive modes and how to 

formulate the nursing diagnoses. 

Implications for Nursing Theory Development 

The findings of this study are useful for further 

development and testing of the Roy Adaptation Model. 

Specifically, the data analysis procedure and results 

suggest the need for greater clarification and elaboration 

on the boundaries of the adaptive modes and the 

relationships between the modes. Each adaptive mode 

supposedly represents a distinct set of innate or acquired 

coping mechanisms: physiological mode for physiological 

mechanisms, self concept mode for psychological and 

spiritual mechanisms, and role function and interdependence 

modes for social mechanisms (Roy, 1984). Thus, the Roy 

Adaptation Model is depicted with four discrete adaptive 

modes. These modes exist within the person as an adaptive 

system (Figure 2.) (Roy, 1984). Andrews and Roy defined 

system as a "set of parts connected to function as a whole 

for some purpose and does so by virtue of the 

interdependence of its parts" (1986, p. 18). Therefore, 

person as a set of parts is composed of four adaptive modes. 
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A criterion for a system state is that all units or parts of 

the system have a distinctive range or set of parameters 

(Dubin, 1978). Yet this is not evident within the Roy 

Adaptation Model. For example, activity and rest may be 

physiological needs representative of the physiological mode 

but also may apply to the role function mode. Replication 

of cells at the tissue level is considered a physiological 

adaptive response but is not addressed at the species level 

within the physiological mode or other modes. Furthermore, 

roles encompass the role function mode but the association 

of roles in the interdependence mode is unclear. Therefore, 

the boundaries of the adaptive modes are indistinct and 

thus, their relationships between each other are unknown. 

The relationships are assumed to exist since Roy defined 

person as an adaptive system with interdependent parts; 

however, the connections between the modes are not 

specified. The data findings indicate that certain 

diagnostic labels cover more than one adaptive mode, such as 

self concept disturbance. Therefore, the findings 

demonstrate possible links between the modes which need to 

be specified and empirically tested, and then incorporated 

into reformulation of the conceptual model. 

Implications for Nursing Practice 

The rationale for this study was based on the need to 

identify and describe nursing diagnoses for radiation 
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therapy clients. The findings of this study support the 

literature base that cancer patients undergoing radiation 

therapy experience multiple patient care needs. The 

plethora of signs and symptoms annotated by the patients 

themselves underscores the gamut of patient care needs. In 

order to implement The Standards of Oncology Nursing 

Practice (1987), it is imperative to cluster these patient 

care needs into nursing diagnoses so that patient care 

management may follow. The results of this secondary 

analysis along with the original study indicate that a pool 

of universal patient care needs exists for the radiation 

client with these two cancer types. By empirically 

identifying and describing this pool of patient care needs 

and formulating them into nursing diagnoses, nursing care 

needs may be anticipated and planned. 

Another implication for nursing practice derived from 

this study is the identification of the most likely 

occurring nursing diagnoses. For those with cancers of the 

head and neck, altered nutrition, less than body 

requirements and high risk for infection contained the most 

defining characteristics. For cancers of the digestive 

organs, self concept disturbance was listed with the most 

defining characteristics followed by altered nutrition, less 

than body requirements and high risk for infection. Since 

these three diagnoses contain the most defining 
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characteristics and the defining characteristics are based 

on frequency of occurrence, nursing care planning should 

focus on nutrition, infection control, and self appraisal. 

These three areas represent fertile ground for nursing 

research and directly relate to care of the radiation 

client. 

Padilla (1990) conducted a literature review of 48 

cancer nursing research articles published in 1986. Of the 

48 articles listed, none examined the impact of radiation 

therapy on the client's nutritional status. Two articles 

(Fredette & Bealtie, 1986; Hopkins, 1986) dealt with self 

appraisal and coping and only one study investigated 

infection control in terms of moisture vapor dressings 

compared to conventional dressings for management of 

radiation skin reactions (Shell, Stanutz, & Grimm, 1986). 

Clearly, there is a need for oncology researchers and 

clinicians to study and better understand these three areas 

of concern for radiation clients. The results of this study 

indicate specific areas of emphasis in the clinician's 

assessment of the radiation client and identifies the likely 

diagnoses which were found in both studies. These nursing 

diagnoses may represent the core diagnoses which typify the 

patient care needs of the radiation client. Thus, the 

findings may direct the planning of patient care during 

radiation therapy. 
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Recommendations for Future Research 

The data analysis procedures and findings of this study 

prompt several recommendations for future research. The 

recommendations are the following: 

1. Identify and describe nursing diagnoses and 

associated defining characteristics within the Roy 

Adaptation Model using a new data set. 

2. Replicate this study with a sample representative 

of national figures of cancer incidence. 

3. Replicate this study with all of the panels 

comprised of oncology clinicians. 

4. Investigate the existence of the core nursing 

diagnoses common to both studies in a follow-up clinical 

study. 

5. Identify and describe major and minor defining 

characteristics for each nursing diagnosis. 

Summary 

In this chapter, the results of data analysis in terms 

of the sample characteristics and each research question, 

followed by methodological issues, and implications for 

theory development, nursing practice, and future research 

were discussed. The primary findings of this study suggest 

that: 1) similar diagnoses were derived regardless of the 

conceptual framework; 2) the diagnoses may represent a core 

list of diagnoses which are universal to the radiation 
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client and thus, may serve as a template from which to plan 

nursing care; 3) the diagnoses, while similar, were based on 

different defining characteristics using Roy's Adaptation 

Model versus Gordon's Health Patterns; and 3) radiation 

clients typically encounter a myriad of patient care needs 

which warrant nursing diagnoses and management. This study 

indicates that a vital role for nursing exists in care of 

outpatient radiation clients. 
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APPENDIX A: HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL LETTER 

T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  A R I Z O N A  
T U C S O N .  A R I Z O N A  8 5 7 2 1  

C O L L E G E  O F  N U R S I N G  
OFFICE OF THE DEAN 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Anne Woodtli, Ph.D. 

Suzanne Van Ort, Ph.D. 

FROM: L. Claire Parsons, Ph.D., R.N. 

Dean 

DATE: April 4, 1988 

RE: Nursing Diagnoses and Functional Health Patterns for 

Radiation Oncology Patients 

Your project has been reviewed and approved as exempt from 

University review by the College of Nursing Ethical Review 

Subcommittee of the Research Committee and the Director of 

Research. A consent form with subject signature is not required 

for projects exempt from full University review. Please use only 

a disclaimer format for subjects to read before giving their oral 

consent to the research. The Human Subjects Approval Form is 

filed in the office of the Director of Research is you need access 

to it. 

We wish you a valuable and stimulating experience with your 

research. 
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APPENDIX B: SUBJECT'S INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

Nursing Diagnoses and Health Patterns in Cancer Patients 
Disclaimer 

The purpose of this study is to describe the symptoms 
experienced by patients who are receiving external radiation 
treatments for cancer of the head and neck (Form A) or 
digestive organs (Form B). This information will help 
nurses provide more specific information about symptom 
management to patients. 

You are being asked to voluntarily participate in this 
study by answering some or all of the questions in a two-
part questionnaire. The first part of the questionnaire 
asks you to indicate symptoms which you associate with your 
radiation treatments. The second part of the questionnaire 
includes questions about your general background. You are 
free to ask questions about the study or the questionnaire 
and your questions will be answered promptly. You may 
withdraw from this study at any time without any effect on 
your care. There are no known risks to your participation 
in the study. The only cost to you will be approximately 10 
to 15 minutes of your time. By answering the questionnaire 
you are giving your consent to participate in the study. 

No names will be used on any of the questionnaires. The 
data collected will be coded with a number during data 
collection and data analysis to protect your anonymity. The 
data may be used in other studies and will be available only 
to the researchers. Only group data will be reported. 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the study. 

Anne Woodtli, Ph.D., R.N. 
Assistant Professor 
College of Nursing 
University ot Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 
(602) 626-6162 

Suzanne Van Ort, Ph.D., R.N. 
Associate Professor 
College of Nursing 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 
(602) 626-6010 
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APPENDIX C: RADIATION SYMPTOM SCALES (FORMS A & B) 

Radiation Symptom Scale (Form A) 

Directions; During the time that you have been receiving 
radiation treatments, you may have experienced some of the 
following symptoms which you associate with your radiation 
therapy. Please circle the number which most closely 
corresponds to how often you have experienced the symptoms. 

Circle: 1 if you have never experienced the symptom 
2 if you have occasionally or sometimes 

experienced the symptom 
3 if you have often experienced the symptom 
4 if you almost always experience the symptom 

1. Changes in taste sensation 1 2 3 4 
2 . Loss of taste 1 2 3 4 
3 . Chronic cough since beginning 

radiation treatments 1 2 3 4 
4. Nausea 1 2 3 4 
5. Vomiting 1 2 3 4 

6. Loss of appetite 1 2 3 4 
7 . Loss of weight 1 2 3 4 
8- Fatigue 1 2 3 4 
9 . Decreased food intake 1 2 3 4 
10. Dry skin 1 2 3 4 

11. Itching skin 1 2 3 4 
12 . Red skin 1 2 3 4 
13 . Weeping skin 1 2 3 4 
14. Swollen or puffy skin 1 2 3 4 
15. Blisters or bubbles on skin 1 2 3 4 

16. Reduced perspiration 1 2 3 4 
17 . Decreased energy to participate 

in usual exercise 1 2 3 4 
18. Decreased energy to carry out 

routine daily activities and 
chores 1 2 3 4 

19 . Interruption in sleep 1 2 3 4 
20. Sleeping more hours than usual 1 2 3 4 
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FORM A Continued. 

21. Sleeping fewer hours than usual 1 2 3 4 
22 . Feeling tense or anxious 1 2 3 4 
23 . Feeling angry 1 2 3 4 
24. Feeling worried 1 2 3 4 
25. Feeling depressed 1 2 3 4 

26. Feeling sorry for self 1 2 3 4 
27. Change in way you feel about 

your body 1 2 3 4 
28. Change in ability to carry out 

usual family role 1 2 3 4 
29. Change in ability to carry out 

usual work role 1 2 3 4 
30. Change in ability to carry out 

usual social role 1 2 3 4 

31. Decreased sexual desire 1 2 3 4 
32 . Change in usual sexual activity 

pattern 1 2 3 4 
33 . Sore throat 1 2 3 4 
34. Sore mouth 1 2 3 4 
35. Dry mouth 1 2 3 4 

36. White or yellow patches in mouth 1 2 3 4 
37. Sores in mouth 1 2 3 4 
38. Hoarseness 1 2 3 4 
39. Cracks in lining of mouth or cheek 1 2 3 4 
40. Difficulty in swallowing 1 2 3 4 

41. Loss of smell 1 2 3 4 
42. Shortness of breath 1 2 3 4 
43 . Decreased ability to see 1 2 3 4 
44. Decreased ability to remember 1 2 3 4 
45. Decreased ability to pay 

attention 1 2 3 4 

46. Decreased ability to learn 
or understand 12 3 4 

47. Please list any other symptoms which you have 
experienced which you associate with radiation treatments 
and medication and how often you have experienced them. 
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Radiation Symptom Scale (Form B) 

Directions; During the time that you have been receiving 
radiation treatments, you may have experienced some of the 
following symptoms which you associate with your radiation 
therapy. Please circle the number which most closely 
corresponds to how often you have experienced the symptoms. 

Circle; 1 if you have never experienced the symptom 
2 if you have occasionallv or sometimes 

experienced the symptom 
3 if you have often experienced • the symptom 
4 if you almost alwavs exoerience the symptom 

1. Changes in taste sensation 1 2 3 4 
2 . Loss of taste 1 2 3 4 
3. Chronic cough since beginning 

radiation treatments 1 2 3 4 
4. Nausea 1 2 3 4 
5. Vomiting 1 2 3 4 

6. Loss of appetite 1 2 3 4 
7. Loss of weight 1 2 3 4 
8. Fatigue 1 2 3 4 
9. Decreased food intake 1 2 3 4 
10. Dry skin 1 2 3 4 

11. Itching skin 1 2 3 4 
12. Red skin 1 2 3 4 
13 . Weeping skin 1 2 3 4 
14. Swollen or puffy skin 1 2 3 4 
15. Blisters or bubbles on skin 1 2 3 4 

16. Reduced perspiration 1 2 3 4 
17. Decreased energy to participate 

in usual exercise 1 2 3 4 
18. Decreased energy to carry out 

routine daily activities and 
chores 1 2 3 4 

19. Interruption in sleep 1 2 3 4 
20. Sleeping more hours than usual 1 2 3 4 
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FORM B Continued. 

21. Sleeping fewer hours than usual 1 2 3 4 
22 . Feeling tense or anxious 1 2 3 4 
23 . Feeling angry 1 2 3 4 
24. Feeling worried 1 2 3 4 
25. Feeling depressed 1 2 3 4 

26. Feeling sorry for self 1 2 3 4 
27. Change in way you feel about 

your body 1 2 3 4 
28. Change in ability to carry out 

usual family role 1 2 3 4 
29 . Change in ability to carry out 

usual work role 1 2 3 4 
30. Change in ability to carry out 

usual social role 1 2 3 4 

31. Decreasf'd sexual desire 1 2 3 4 
32 . Change in usual sexual activity 

pattern 1 2 3 4 
33 . Need to pass urine often 

or the urge to pass urine 1 2 3 4 
34 . Immediate burning feeling 

when passing urine 1 2 3 4 
35. Pieces of tissue or mucous 

in urine 1 2 3 4 

36. Streaks of blood in urine 1 2 3 4 
37 . Diarrhea 1 2 3 4 
38. Constipation 1 2 3 4 
39. Low back pain 1 2 3 4 

FOR WOMEN ONLY: 

40. Dry vaginal membranes 1 2 3 4 
41. Painful vaginal membranes 1 2 3 4 
42 . Ulcerated vaginal membranes 1 2 3 4 
43 . Reddened vaginal membranes 1 2 3 4 
44 . Swollen vaginal membranes 1 2 3 4 
45. Pain with sexual intercourse 1 2 3 4 
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FORM B Continued. 

FOR MEN ONLY: 

46. Impotence 12 3 4 

47. Please list any other symptoms which you have 
experienced which you associate with radiation 
treatments and medication and how often you have 
experienced them. 
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Radiation Symptom Scale 
Demographic Data 

1. Number 

2. Age 

3. Sex 

4. Diagnosis 

5. Marital Status: 

Married 
Divorced 
Widowed 

6. Living Arrangements: 

Spouse 
Family 
Friend 
Alone 

7. Educational Level: 

High school 
Some college 
Business school 
College degree 

8. Treatment Schedule; 

Number of treatments 
Number of rads 
Number of weeks 

of treatment 
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APPENDIX D: LETTER OF INSTRUCTION TO VALIDATION PANEL 1 

TO: Validation Panel 1 Members 

FROM: Sharon DeRuvo 

DATE: 11 January 1992 

SUBJECT: Validation of Defining Characteristics within an 
Adaptive Mode using Roy's Adaptation Model for Persons with 
Cancers of the Head and Neck and Cancers of the Digestive 
Organs 

I am inviting you to participate as a panel review member 
for my thesis: Nursing Diagnoses using Roy's Adaptation 
Model for Persons with Cancer Receiving External Beam 
Radiation Therapy. The purpose of this descriptive study is 
to identify and describe nursing diagnoses and associated 
defining characteristics for persons receiving outpatient 
external beam radiation therapy for cancers of the head and 
neck (n=15) or cancers of the digestive organs (n=15). I am 
examining the classification of nursing diagnoses using the 
four adaptive modes of Roy's model: physiological mode, 
self-concept mode, role function mode, and interdependence 
mode. 

ROY ADAPTATION MODEL: The Roy Adaptation Model 
conceptualizes person as an adaptive system in constant 
interaction with the changing environment (Roy, 1984). 
Within this model, persons respond to the changing 
environment by means of adaptive or coping mechanisms. 
These adaptive mechanisms, according to Roy (1970, 1976, 
1984; Roy & Roberts, 1981), are either innate or acquired. 
The inborn mechanisms, that Roy labels as regulator, refer 
primarily to coping mechanisms of a physiological nature. 
For example, the reflex response of an individual who 
touches a hot object is considered to be an innate mechanism 
and thus, an exemplar of the regulator. In contrast to 
innate mechanisms, the acquired mechanisms, that Roy 
categorizes as cognator, require learning and involve 
cognitive and emotional processes (Isenberg, 1991). For 
example, situations that involve consciously modifying 
dietary or exercise programs are illustrative of cognator 
activity. Thus, the process of adaptation to the changing 
environment occurs through the functioning of both regulator 
and cognator mechanisms. 

The responses evoked by the cognator and regulator 
mechanisms are manifested by the person in the form of four 
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adaptive modes (Roy, 1970, 1976; Roy & Roberts, 1981). 
These adaptive modes (Roy, 1970, 1976; Roy & Roberts, 1981) 
are categorized as: physiological mode, self-concept mode, 
role function mode, and interdependence mode. These modes 
are based on the person's need for physiological integrity, 
psychic integrity, and social integrity (Roy, 1976). 

REVIEW OF THE FOUR ADAPTIVE MODES: 

1. Physiological Mode: The physiological mode 
consists of those responses that are associated with 
physiological functioning. The physiological responses, 
hierarchically arranged, are oxygenation, nutrition, 
elimination, activity and rest, and protection (Andrews & 
Roy, 1986). This mode is associated with the way the person 
responds physically to stimuli from the environment, such as 
physiological activity of cells, tissues, organs, and body 
systems (Andrews & Roy, 1986). 

2. Self-Concept Mode; The self-concept mode focuses 
on responses of a psychological or spiritual nature. 
Adaptation in this mode is directed towards attaining and 
maintaining psychic integrity. Self-concept, according to 
Andrews & Roy (1986), is the composite of beliefs and 
feelings that a person possesses. The self-concept mode 
consists of two subareas: physical self and personal self. 
The physical self entails an appraisal of the person's 
physical attributes, such as appearance, functioning, and 
sexuality, and focuses on body sensation and body image. 
Body sensation relates to the feelings and experiences of 
oneself as a physical being; whereas, body image refers to 
the physical view and appearance of oneself (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). The personal self, the second subarea of the self-
concept mode, is represented by self-consistency, self-
ideal, and the moral-ethical-spiritual self (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). Self-consistency is characterized by the stability 
of self, despite changing environments (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). Self-ideal refers to expectations of the self and 
goal accomplishment. Lastly, the moral-ethical self 
portrays spiritual values of the self (Roy, 1987). These 
three aspects of the self — self-consistency, self-ideal, 
and the moral-ethical-spiritual self — comprise the 
personal self. 

3. Role Function Mode: The role function mode 
reflects the need for social integrity. This mode focuses 
on the roles an individual assumes in society and the ways 
these roles are fulfilled (Andrews & Roy, 1986). Andrews 
and Roy (1986) defined role as a set of expectations about 
how a person in a specific position behaves toward another 
person/s who also occupies a certain position. Adaptation 
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in this mode is aimed at meeting individuals' needs for 
knowing who they are in relation to others (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). 

4. Interdependence Mode; The interdependence mode 
also emphasizes the necessity of social integrity. The 
primary focus of the interdependence mode, according to 
Andrews and Roy (1986), is affection. This mode consists of 
a person's interactions related to the giving and receiving 
of love, respect, and value (Andrews & Roy, 1986). 
Adaptation in this mode entails meeting the needs of an 
individual through secure and nurturing relationships with 
others. There are two specific relationships within the 
interdependence mode: significant others, people who are 
important to the individual, and support systems, other 
people who contribute to meet interdependence needs (Andrews 
& Roy, 1986). 

SUMMARY OF THE ROY ADAPTATION MODEL: Within Roy's 
Adaptation Model, individuals are viewed as adaptive systems 
coping with the changing environment by means of innate and 
acquired mechanisms. These adaptive mechanisms, regulator 
and cognator, function to attain and maintain adaptation in 
each of the four modes. This concept of the person as an 
adaptive system is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Input Control Modes Output 
Processes 

Stimuli 
Adaptation 
Level 

Coping 
—> mechanisms 

Physiological Adaptive 
—> function > and 

Regulator 
Cognator Role function effective 

Interdependence Responses 

Self-concept In-

Feedback 

Ficfure 1. Person as an Adaptive System (Roy, 1984). 
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Defining Characteristics and Associated Adaptive Modes for 
Persons with Cancers of the Head and Neck 

DIRECTIONS: Your task is to validate the placement of each 
defining characteristic within one adaptive mode, as 
specified by the Roy Adaptation Model. Each defining 
characteristic for persons with cancers or the head and neck 
has already been categorized with its associated adaptive 
mode. In order to validate the placement of each defining 
characteristic within the adaptive mode, please mark in the 
blank next to each defining characteristic the number: 

l=Physiological Mode 
2=Self-Concept Mode 
3=Role Function Mode 
4=Interdependence Mode. 

Adaptive Modes Defining Characteristics 

(1) Physiological Mode Chronic cough since 
beginning radiation 
treatments 

Fatigue 
Decreased energy to 

participate in usual 
exercise 

Decreased energy to carry 
out routine daily 
activities and chores 

Nausea 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Decreased food intake 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Blisters or bubbles on 
skin 

Dry mouth 
^White or yellow patches in 

mouth 
Cracks in lining of mouth 

or cheek 
Difficulty in swallowing 
Reduced perspiration 
Changes in taste sensation 
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In order to validate the placement of each defining 
characteristic within the adaptive mode, please mark in the 
blank next to each defining characteristic the number: 

l=Physiological Mode 
2=Self-Concept Mode 
3=Role Function Mode 
4=Interdependence Mode. 

Adaptive Modes Defining Characteristics 

(1) Physiological Mode Loss of taste 
Sore throat 
Sore mouth 
Hoarseness 
Loss of smell 
Shortness of breath 
Interruption in sleep 
Sleeping fewer hours than 

usual 
Sleeping more hours than 

usual 

(2) Self-Concept Mode 

(3) Role Function Mode 

(4) Interdependence Mode 

Decreased ability to 
remember 

Decreased ability to pay 
attention 

Change in way you feel 
about your body 

Decreased sexual desire 
Change in usual sexual 

activity pattern 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Feeling depressed 

Change in ability to carry 
out usual family role 

Change in ability to carry 
out usual work role 

Change in ability to carry 
out usual social role 
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Defining Characteristics and Associated Adaptive Modes for 
Persons with Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

DIRECTIONS: Your task is to validate the placement of each 
defining characteristic within one adaptive mode. Each 
defining characteristic for persons with cancers of the 
digestive organs has already been categorized with its 
associated adaptive mode. In order to validate the 
placement of each defining characteristic within the 
adaptive mode, please mark in the blank next to each 
defining characteristic the number: 

l=Physiological Mode 
2=Self-Concept Mode 
3=Role Function Mode 
4=Interdependence Mode. 

Adaptive Modes Defining Characteristics 

(1) Physiological Mode Fatigue 
Decreased energy to 

participate in usual 
exercise 

Decreased energy to carry 
out routine daily 
activities and 
chores 

Nausea 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Decreased food intake 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
^Weeping skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Blisters or bubbles on 
skin 

Immediate burning feeling 
when passing urine 

Diarrhea 
Constipation 
Need or urge to pass urine 

often 
Changes in taste sensation 
Low back pain 
Interruption in sleep 
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In order to validate the placement of each defining 
characteristic within the adaptive mode, please mark in the 
blank next to each defining characteristic the number: 

l=Physiological Mode 
2=Self-Concept Mode 
3=Role Function Mode 
4=Interdependence Mode. 

Adaptive Modes Defining Characteristics 

(1) Physiological Mode 

(2) Self-Concept Mode 

(3) Role Funct-ion Mode 

(4) Interdependence Mode 

Sleeping fewer hours than 
usual 

Sleeping more hours than 
usual 

Feeling sorry for self 
Change in way you feel 

about your body 
Decreased sexual desire 
Change in usual sexual 

activity pattern 
Impotence 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Feeling depressed 

Change in ability to carry 
out usual family role 

Change in ability to carry 
out usual work role 

Change in ability to carry 
out usual social role 
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APPENDIX E; LETTER OF INSTRUCTION TO CONSENSUS PANEL 

TO Consensus Panel Members 

FROM Sharon DeRuvo 

DATE 17 January 1992 

SUBJECT; Formulation of Nursing Diagnoses by Clustering 
Defining Characteristics within an Adaptive Mode using Roy's 
Adaptation Model for Persons with Cancers of the Head and 
Neck and Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

I am inviting you to participate as a panel review member 
for my thesis: Nursing Diagnoses using Roy's Adaptation 
Model for Persons with Cancer Receiving External Beam 
Radiation Therapy. The purpose of this descriptive study is 
to identify and describe nursing diagnoses and associated 
defining characteristics for persons receiving outpatient 
external beam radiation therapy for cancers of the head and 
neck (n=15) or cancers of the digestive organs (n=15). I am 
examining the classification of nursing diagnoses using the 
four adaptive modes of Roy's model: physiological mode, 
self-concept mode, role function mode, and interdependence 
mode. 

ROY ADAPTATION MODEL: The Roy Adaptation Model 
conceptualizes person as an adaptive system in constant 
interaction with the changing environment (Roy, 1984). 
Within this model, persons respond to the changing 
environment by means of adaptive or coping mechanisms. 
These adaptive mechanisms, according to Roy (197 0, 197 6, 
1984; Roy & Roberts, 1981), are either innate or acquired. 
The inborn mechanisms, that Roy labels as regulator, refer 
primarily to coping mechanisms of a physiological nature. 
For example, the reflex response of an individual who 
touches a hot object is considered to be an innate mechanism 
and thus, an exemplar of the regulator. In contrast to 
innate mechanisms, the acquired mechanisms, that Roy 
categorizes as cognator, require learning and involve 
cognitive and emotional processes (Isenberg, 1991). For 
example, situations that involve consciously modifying 
dietary or exercise programs are illustrative of cognator 
activity. Thus, the process of adaptation to the changing 
environment occurs through the functioning of both regulator 
and cognator mechanisms. 

The responses evoked by the cognator and regulator 
mechanisms are manifested by the person in the form of four 
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adaptive modes (Roy, 1970, 1976; Roy & Roberts, 1981). 
These adaptive modes (Roy, 1970, 1976; Roy & Roberts, 1981) 
are categorized as: physiological mode, self-concept mode, 
role function mode, and interdependence mode. These modes 
are based on the person's need for physiological integrity, 
psychic integrity, and social integrity (Roy, 1976) . 
REVIEW OF THE FOUR ADAPTIVE MODES: 

1. Physiological Mode: The physiological mode 
consists of those responses that are associated with 
physiological functioning. The physiological responses, 
hierarchically arranged, are oxygenation, nutrition, 
elimination, activity and rest, and protection (Andrews & 
Roy, 1986). This mode is associated with the way the person 
responds physically to stimuli from the environment, such as 
physiological activity of cells, tissues, organs, and body 
systems (Andrews & Roy, 1986). 

2. Self-Concept Mode: The self-concept mode focuses 
on responses of a psychological or spiritual nature. 
Adaptation in this mode is directed towards attaining and 
maintaining psychic integrity. Self-concept, according to 
Andrews & Roy (1986), is the composite of beliefs and 
feelings that a person possesses. The self-concept mode 
consists of two subareas: physical self and personal self. 
The physical self entails an appraisal of the person's 
physical attributes, such as appearance, functioning, and 
sexuality, and focuses on body sensation and body image. 
Body sensation relates to the feelings and experiences of 
oneself as a physical being; whereas, body image refers to 
the physical view and appearance of oneself (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). The personal self, the second subarea of the self-
concept mode, is represented by self-consistency, self-
ideal, and the moral-ethical-spiritual self (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). Self-consistency is characterized by the stability 
of self, despite changing environments (Andrews & Roy, 
1986) . Self-ideal refers to expectations of the self and 
goal accomplishment. Lastly, the moral-ethical self 
portrays spiritual values of the self (Roy, 1987). These 
three aspects of the self — self-consistency, self-ideal, 
and the moral-ethical-spiritual self — comprise the 
personal self. 

3. Role Function Mode; The role function mode 
reflects the need for social integrity. This mode focuses 
on the roles an individual assumes in society and the ways 
these roles are fulfilled (Andrews & Roy, 1986). Andrews 
and Roy (1986) defined role as a set of expectations about 
how a person in a specific position behaves toward another 
person/s who also occupies a certain position. Adaptation 
in this mode is aimed at meeting individuals' needs for 
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knowing who they are in relation to others (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). 

4. Interdependence Mode; The interdependence mode 
also emphasizes the necessity of social integrity. The 
primary focus of the interdependence mode, according to 
Andrews and Roy (1986), is affectional adequacy. This mode 
consists of a person's interactions related to the giving 
and receiving of love, respect, and value (Andrews & Roy, 
198 6). Adaptation in this mode entails meeting the needs of 
an individual through secure and nurturing relationships 
with others. There are two specific relationships within 
the interdependence mode: significant others, people who 
are important to the individual, and support systems, other 
people who contribute to meet interdependence needs (Andrews 
& Roy, 1986). 

SUMMARY OF THE ROY ADAPTATION MODEL; Within Roy's 
Adaptation Model, individuals are viewed as adaptive systems 
coping with the changing environment by means of innate and 
acquired mechanisms. These adaptive mechanisms, regulator 
and cognator, function to attain and maintain adaptation in 
each of the four modes. This concept of the person as an 
adaptive system is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Input Control Effectors Output 
Processes 

Stimuli Coping 
Adaptation —> mechanisms 
Level Regulator 

Cognator 

Physiological Adaptive 
> function > and 
Self-concept Ineffective 
Role function Responses 
Interdependence [ 

Feedback 

Figure 1. Person as an Adaptive System (Roy, 1984) . 

NURSING DIAGNOSES IN THE ROY ADAPTATION MODEL: The 
objective of adaptation is fostered by nursing activities, 
that is, the use of the nursing process - assessment, 
nursing diagnosis, goal setting, intervention, and 
evaluation (Andrews & Roy, 1986; Roy, 1976, 1984). The Roy 
Adaptation Model determines "what data to collect, how to 
identify the problem and essential goals, what approach to 
use, and how to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach" 
(Roy, 1984, p. 44). The nursing process, as viewed by Roy 
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(1984), encompasses six steps: 
1. Assess behaviors in each of the adaptive modes and 
determine whether they are adaptive or ineffective; 
2. Assess the stimuli that influence those behaviors 
and classify them as focal, contextual, or residual; 

3. Identify and state the adaptation problem(s); 
4. Establish goals in terms of adaptive behaviors; 
5. Select intervention strategies to promote 
adaptation; 
6. Evaluate the person's response in terms of meeting 
the established goals (Figure 2.) 

Given the scope of this study, the use of Roy's Adaptation 
Model is limited to the first three steps - assessment of 
behaviors, assessment of influencing stimuli, and nursing 
diagnosis - of the nursing process. 

Step 1. > 
Assessment of 
Behavior in 
Adaptive Modes 

Step 2.< > 
Assessment of 
Stimuli 
(Contextual, 
focal, and 
residual stimuli) 

Step 3 . > 
Nursing Diagnosis 
(Statement of 
adaptive and 
ineffective 
behaviors) 

Step 4, Step 5. • Step 6. 

Goal Setting 
(Behavioral 
Outcomes) 

Intervention 
(Approach to 
promote 
adaptation) 

Evaluation 
(Judgement of 
of effectiveness 
of interventions) 

Figure 2 
1984) . 

Flow chart illustrating the nursing process (Roy, 

NURSING ASSESSMENT: According to Roy (1984), nursing 
assessment involves a two-level process of initially 
assessing behaviors and secondly, assessing influencing 
stimuli from the environment. First-level assessment 
consists of the identification of client responses in each 
of the four adaptive modes: physiological, self-concept, 
role function, and interdependence. The client responses 
are categorized as adaptive or ineffective in this level of 
assessment (Figure 3.). Behaviors are judged to be adaptive 
responses when they promote the physiological, 
psychological, and social integrity of the person. In 
contrast, ineffective responses are viewed to be those 
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behaviors which do not foster integrity of the person. This 
process of judging human behaviors and categorizing them as 
adaptive or ineffective responses is the primary role of the 
nurse in the nursing assessment. Thus, for nurses using 
Roy's Adaptation Model, the major outcomes of the nursing 
assessment are identifying those behaviors disruptive of the 
person's integrity and facilitating those indicative of 
adaptation. 

In the second-level assessment, the nurse examines 
stimuli within the environment that influence the client's 
responses. According to Roy (1984), the environment is 
composed of three types of stimuli: focal, contextual, and 
residual. 

The focal stimulus is input from the environment that 
is immediate?y confronting the individual (Roy & Roberts, 
1981). This stimulus triggers a change in the person which 
may result in an adaptive or ineffective response. For 
example, when a person experiences a headache, it becomes 
his/her focal stimulus until some action is taken to 
alleviate the discomfort (Isenberg, 1991). 

Contextual stimuli encompass all other stimuli present 
in the environment that contribute to influence the focal 
stimulus (Roy & Roberts, 1981). In contrast to the focal 
stimulus, these stimuli are not the main concern of the 
person. They are other influencing factors in the situation 
that may alter the response. For instance, a person with a 
headache who is driving on a congested highway has the 
influence of the traffic jam, the contextual stimuli 
(Isenberg, 1991). Contextual stimuli may be classified as 
external or internal to the person (Roy & Roberts, 1981). 
The traffic congestion is illustrative of external 
contextual stimuli. If, however, the person with a headache 
is worried about a business deadline, this concern 
represents the influence of internal contextual stimuli 
(Isenberg, 1991) . 

Residual stimuli are viewed as environmental factors 
whose effects in the situation are unclear (Roy & Roberts, 
1981). In addition, residual stimuli are beliefs and past 
experiences of the person which help to shape the response. 
For example, a person with a headache may not remember a 
previous injury which also resulted in pain to the head but 
nevertheless, the experience may affect the person's 
response (Isenberg, 1991). Thus, residual stimuli are 
potential factors in the situation that may influence the 
confronting focal stimulus. In the second-level assessment, 
therefore, the nurse considers these three types of stimuli 
from the environment and their influence on the adaptive 
modes. 
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Consequently, ineffective behaviors and the relevant 
influencing stimuli provide the basis for a nursing 
diagnosis within the Roy Adaptation Model. A nursing 
diagnosis is the third step of the nursing process within 
Roy's framework. A nursing diagnosis, according to Roy 
(1984), is the nurse's interpretation of the assessment data 
in regard to responses in the adaptive modes and influencing 
stimuli from the environment. 

NURSING DIAGNOSES (Carpenito, 1991): 

Activity intolerance 
Adjustment, Impaired 
Anxiety 
Body image disturbance 

Breastfeeding, 
Effective 

Breathing pattern, 
Ineffective 

Constipation 
Constipation, 
Perceived 

Decreased cardiac 
output 

Diarrhea 
Diversional activity 

deficit 
Family coping. 
Ineffective 

Family coping. 
Potential for growth 

Fatigue 
Fluid volume deficit 
Fluid volume excess 
Grieving, Anticipatory 
Growth & development, 

Altered 
Home maintenance 

management, impaired 
Hypothermia 
Incontinence, 

functional 
Incontinence, Total 
Individual coping. 

Ineffective 
Knowledge deficit 
Nutrition, Altered: 

Less than body 

Activity intolerance. High risk for 
Airway clearance. Ineffective 
Aspiration, High risk for 
Body temperature. High risk for 

altered 
Breastfeeding, Ineffective 

Communication, Impaired verbal 

Constipation, Colonic 
Decisional Conflict (specify) 

Defensive coping 
Denial, Ineffective 
Disuse syndrome. High risk for 
Dysreflexia 

Family coping, Disabling, 

Family Processes, Altered 

Fear 
Fluid volume deficit. High risk for 
Gas exchange. Impaired 
Grieving, Dysfunctional 
Health maintenance. Altered 
Health seeking behaviors (specify) 
Hopelessness 
Hyperthermia 
Incontinence, Bowel 
Incontinence, Reflex 
Incontinence, Stress 
Incontinence, Urge 
Infection, High risk for 
Injury, High risk for 
Noncompliance (specify) 
Nutrition, Altered: More than body 

requirements 
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requirements 
Nutrition, Altered; 

Potential for more 
than body requirements 

Pain 
Parental role conflict 
Personal identity 

disturbance 
Poisoning, High risk for 
Powerlessness 
Rape Trauma Syndrome 

Rape trauma syndrome: 
Silent reaction 

Self-care deficit. 
Bathing/hygiene 
Feeding 
Dressing/grooming 
Tioleting 

Self-esteem, 
Situational low 

Sensory-perceptual 
alterations: 

visual 
auditory 
kinesthetic 
gustatory 
tactile 
olfactory 

Sexuality patterns. 
Altered 

Skin integrity. High 
risk for 

Social interaction, 
Impaired 

Spiritual distress 
Swallowing, Impaired 
Thought processes. 

Altered 
Tissue perfusion, 

renal 
cerebral 
cardiopulmonary 
gastrointestinal 
peripheral 

Unilateral neglect 
Urinary retention 

Oral mucous membrane. Altered 

Pain, Chronic 
Parenting, High risk for altered 
Physical mobility, Impaired 

Post trauma response 
Protection, Altered 
Rape trauma syndrome: Compound 

reaction 
Role performance. Altered 

Self-esteem, Chronic low 

Self-esteem disturbance 

Sexual dysfunction 

Skin integrity, Impaired 

Sleep pattern disturbance 

Social isolation 

Suffocation, High risk for 
Thermoregulation, Ineffective 
Tissue integrity. Impaired 

Trauma, High risk for 

Urinary elimination. Altered 
Violence, High risk for : Self-

directed or directed at others 
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Defining Characteristics and Associated Adaptive Modes for 
Persons with Cancers of the Head and Neck 

DIRECTIONS: Your task is to cluster the defining 
characteristics and their associated adaptive mode into 
nursing diagnoses with consensual agreement from your 
colleagues for persons with cancers of the head and neck. 
Attached is a list of nursing diagnoses approved by the 
North American Nursing Diagnostic Association. 

Adaptive Modes Defining Characteristics 

Physiological Mode Chronic cough since beginning 
radiation treatments 

Fatigue 
Decreased energy to 

participate in usual 
exercise 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Nausea 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Decreased food intake 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry mouth 
White or yellow patches in 

mouth 
Cracks in lining of mouth or 

cheek 
Difficulty in swallowing 
Reduced perspiration 
Changes in taste sensation 
Loss of taste 
Sore throat 
Sore mouth 
Hoarseness 
Loss of smell 
Shortness of breath 
Interruption in sleep 
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Adaptive Modes Defining Characteristics 

Physiological Mode Sleeping fewer hours than 
usual 

Sleeping more hours than usual 
Decreased ability to remember 
Decreased ability to pay 

attention 

Self-Concept Mode 

Role Function Mode 

Change in way you feel about 
your body 

Decreased sexual desire 
Change in usual sexual 

activity pattern 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Feeling depressed 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 
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Defining Characteristics and Associated Adaptive Modes for 
Persons with Cancers of the Digestive Organs 

DIRECTIONS: Your task is to cluster the defining 
characteristics and their associated adaptive mode into 
nursing diagnoses with consensual agreement from your 
colleagues for persons with cancers of the digestive organs. 
Attached is a list of nursing diagnoses approved by the 
North American Nursing Diagnostic Association. 

Adaptive Modes Defining Characteristics 

Physiological Mode Fatigue 
Decreased energy to 

participate in usual 
exercise 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities 
and chores 

Nausea 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Decreased food intake 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Weeping skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Immediate burning feeling when 

passing urine 
Diarrhea 
Constipation 
Need or urge to pass urine 

often 
Changes in taste sensation 
Low back pain 
Interruption in sleep 
Sleeping fewer hours than 

usual 
Sleeping more hours than usual 
Impotence 
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Adaptive Modes Defining Characteristics 

Self-Concept Mode Feeling sorry for self 
Change in way you feel about 

your body 
Decreased sexual desire 
Change in usual sexual 

activity pattern 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Feeling depressed 

Role Function Mode Change in ability to carry out 
usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 
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APPENDIX F: LETTER OF INSTRUCTION TO VALIDATION PANEL 2 

TO: Validation Panel 2 Members 

FROM: Sharon DeRuvo 

DATE: 22 January 1992 

SUBJECT: Validation of Defining Characteristics within an 
Adaptive Mode using Roy's Adaptation Model for Persons with 
Cancers of the Head and Neck or Cancers of the Digestive 
Organs 

I am inviting you to participate as a panel review member 
for my thesis: Nursing Diagnoses using Roy's Adaptation 
Model for Persons with Cancer Receiving External Beam 
Radiation Therapy. The purpose of this descriptive study is 
to identify and describe nursing diagnoses and associated 
defining characteristics for persons receiving outpatient 
external beam radiation therapy for cancers of the head and 
neck (n=15) or cancers of the digestive organs (n=15). I am 
examining the classification of nursing diagnoses using the 
four adaptive modes of Roy's model; physiological mode, 
self-concept mode, role function mode, and interdependence 
mode. 

ROY ADAPTATION MODEL: The Roy Adaptation Model 
conceptualizes person as an adaptive system in constant 
interaction with the changing environment (Roy, 1984). 
Within this model, persons respond to the changing 
environment by means of adaptive or coping mechanisms. 
These adaptive mechanisms, according to Roy (1970, 1976, 
1984; Roy & Roberts, 1981), are either innate or acquired. 
The inborn mechanisms, that Roy labels as regulator, refer 
primarily to coping mechanisms of a physiological nature. 
For example, the reflex response of an individual who 
touches a hot object is considered to be an innate mechanism 
and thus, an exemplar of the regulator. In contrast to 
innate mechanisms, the acquired mechanisms, that Roy 
categorizes as cognator, require learning and involve 
cognitive and emotional processes (Isenberg, 1991). For 
example, situations that involve consciously modifying 
dietary or exercise programs are illustrative of cognator 
activity. Thus, the process of adaptation to the changing 
environment occurs through the functioning of both regulator 
and cognator mechanisms. 

The responses evoked by the cognator and regulator 
mechanisms are manifested by the person in the form of four 
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adaptive modes (Roy, 1970, 1976; Roy & Roberts, 1981). 
These adaptive modes (Roy, 1970, 1976; Roy & Roberts, 1981) 
are categorized as; physiological mode, self-concept mode, 
role function mode, and interdependence mode. These modes 
are based on the person's need for physiological integrity, 
psychic integrity, and social integrity (Roy, 1976). 

REVIEW OF THE FOUR ADAPTIVE MODES: 

1. Physiological Mode: The physiological mode 
consists of those responses that are associated with 
physiological functioning. The physiological responses, 
hierarchically arranged, are oxygenation, nutrition, 
elimination, activity and rest, and protection (Andrews & 
Roy, 1986). This mode is associated with the way the person 
responds physically to stimuli from the environment, such as 
physiological activity of cells, tissues, organs, and body 
systems (Andrews & Roy, 1986). 

2. Self-Concept Mode; The self-concept mode focuses 
on responses of a psychological or spiritual nature. 
Adaptation in this mode is directed towards attaining and 
maintaining psychic integrity. Self-concept, according to 
Andrews & Roy (1986), is the composite of beliefs and 
feelings that a person possesses. The self-concept mode 
consists of two subareas: physical self and personal self. 
The physical self entails an appraisal of the person's 
physical attributes, such as appearance, functioning, and 
sexuality, and focuses on body sensation and body image. 
Body sensation relates to the feelings and experiences of 
oneself as a physical being; whereas, body image refers to 
the physical view and appearance of oneself (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). The personal self, the second subarea of the self-
concept mode, is represented by self-consistency, self-
ideal, and the moral-ethical-spiritual self (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). Self-consistency is characterized by the stability 
of self, despite changing environments (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). Self-ideal refers to expectations of the self and 
goal accomplishment. Lastly, the moral-ethical self 
portrays spiritual values of the self (Roy, 1987). These 
three aspects of the self — self-consistency, self-ideal, 
and the moral-ethical-spiritual self — comprise the 
personal self. 

3. Role Function Mode: The role function mode 
reflects the need for social integrity. This mode focuses 
on the roles an individual assumes in society and the ways 
these roles are fulfilled (Andrews & Roy, 1986). Andrews 
and Roy (1986) defined role as a set of expectations about 
how a person in a specific position behaves toward another 
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person/s who also occupies a certain position. Adaptation 
in this mode is aimed at meeting individuals' needs for 
knowing who they are in relation to others (Andrews & Roy, 
1986). 

4. Interdependence Mode; The interdependence mode 
also emphasizes the necessity of social integrity. The 
primary focus of the interdependence mode, according to 
Andrews and Roy (1986), is affection. This mode consists of 
a person's interactions related to the giving and receiving 
of love, respect, and value (Andrews & Roy, 1986). 
Adaptation in this mode entails meeting the needs of an 
individual through secure and nurturing relationships with 
others. There are two specific relationships within the 
interdependence mode; significant others, people who are 
important to the individual, and support systems, other 
people who contribute to meet interdependence needs (Andrews 
£e Roy, 1986) . 

SUMMARY OF THE ROY ADAPTATION MODEL; Within Roy's 
Adaptation Model, individuals are viewed as adaptive systems 
coping with the changing environment by means of innate and 
acquired mechanisms. These adaptive mechanisms, regulator 
and cognator, function to attain and maintain adaptation in 
each of the four modes. This concept of the person as an 
adaptive system is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Input Control Modes Output 
Processes 

Stimuli Coping Physiological Adaptive 
Adaptation —> mechanisms > function > and 
Level Regulator Self-concept In-

Cognator Role function effective 
Interdependence Responses 

Feedback 

Figure 1. Person as an Adaptive System (Roy, 1984). 

NURSING DIAGNOSES IN THE ROY ADAPTATION MODEL; The 
objective of adaptation is fostered by nursing activities, 
that is, the use of the nursing process - assessment, 
nursing diagnosis, goal setting, intervention, and 
evaluation (Andrews & Roy, 1986; Roy, 1976, 1984). The Roy 
Adaptation Model determines "what data to collect, how to 
identify the problem and essential goals, what approach to 
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use, and how to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach" 
(Roy, 1984, p. 44). The nursing process, as viewed by Roy 
(1984), encompasses six steps: 

1. Assess behaviors in each of the adaptive modes and 
determine whether they are adaptive or ineffective; 
2. Assess the stimuli that influence those behaviors 
and classify them as focal, contextual, or residual; 
3. Identify and state the adaptation problem(s); 
4. Establish goals in terms of adaptive behaviors; 
5. Select intervention strategies to promote 
adaptation; 
6. Evaluate the person's response in terms of meeting 
the established goals (Figure 2.) 

Given the scope of this study, the use of Roy's Adaptation 
Model is limited to the first three steps - assessment of 
behaviors, assessment of influencing stimuli, and nursing 
diagnosis - of the nursing process. 

Step 1. > 
Assessment of 
Behavior in 
Adaptive Modes 

Step 2.< > 
Assessment of 
Stimuli 
(Contextual, 
focal, and 
residual stimuli) 

Step 3 . > 
Nursing Diagnosis 
(Statement of 
adaptive and 
ineffective 
behaviors) 

Step 4. Step 5. • Step 6. 

Goal Setting 
(Behavioral 
Outcomes) 

Intervention 
(Approach to 
promote 
adaptation) 

Evaluation 
(Judgement of 
of effectiveness 
of interventions) 

Figure 2. Flow chart illustrating the nursing process (Roy, 
1984) . 

NURSING ASSESSMENT: According to Roy (1984), nursing 
assessment involves a two-level process of initially 
assessing behaviors and secondly, assessing influencing 
stimuli from the environment. First-level assessment 
consists of the identification of client responses in each 
of the four adaptive modes: physiological, self-concept, 
role function, and interdependence. The client responses 
are categorized as adaptive or ineffective in this level of 
assessment (Figure 3.). Behaviors are judged to be adaptive 
responses when they promote the physiological. 
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psychological, and social integrity of the person. In 
contrast, ineffective responses are viewed to be those 
behaviors which do not foster integrity of the person. This 
process of judging human behaviors and categorizing them as 
adaptive or ineffective responses is the primary role of the 
nurse in the nursing assessment. Thus, for nurses using 
Roy's Adaptation Model, the major outcomes of the nursing 
assessment are identifying those behaviors disruptive of the 
person's integrity and facilitating those indicative of 
adaptation. 

In the second-level assessment, the nurse examines 
stimuli within the environment that influence the client's 
responses. According to Roy (1984), the environment is 
composed of three types of stimuli; focal, contextual, and 
residual. 

The focal stimulus is input from the environment that 
is immediately confronting the individual (Roy & Roberts, 
1981). This stimulus triggers a change in the person which 
may result in an adaptive or ineffective response. For 
example, when a person experiences a headache, it becomes 
his/her focal stimulus until some action is taken to 
alleviate the discomfort (Isenberg, 1991). 

Contextual stimuli encompass all other stimuli present 
in the environment that contribute to influence the focal 
stimulus (Roy & Roberts, 1981). In contrast to the focal 
stimulus, these stimuli are not the main concern of the 
person. They are other influencing factors in the situation 
that may alter the response. For instance, a person with a 
headache who is driving on a congested highway has the 
influence of the traffic jam, the contextual stimuli 
(Isenberg, 1991). Contextual stimuli may be classified as 
external or internal to the person (Roy & Roberts, 1981). 
The traffic congestion is illustrative of external 
contextual stimuli. If, however, the person with a headache 
is worried about a business deadline, this concern 
represents the influence of internal contextual stimuli 
(Isenberg, 1991). 

Residual stimuli are viewed as environmental factors 
whose effects in the situation are unclear (Roy & Roberts, 
1981). In addition, residual stimuli are beliefs and past 
experiences of the person which help to shape the response. 
For example, a person with a headache may not remember a 
previous injury which also resulted in pain to the head but 
nevertheless, the experience may affect the person's 
response (Isenberg, 1991). Thus, residual stimuli are 
potential factors in the situation that may influence the 
confronting focal stimulus. In the second-level assessment, 
therefore, the nurse considers these three types of stimuli 
from the environment and their influence on the adaptive 
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modes. 
Consequently, ineffective behaviors and the relevant 

influencing stimuli provide the basis for a nursing 
diagnosis within the Roy Adaptation Model. A nursing 
diagnosis is the third step of the nursing process within 
Roy's framework. A nursing diagnosis, according to Roy 
(1984), is the nurse's interpretation of the assessment data 
in regard to responses in the adaptive modes and influencing 
stimuli from the environment. 



VALIDATION PANEL 2 
CANCERS OF THE HEAD AND NECK 

DIRECTIONS: Your task is to validate the work done by the consensus panel. This 
panel clustered the defining characteristics and their associated adaptive modes into 
nursing diagnoses for persons with cancers of the head and neck or cancers of the 
digestive organs. Please mark next to the nursing diagnosis the following: 

C=CONCUR, meaning you judge the defining characteristics to be subjective and 
objective signs or symptoms that, in a cluster, point to the nursing diagnosis; 

N=NONCONCUR, meaning you judge the defining characteristics NOT to be the 
clinical signs and symptoms illustrative of that nursing diagnosis. 

IF YOU MARK N FOR NONCONCUR, PLEASE GIVE AN EXPLANATION. 

RESULTS OF CONSENSUS PANEL FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTIVE MODE FOR PERSONS WITH CANCERS 
OF THE HEAD AND NECK: 

Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Activitv Intolerance: A reduction in one's 
physiological capacity to endure activities to the degree desired or required 
(Carpenito, 1991). 

Activity Intolerance Decreased energy to participate in 
usual exercise 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Fatigue 
Shortness of breath 

Explanation: ^ 
03 

• ———— a> 



Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursincr Diagnosis. Altered Comfort; The state in which an individual 
experiences an uncomfortable sensation in response to a noxious stimulus (Carpenito, 
1991). 

Explanation: 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Health Maintenance: The state in which an 
individual or group experiences or is at risk of experiencing a disruption in health 
because of an unhealthy life-style or lack of knowledge to manage a condition 
(Carpenito, 1991). 

Altered Comfort Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 
Swollen or puffy skin 

Altered Health 
Maintenance 

Decreased energy to participate in 
usual exercise 

Explanation: 

H 
00 
>0 



Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Nutrition. Less than Body Requirements; The 
state in which an individual who is not NPO experiences or is at risk of experiencing 
reduced weight related to inadequate intake or metabolism of nutrients (Carpenito, 
1991). 

Altered Nutrition, 
Less Than Body 
Requirements 

Changes in taste sensation 
Decreased food intake 
Difficulty in swallowing 
Dry mouth 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of smell 
Loss of taste 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Thought Processes; A state in which an 
indiviudal experiences a disruption in such mental activities as conscious thought, 
reality orientation, problem solving, judgement, and comprehension (Carpenito, 1991). 

Altered Thought Decreased ability to pay attention 
Processes Decreased ability to remember 

Explanation; 

03 
CO 



Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Oral Mucous Membrane; The state in which an 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing disruptions in the oral cavity 
(Carpenito, 1991). 

Altered Oral Mucous Cracks in lining of mouth or cheek 
Membrane Dry mouth 

White or yellow patches in mouth 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Diversional Activity Deficit; The state in which 
the individual or group experiences or is at risk of experiencing decreased 
stimulation form, or interest in, leisure activities (Carpenito, 1991). 

Diversional Activity Decreased energy to participate in 
Deficit usual exercise 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis, Fatigue; The self-recognized state in which an 
individual experiences an overwhelming sustained sense of exhaustion and decreased 
capacity for physical and mental work that is not relieved by rest (Carpenito, 1991). 

Fatigue Fatigue 

Explanation; 

00 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Potential for Fluid Volume Deficit: The state in 
which an individual who is not NPO experiences or is at risk of experiencing 
vascular, interstitial, or intracellular dehydration. 

Fluid Volume Deficit, Nausea 
Potential for 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. High Risk for Infection; The state in which an 
individual is at risk to be invaded by an opportunistic or pathogenic agent (virus, 
fungus, bacteria, protozoa, or other parasite) from external sources (Carpenito, 
1991). 

High Risk for Infection Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Cracks in lining of mouth or cheek 
Dry mouth 
Dry skin 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 
Swollen or puffy skin 
White or yellow patches in mouth 

Explanation; 

o 



Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Impaired Gas Exchancre; The state in which the 
individual experiences an actual or potential decreased passage of gases (oxygen and 
carbon dioxide) between the alveoli of the lungs and the vascular system (Carpenito, 
1991). 

Impaired Gas Exchange Shortness of breath 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Impaired Skin Integrity; A state in which the 
individual experiences or is at risk for damage to the epidermal and dermal tissue 
(Carpenito, 1991). 

Impaired Skin Integrity Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Reduced perspiration 
Swollen or puffy skin 

Explanation; 

M 
VD 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Impaired Swallowing: The state in which an 
individual has decreased ability to voluntarily pass fluids and/or solid foods from 
the mouth to the stomach (Carpenito, 1991). 

Impaired Swallowing Difficulty swallowing 
Sore mouth 
Sore throat 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Impaired Verbal Communication; The state in which 
an individual experiences, or is at high risk to experience, a decreased ability to 
speak but can understand others (Carpenito, 1991). 

Impaired Verbal Hoarseness 
Communication Shortness of breath 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Ineffective Airway Clearance: The state in which 
the individual experiences a threat to respiratory status related to inability to 
cough effectively (Carpenito, 1991). 

Ineffective Airway Chronic cough since beginning 
Clearance radiation treatments 

Explanation; 

M 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Ineffective Breathing Patterns; The state in which 
the individual experiences an actual or potential loss of adequate ventilation 
related to an altered breathing pattern (Carpenito, 1991). 

Ineffective Breathing Shortness of breath 
Patterns 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Ineffective Thermoregulation; The state in which an 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing an inability to maintain a 
stable core normal body temperature in the presence of adverse or changing external 
factors (Carpenito, 1991). 

Ineffective Thermo- Reduced perspiration 
regulation 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Sensorv-Perceptual Alterations; A state in which 
the individual/group experiences or is at risk of experiencing a change in the 
amount, pattern, or interpretation of incoming stimuli (Carpenito, 1991). 

Sensory-Perceptual Changes in taste sensation 
Alterations Loss of smell 

Explanation; 

vo 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Sleep Pattern Disturbance; The state in which the 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing a change in the quantity or 
quality of his rest pattern that causes discomfort or interferes with desired life
style (Carpenito, 1991). 

Sleep Pattern Interruption in sleep 
Disturbance Sleeping fewer hours than usual 

Sleeping more hours than usual 
Explanation; 

RESULTS OF CONSENSUS PANEL FOR SELF-CONCEPT MODE FOR PERSONS WITH CANCERS OF THE HEAD 
AND NECK; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Sexuality Patterns; The state in which an 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing a change in sexual health-the 
integration of somatic, emotional, intellectual, and social aspects of sexual being 
in ways that are enriching and that enhance personality, communication, and love 
(Carpenito, 1991). 

Altered Sexuality Change in usual sexual activity 
Patterns patterns 

Change in way you feel about your 
body 

Decreased sexual drive 

Explanation; 



Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Anticipatory Grieving; The state in which an 
individual/group experiences feeling in response to an expected significant loss 
(Carpenito, 1991). 

Anticipatory Grieving Feeling depressed 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Anxiety; A state in which the individual/group 
experiences feelings of uneasiness (apprehension) and activation of the autonomic 
nervous system in response to a vague, nonspecific threat (Carpenito, 1991). 

Anxiety Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Fear; A state in which an individual or group 
experiences a feeling of physiologic or emotional disruption related to an 
identifiable source that is perceived as dangerous (Carpenito, 1991). 

Fear Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Explanation; 

VO 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursincr Diagnosis. Hopelessness; A sustained subjective emotional 
state in which an individual sees no alternatives or personal choices available to 
solve problems or to achieve what is desired and cannot mobilize energy on own behalf 
to establish goals (Carpenito, 1991). 

Explanation: 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Ineffective Individual Coping; A state in which the 
individual experiences, or is at high risk to experience, an inability to manage 
internal or environmental stressors adequately due to inadequate resources (physical, 
psychological, behavioral, and/or cognitive) (Carpenito, 1991). 

Hopelessness Feeling depressed 

Ineffective Individual 
Coping 

Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 

Explanation: 

VD 
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RESULTS OF CONSENSUS PANEL FOR ROLE FUNCTION MODE FOR PERSONS WITH CANCERS OF THE 
HEAD AND NECK: 

Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Family Processes; The state in which a 
usually supportive family experiences, or is at risk to experience, a stressor that 
challenges its previously effective functioning (Carpenito, 1991). 

Altered Family Change in ability to carry out 
Processes usual family role 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Role Performance; The state in which an 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing a disruption in the way one 
perceives one's role performance (Carpenito, 1991). 

Altered Role Change in ability to carry out 
Performance usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Explanation; 



Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursincf Diagnosis. Impaired Social Interactions; The state in which an 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing negative, insufficient, or 
unsatisfactory responses from interactions (Carpenito, 1991). 

Explanation: 

RESULTS OF CONSENSUS PANEL WITH MIXED ADAPTIVE MODES FOR PERSONS WITH CANCERS OF THE 
HEAD AND NECK: 

Physiological Mode and Role Function Mode 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Impaired Home Maintenance Management: The state in 
which an individual or family experiences or is at risk to experience a difficulty in 
maintaining self or family in a home environment (Carpenito, 1991). 

Impaired Social 
Interactions 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Impaired Home 
Maintenance 
Management 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Explanation; 

VD 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Physiological Mode, Self-Concept Mode, and Role Function Mode 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Self Concept Disturbance; The st^te in which an 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing a negative state of change about 
the way eh feels, thinks, or views himself. It may include a change in body image, 
self-esteem, role performance, or personal identity (Carpenito, 1991). 

Self Concept Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Disturbance Change in ability to carry out 

usual family role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual work role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual social role 
Change in way you feel about 

your body 
Decreased sexual drive 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Swollen or puffy skin 

Explanation; 

vo 
vo 



VALIDATION PANEL 2 
CANCERS OF THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS 

DIRECTIONS: Your task is to validate the work done by the consensus panel. This 
panel clustered the defining characteristics and their associated adaptive modes into 
nursing diagnoses for persons with cancers of the head and neck or cancers of the 
digestive organs. Please mark next to the nursing diagnosis the following: 

C=CONCUR, meaning you judge the defining characteristics to be subjective and 
objective signs or symptoms that, in a cluster, point to the nursing diagnosis; 

N=NONCONCUR, meaning you judge the defining characteristics NOT to be the 
clinical signs and symptoms illustrative of that nursing diagnosis. 

IF YOU MARK N FOR NONCONCUR, PLEASE GIVE AN EXPLANATION. 

RESULTS OF CONSENSUS PANEL FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTIVE MODE FOR PERSONS WITH CANCERS 
OF THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS: 

Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Activitv Intolerance: A reduction in one's 
physiological capacity to endure activities to the degree desired or required 
(Carpenito, 1991). 

Activity Intolerance Decreased energy to participate in 
usual exercise 

Decreased energy to carry out 
routine daily activities and 
chores 

Fatigue 

Explanation: 

o 
o 



Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diaqnosis. Altered Comfort; The state in which an individual 
experiences an uncomfortable sensation in response to a noxious stimulus (Carpenito, 
1991). 

Altered Comfort Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Low back pain 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Health Maintenance; The state in which an 
individual or group experiences or is at risk of experiencing a disruption in health 
because of an unhealthy life-style or lack of knowledge to manage a condition 
(Carpenito, 1991). 

Altered Health Decreased energy to participate in 
Maintenance usual exercise 

Explanation; 

N) 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Nutrition. Less than Body Requirements; The 
state in which an individual who is not NPO experiences or is at risk of experiencing 
reduced weight related to inadeauate intake or metabolism of nutrients (Carpenito, 
1991). 

Altered Nutrition, 
Less Than Body 
Requirements 

Changes in taste sensation 
Decreased food intake 
Diarrhea 
Loss of appetite 
Loss of weight 
Nausea 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Constipation; The state in which an individual 
experiences or is at high risk of experiencing stasis of the large intestine 
resulting in infrequent elimination or hard, dry feces (Carpenito, 1991). 

Constipation Constipation 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Diarrhea; The state in which the individual 
experiences or is at risk of experiencing frequent passage of liquid stool or 
unformed stool (Carpenito, 1991). 

Diarrhea Diarrhea 

Explanation; to 
o 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Diversional Activity Deficit; The state in which 
the individual or group experiences or is at risk of experiencing decreased 
stimulation form, or interest in, leisure activities (Carpenito, 1991). 

Diversional Activity Decreased energy to participate in 
Deficit usual exercise 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Fatigue: The self-recognized state in which an 
individual experiences an overwhelming sustained sense of exhaustion and decreased 
capacity for physical and mental work that is not relieved by rest (Carpenito, 1991). 

Fatigue Fatigue 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Potential for Fluid Volume Deficit; The state in 
which an individual who is not NPO experiences or is at risk of experiencing 
vascular, interstitial, or intracellular dehydration. 

Fluid Volume Deficit, Diarrhea 
Potential for Nausea 

Explanation: 

to 
o 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. High Risk for Infection: The state in which an 
individual is at risk to be invaded by an opportunistic or pathogenic agent (virus, 
fungus, bacteria, protozoa, or other parasite) from external sources (Carpenito, 
1991). 

High Risk for Infection Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Explanation: 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Impaired Skin Integrity: A state in which the 
individual experiences or is at risk for damage to the epidermal and dermal tissue 
(Carpenito, 1991)• 

Impaired skin Integrity Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Dry skin 
Itching skin 
Red skin 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Explanation; 



Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Sensory-Perceptual Alterations; A state in which 
the indivudal/group experiences or is at risk of experiencing a change in the amount, 
pattern, or interpretation of incoi"ing stimuli (Carpenito, 1991) . 

Sensory-Perceptual Changes in taste sensations 
Alterations 

Explanation: 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Sleep Pattern Disturbance; The state in which the 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing a change in the quantity or 
quality of his rest pattern that causes discomfort or interferes with desired life
style (Carpenito, 1991). 

Sleep Pattern Interruption in sleep 
Disturbance Sleeping fewer hours than usual 

Sleeping more hours than usual 
Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Patterns of Urinary Elimination; the state 
in which the individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing urinary elimination 
dysfunction (Carpenito, 1991). 

Explanation; 

Altered Patterns of Immediate burning feeling when 
Urinary Elimination passing urine 

Need or urge to pass urine often 

o 
U1 



RESULTS OF CONSENSUS PANEL FOR SELF-CONCEPT MODE FOR PERSONS WITH CANCERS OF THE 
DIGESTIVE ORGANS: 

Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Anticipatory Grieving; The state in which an 
individual/group experiences feeling in response to an expected significant loss 
(Carpenito, 1991). 

Anticipatory Grieving Feeling depressed 
Feeling sorry for self 

Explanation: 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Anxiety: A state in which the individual/group 
experiences feelings of uneasiness (apprehension) and activation of the autonomic 
nervous system in response to a vague, nonspecific threat (Carpenito, 1991). 

Anxiety Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Fear: A state in which an individual or group 
experiences a feeling of physiologic or emotional disruption related to an 
identifiable source that is perceived as dangerous (Carpenito, 1991). 

Fear Feeling angry 
Feeling worried 

Explanation: w 
o 
cn 



Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Hopelessness; A sustained subjective emotional 
state in which an individual sees no alternatives or personal choices available to 
solve problems or to achieve what is desired and cannot mobilize energy on own behalf 
to establish goals (Carpenito, 1991). 

Explanation; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Ineffective Individual Coping; A state in which the 
individual experiences, or is at high risk to experience, an inability to manage 
internal or environmental stressors adequately due to inadequate resources (physical, 
psychological, behavioral, and/or cognitive) (Carpenito, 1991). 

Hopelessness Feeling depressed 
Feeling sorry for self 

Ineffective Individual 
Coping 

Feeling angry 
Feeling depressed 

Explanation; 

to 
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RESULTS OF CONSENSUS PANEL FOR ROLE FUNCTION MODE FOR PERSONS WITH CANCERS OF THE 
DIGESTIVE ORGANS: 

Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

nefinition of Nursing Diagnosis. Alte^-ed Family Processes; The state in which a 
usually supportive family experiences, or is at risk to experience, a stressor that 
challenges its previously effective functioning (Carpenito, 1991). 

Altered Family Change in ability to carry out 
Processes usual family role 

Explanation: 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Role Performance: The state in which an 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing a disruption in the way one 
perceives one's role performance (Carpenito, 1991). 

Altered Role Change in ability to carry out 
Performance usual family role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual social role 

Explanation: 

M 
o 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Impaired Social Interactions; The state in which an 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing negative, insufficient, or 
unsatisfactory responses from interactions (Carpen^to, 1991). 

Impaired Social Change in ability to carry out 
Interactions usual social role 

Explanation; 

RESULTS OF CONSENSUS PANEL WITH MIXED ADAPTIVE MODES FOR PERSONS WITH CANCERS OF THE 
DIGESTIVE ORGANS; 

Physiological Mode and Self-Concept Mode; 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Altered Sexualitv Patterns; The state in which an 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing a change in sexual health-the 
integration of somatic, emotional, intellectual, and social aspects of sexual being 
in ways that are enriching and that enhance personality, communication, and love 
(Carpenito, 1991). 

Altered Sexuality Change in usual sexual activity 
Patterns pattern 

Change in way you feel about your 
body 

Decreased sexual drive 
Impotence 

Explanation; 
NJ 
o 
vo 



Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Physiological Mode and Role Function Mode 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Impaired Home Maintenance Management; The state in 
which an individual or family experiences or is at risk to experience a difficulty in 
maintaining self or family in a home environment (Carpenito, 1991). 

Impaired Home Decreased energy to carry out 
Maintenance routine daily activities and 
Management chores 

Change in ability to carry out 
usual work role 

Explanation: 

NJ 
i-» 
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Concur/Nonconcur Nursing Diagnosis Defining Characteristic 

Physiological Mode, Self-Concept Mode, and Role Function Mode 

Definition of Nursing Diagnosis. Self Concept Disturbance; The state in which an 
individual experiences or is at risk of experiencing a negative state of change about 
the way eh feels, thinks, or views himself. It may include a change in body image, 
self-esteem, role performance, or personal identity (Carpenito, 1991). 

Self Concept Blisters or bubbles on skin 
Disturbance Change in ability to carry out 

usual family role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual work role 
Change in ability to carry out 

usual social role 
Change in way you feel about 

your body 
Decreased sexual drive 
Feeling angry 
Feeling depressed 
Feeling sorry for self 
Feeling tense or anxious 
Feeling worried 
Impotence 
Swollen or puffy skin 
Weeping skin 

Explanation: 

w 
H 
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